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Earnings per share 
totalled DM 14.67 – 
26.8 percent higher than
in the previous year.
With this Annual Report,
we have published our
financial results for the
first time according to
International Accounting
Standards (IAS). Net 
profit increased by 31.5
percent to DM 3.6 billion.
Gross premium income
rose 19.6 percent to 
DM 90.4 billion in the
1998 business year.
Change from 
previous year
in %
Allianz Group
Allianz Share
A T  A  G L A N C E
1998 1998 1997
D DM DM
Gross premium income bn 46.2 90.4 19.6 75.6 12
Benefits paid to customers bn 40.0 78.2 21.5 64.4 132
Pretax result mn 4,085 7,990 25.3 6,375 37
Tax mn 1,528 2,988 6.1 2,815 134
Minority interests in earnings mn 739 1,445 69.3 853
Net earnings mn 1,819 3,558 31.5 2,706 37
Assets Under Management bn 343.2 671.2 41.0 476.2 74
Stockholders’ equity bn 22.2 43.5 30.4 33.4 122
Insurance reserves bn 216.8 424.1 38.5 306.1 125
Employees 105,676 37.3 76,951 86
1998 1998 1997
D DM DM
Earnings per share 7.50 14.67 26.8 11.57 136
Dividend per share 1.12 2.20 15.80 1.90 41
Dividend payout mn 276 539 23.1 438
Allianz share price on 12/31/1998 317 620 33.1 466 18
Market capitalization of Allianz on 12/31/1998 bn 77.6 151.8 41.6 107.2 18
More on 
page
More on 
page
Standard & Poor’s awarded the Allianz Group its
highest possible rating, “AAA”.
As a global insurance company, Allianz places a special emphasis on the international experience of its employees. People from around
the globe also work at the Head Office in Munich. On the front cover (left to right) are: Richard Crookes (United Kingdom, Sales); Pei-Jun
Cheng (People’s Republic of China, Department for the Asia-Pacific region); Dagmar Kamutzky (Germany, International Human Resources);
Verena Serwatka (Argentina, Accounting); Craig Ellis (Australia, Planning and Controlling); Aaliyah Shafiq (USA, Major Events Coordination).
Change from 
previous year
in %
1998
“Security is a permanent basic need of human
existence. Around the world, technical progress,
improved standards of living and demographic
changes arouse and augment the desire to protect
what has been achieved and to provide for the 
future. This allows for great growth opportuni-
ties for global insurance groups, and we intend
to share this boom with our shareholders, clients
and employees.”
Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle
Chairman of the Board 
of Management
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Dear Shareholder,
Your company's 1998 annual report has
taken a new direction in financial reporting.
You will notice that the financial statement
has a new look, having been prepared, for
the first time, according to International
Accounting Standards. This further improves
the transparency, the depth of information
and international comparability of our data
for analysts, investors and the general public.
In addition to double-digit growth in both
premium income and profit, a continuation
of the positive results of prior years, one
development clearly emerges: Allianz is grow-
ing and changing and is today a global insur-
ance group with Europe as its home market.
Following the acquisition of 51 percent of
the shares of the largest French insurance
group, Assurances Générales de France
B O A R D  O F  
M A N A G E M E N T
Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle
Chairman
Dr. Diethart Breipohl
Chief Financial Officer
Detlev Bremkamp
Europe, Near East, Africa, 
Reinsurance
Dr. Reiner Hagemann
Property and Casualty Insurance, 
Germany, 
Personnel Director
Herbert Hansmeyer
North and South America
Dr. Gerhard Rupprecht
Life and Health Insurance, 
Germany
Michael Diekmann,
Asia-Pacific,
Deputy Member 
since October 1, 1998
Dr. Helmut Perlet,
Controlling, Accounting, Tax,
Deputy Member
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(AGF), only 45.2 percent of our premium
income originated in Germany in 1998.
With the full consolidation of AGF for the
first time in 1999, this percentage will
continue to drop.
Your company is now better positioned than
any other insurer, not only in Germany but
also throughout Europe. In 7 of the 11
states that have joined the European Mone-
tary Union, our group companies are ranked
among the top 5 insurers. We are therefore
the leading insurer in the euro area and are
already benefiting from the common curren-
cy, particularly in investment management.
In the insurance business, we can now take
full advantage of our strong position in the
European market.
We continue to grow vigorously. Further
information on our strategic goals and prog-
ress in the year under review can be found
on page 16 of this annual report.
The company’s good results in 1998 contri-
buted to your Allianz shares‘ rising by 33.5
percent, almost double the rate of increase
of the DAX stock market index. In addition,
these results make it possible to increase,
for the fifth consecutive year, the dividend
per share from DM 1.90 to DM 2.20. 
The successes of the past year are, once
again, primarily the result of the commit-
ment of our management and over 105,000
employees worldwide. I would like to thank
them sincerely for this commitment and for
their ongoing loyalty in these times of great
change. The continued growth of your com-
pany, however, is also based on reciprocal
trust. Our customers, partners and agents
know from experience that they can rely
on our performance, thereby strengthening
our position.
Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle
All our achievements notwithstanding, we
are not content to rest on our laurels. We
have ambitious goals for the coming years,
goals that will further increase the value of
your company’s stock.
> Profit after tax should grow annually
at a double-digit rate
> Our insurance business should de-
liver a return on equity of 15 percent
after tax
> Each business unit must contribute
to increasing the value of the Allianz
Group as a whole and must, there-
fore, continuously assess which
actions will make it possible to achieve
a positive contribution above the cost
of allocated capital. This is our key
criteria for measuring the success of
management.
We will have to focus all our energy and
have a little good fortune come our way in
order to achieve these ambitious goals in
the years to come. However, I have great
faith in the momentum created by the
events and successes of 1998 for the Allianz
Group.  I continue to rely on the trust that
you, as a shareholder and investor, have
placed in your company. Rest assured that
this trust is well placed.
Sincerely,
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an international commission set up to
investigate claims under policies taken out
by victims of Nazi persecution where no
payments have been made, and to discuss
the establishment of a fund for this purpose.
In the same connection we have also been
kept informed about our participation in the
Foundation planned by the German business
community.
We have examined in detail the possible
impact of the so-called Year 2000 problem
on the Allianz Group.
At our meeting in September the Board of
Management gave us details about the 
new Allianz Asset Management division.
We also received a special report about the
positioning of the Allianz Group in the Asia
Pacific region.
Another subject discussed by the Super-
visory Board was the introduction of a long-
term incentive plan by means of which the
Group’s top management will participate in
the long-term performance of the Group’s
parent company Allianz AG.This additional
means of remuneration is to be introduced
in order to ensure that the Allianz Group
remains internationally competitive in this area.
We have also discussed with the Board of
Management the decision to adopt inter-
nationally recognized accounting standards
(IAS) for presentation of the consolidated
financial statements, which will enable us
and our shareholders to make a better
assessment of the performance of the
Allianz Group as a whole. Finally the Board
of Management has outlined to us its
forecasts for the 1999 fiscal year. Our dis-
cussions in this connection centered around
the German government’s plans for tax
reform and the implications of those plans.
We have continually monitored the Board of
Management’s conduct of the Company’s
affairs in accordance with our responsibil-
ities under the law and the Company’s
statutes and have kept ourselves informed
about the ongoing business situation at five
meetings during the year as well as by
means of regular oral and written reports
from the Board of Management.
The performance and development of the
Allianz Group, Allianz AG and the main
subsidiaries in Germany and abroad were
the subject of detailed reports submitted to
the Supervisory Board.
One of the main topics for deliberation was
the process of integrating the companies of
the AGF group.We have kept ourselves con-
tinually in touch with the latest situation on
the basis information provided by the Board
of Management.
We have had several meetings with the
Board of Management to discuss the
considerations behind our decision to join
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The Supervisory Board has appointed the
following subcommittees: a Standing
Committee, an Executive Committee, 
and the Mediation Committee required by
the Codetermination Law. The Standing
Committee held four meetings at which it
was concerned mainly with the Company’s
capital restructuring and fund-raising
measures, whilst the Executive Committee
entrusted with handling personnel matters
met three times.
The independent auditors KPMG Deutsche
Treuhand-Gesellschaft AG Wirtschaftsprü-
fungsgesellschaft, Munich, have examined
the annual financial statements of Allianz
AG and the consolidated financial state-
ments for the year ended December 31,
1998, as well as the management reports of
Allianz AG and of the Group, and given
them an unqualified opinion.We have also
inspected these records ourselves.
The reports by KPMG on the audit of the
annual and consolidated financial state-
ments were submitted to all members of the
Supervisory Board and discussed in detail at
the meeting of the Supervisory Board held
for that purpose on May 19, 1999, which
was also attended by the auditors.We have
no objections and concur with the findings
of the examination by KPMG.We agree with
the Board of Management’s recommenda-
tion for the appropriation of profit.The
Supervisory Board has approved the finan-
cial statements presented by the Board of
Management, which are accordingly con-
firmed.
The new shareholder representatives on the
Supervisory Board were elected for a five-
year term at the General Meeting of share-
holders held on July 8, 1998.The employee
representatives had been elected by
employees for a similar term on March 30,
1998.The following members accordingly
resigned from the Supervisory Board: Dr.
Sylvia Maser, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Marcus
Bierich, Dr. Horst Burgard, Dr.-Ing. E.h.
Werner H. Dieter, Dr.-Ing. E.h. Hermann
Franz, Dr. Friedhelm Gieske, Dr. Wolfgang
Müller, Lienhardt Reich, Edzard Reuter and
Dr. Wolfgang Röller.
Ulrike Mascher has resigned from the Super-
visory Board following her appointment 
as a Parliamentary permanent secretary.
Prof. Dr. Rudolf Hickel was appointed by
the court to replace her as an employee
representative on the Board. Renate Daniel-
Hauser has resigned from the Supervisory
Board with effect from February 24, 1999,
and has been replaced by Reiner Lembke as
a representative on the Board elected by
employees.
We have expressed our thanks to all the
above for their contributions to the work of
our Board.
The Supervisory Board has appointed
Michael Diekmann as an alternate member
of the Board of Management with effect
from October 1, 1998. He has taken over
responsibility for the Asia Pacific region.
Munich, May 19, 1999
For the Supervisory Board
Dr. Klaus Liesen
Dr. Klaus Liesen
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Ruhrgas AG,
Chairman
Karl Miller
Salaried employee,
Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG,
Deputy Chairman 
since July 8, 1998
Dr. Wolfgang Röller
Former Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board 
Dresdner Bank AG,
Deputy Chairman 
until July 8, 1998
Dr. Alfons Titzrath
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Dresdner Bank AG,
Deputy Chairman 
since July 8, 1998
Dr. Karl-Hermann Baumann
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Siemens AG,
since July 8, 1998
Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. 
Marcus Bierich
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Robert Bosch GmbH,
until July 8, 1998
Norbert Blix
Salaried employee,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Dr. Horst Burgard
Former Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board
Deutsche Bank AG,
until July 8, 1998
Klaus Carlin
Member of the Central Executive 
Committee
Commerce, Bank and Insurance
Workers’ Union (HBV)
Bertrand Collomb
Président Directeur Général Lafarge,
since July 8, 1998
Renate Daniel-Hauser
Branch Manager,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
until February 24, 1999
Dr.-Ing. E.h. Werner H. Dieter
Former Chairman of the 
Board of Management 
Mannesmann AG,
until July 8, 1998
Jürgen Dormann
Chairman of the Board of Management
Hoechst AG,
since July 8, 1998
Dr. Christoph Forster
Attorney,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
until April 30, 1998
Dr.-Ing. E.h. Hermann Franz
Former Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board 
Siemens AG,
until July 8, 1998
Dr. Friedhelm Gieske
Former Chairman of the 
Board of Management RWE AG,
until July 8, 1998
Professor Dr. Rudolf Hickel
Commerce, Bank and Insurance
Workers’ Union (HBV),
since January 9, 1999
Reiner Lembke
Salaried employee,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
since February 25, 1999
Frank Ley
Salaried employee,
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG,
Deputy Chairman until July 8, 1998
Alfred Mackert
Salaried employee,
Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG,
since July 8, 1998
Ulrike Mascher
Member of the German Federal 
Parliament/
Parliamentary permanent secretary,
Commerce, Bank and Insurance
Workers’ Union (HBV),
until October 29, 1998
Dr. Sylvia Maser
Head of department,
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG,
from May 1, 1998 to July 8, 1998
Dr. Wolfgang Müller
Former Member of the 
Board of Management 
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft,
until July 8, 1998
Bernd Pischetsrieder
Former Chairman of the 
Board of Management  
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG,
since July 8, 1998
Reinhold Pohl
Custodian,
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG
Lienhardt Reich
Salaried employee,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
until July 8, 1998
Gerhard Renner
Member of the 
Federal Executive Committee
German Union of Commercial, Clerical
and Technical Employees (DAG)
Edzard Reuter
Former Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Daimler-Benz AG,
until July 8, 1998
Roswitha Schiemann
Branch Manager,
Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
since July 8, 1998
Dr. Albrecht Schmidt
Speaker of the Board of Management
Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG
Dr. Manfred Schneider
Chairman of the Board of Management
Bayer AG,
since July 8, 1998
Dr. Hermann Scholl
Chairman of the Executive Board
Robert Bosch GmbH,
since July 8, 1998
Jürgen E. Schrempp
Chairman of the Board of Management
DaimlerChrysler AG,
since July 8, 1998
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from left to right
Dr. Alexander Hoyos
Allianz Elementar 
Versicherungs-AG, Vienna
Lowell C. Anderson
Allianz Life Insurance, USA
Detlev Bremkamp
Allianz AG, Munich
Dr. Angelo Marchiò
RAS, Milan
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Elvia Versicherungen, Zurich
Dr. Diethart Breipohl
Allianz AG, Munich
Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle
Allianz AG, Munich
William Raymond Treen
Cornhill Insurance, London
Michael Diekmann
Allianz AG, Munich
Antoine Jeancourt-Galignani
AGF, France
Dr. Reiner Hagemann
Allianz AG, Munich
Herbert Hansmeyer
Allianz AG, Munich
Dr. Helmut Perlet 
Allianz AG, Munich
Dominique Bazy
AGF, France
Joe L. Stinnette
Fireman’s Fund, USA
Dr. Gerhard Rupprecht
Allianz AG, Munich
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AMERICA
Argentina
P Allianz RAS Argentina S.A. 
de Seguros Generales
Brazil
P AGF Brasil Seguros
P Allianz-Bradesco Seguros S.A.
Canada
P Allianz Insurance Company of Canada
P Canada West Insurance Company
P Canadian Surety
P Trafalgar Insurance Company of Canada
Chile
P Allianz Compañía de Seguros S.A.
P Consorcio General
P Consorcio General de Seguros Vida
P Allianz Bice Compañía de Seguros de Vida S.A.
Mexico
P Allianz México S.A. Compañia de Seguros
USA
P Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company
P Allianz Insurance Company
P Jefferson Insurance Company of N.Y.
P Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America
Venezuela
P Adriática de Seguros C.A.
Luxemburg
P International Reinsurance Company S.A.
Netherlands
P Royal Nederland Schade
P Royal Nederland Leven
P Allianz Nederland N.V.
P ELVIA Schadeverzekeringen N.V.
P ELVIA Levensverzekeringen N.V.
Poland
P T.U. Allianz BGZ Polska S.A.
P T.U. Allianz BGZ Polska Zycie S.A.
Portugal
P Portugal Previdente Companhia 
de Seguros S.A.
P Sociédade Portuguesa de Seguros S.A.
Russian Federation
P Ost-West Allianz Insurance Company
Slovakia
P Allianz poist’ovn˘a, a.s.
Spain
P AGF Unión y Fénix
P Allianz-RAS Seguros y Reaseguros S.A.
P Athena Seguros
P Eurovida S.A. Compañía de Seguros 
y Reaseguros
Switzerland
P ELVIA Schweizerische Versicherungs-
Gesellschaft
P Allianz Versicherung (Schweiz) AG
P Berner Allgemeine Versicherungs-
Gesellschaft
P Alba Allgemeine Versicherungs-Gesellschaft 
P ELVIA Schweizerische Lebensversicherungs-
Gesellschaft
P Berner Lebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft
P Allianz Risk Transfer (ART)
P ELVIA Reiseversicherungen
Turkey
P Koç Allianz Hayat Sigorta T.A.S‚ .
P Koç Allianz Sigorta T.A.S‚ .
EUROPE (excluding Germany)
Austria
P Allianz Elementar Versicherung-AG
P Allianz Elementar Lebensversicherung-AG
Belgium
P AGF Assubel
P AGF L’Escaut
P Assubel Vie
P ELVIA Assurances S.A.
Czech Republic
P Allianz pojis˘ t’ovna, a.s.
Denmark
P Allianz Nordeuropa Forsikringsaktieselskabet
P Domus-Forsikringsaktieselskabet
France
P Assurances Générales de France
P Assurances Générales de France Iart
P Allianz Assurances
P LES ASSURANCES FÉDÉRALES IARD
P ELVIA ASSURANCES
P Euler
P Assurances Générales de France Vie
P Allianz Vie
P RHIN ET MOSELLE ASSURANCES
FRANÇAISES Compagnie d’Assurances 
sur la Vie
P COMPAGNIE GÉNÉRALE DE PRÉVOYANCE
Great Britain
P Cornhill Insurance PLC
Greece
P Allianz General Insurance Company S.A.
P AGF Kosmos AG
P Allianz Life Insurance Company S.A.
P AGF Kosmos Vie
Hungary
P Hungária Biztosító Rt
Ireland
P Allianz Irish Life Holdings
Italy
P Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà S.p.A.
P Lloyd Adriatico S.p.A.
P Allianz Subalpina Società di Assicurazioni e
Riassicurazioni S.p.A.
GERMANY
P Allianz Versicherungs-AG
P Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG
P Bayerische Versicherungsbank AG
P Allianz Globus Marine Versicherungs-AG
P Vereinte Versicherung AG
P Vereinte Rechtsschutzversicherung AG
P Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG
P Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG
P Deutsche Lebensversicherungs-AG
P Vereinte Lebensversicherung AG
P Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG
Allianz is one of the leading global insurance companies. 
There is an Allianz contact for our clients in 68 countries.
Stability, service and expertise in our Group is based on the
commitment of employees numbering more than 105,000
worldwide.
Selected 
P Group Enterprises
P Associated Enterprises
P Joint Ventures
P Joint Regional Insurance Centers 
Representative Agencies
Representative Offices
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ASIA
Brunei
P National Insurance Company Berhard
Hong Kong
P Allianz Cornhill Insurance (Far East) Ltd.
Indonesia
P P.T. Asuransi Allianz Utama Indonesia
P P.T. Asuransi Allianz Aken Life
Japan
P Allianz Fire and Marine Insurance 
Japan Ltd.
Korea
P France Life
Laos
P A.G.L.; Vientiane
Malaysia
P Malaysia British Assurance Life
P Malaysia British Assurance Non-Life
Philippines
P Pioneer Allianz Life Insurance Corporation
Singapore
P Allianz Insurance (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Thailand
P The Navakij Insurance Public Company, Ltd.
AUSTRALIA
P Manufacturers’
Mutual Insurance Group (MMI)
AFRICA
Egypt
P Arab International Insurance Company
Namibia
P Allianz Insurance of Namibia Ltd.
South Africa
P Allianz Insurance Ltd.
United Arab Emirates
P Allianz Versicherungs-AG (Dubai Branch)
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Net income after tax
in DM (5) bn
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1997 1998
TH E ALLIANZ G ROU P R E PORTE D A STRONG I NCR EAS E I N SALE S
AN D EAR N I NG S I N 1998. Premium income went up by 19.6 
percent to DM 90.4 billion. Net income was up 31.5 percent
in 1998 at DM 3.6 billion. Earnings per share came out at 
DM 14.67, an increase of 26.8 percent over the previous year.
The Group’s exceptionally strong capital base and financial
standing are underpinned by shareholders’ equity of DM 43.5
billion. The current market value of assets under management
at the end of the year was DM 671 billion, which makes us one
of the largest asset managers in the world.
85.4 percent (1997: 84.1 percent) of our
total premium income of DM 90.4 billion in
the year under review was written in
Europe. The inclusion of the French AGF
group in the consolidated figures meant
that the proportion of income generated in
Germany fell sharply, from 53.7 percent to
45.1 percent. Almost two thirds of the total
came from property and casualty business.
2.7
(1.4)
3.6
(1.8)
Total earnings before tax and amortization
of goodwill rose by DM 1.8 billion or 26.9
percent to almost DM 8.5 billion. After de-
ducting amortization of goodwill and mino-
rity interests in earnings (both of which in-
creased considerably) and taxes (which in-
creased only marginally), net income for the
year was DM 3.6 billion.
Consolidated Income Statement
Abridged 1998 1998
5 bn  DM bn
Premiums written 46.2 90.4
Premiums earned (net) 39.8 77.8
Net investment income 14.3 28.0
Benefits paid to customers 40.0 78.2
Underwriting costs 9.0 17.7
Amortization of goodwill 0.3 0.5
Pre-tax profit 4.1 8.0
Taxes 1.5 3.0
Minority interests 0.7 1.4
Net income 1.8 3.6
Earnings per share in 5 /DM 7.50 14.67
Assets Under Management
in DM (5) bn
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1997 1998
476.2
(243.5)
671.2
(343.2)
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Total premium income by geographical segments
in DM (5) bn
Asia, Africa
0.5 (0.3) = 0.6 %
Germany
40.8 (20.9) = 45.1 %
North and South America
12.6 (6.5) = 14.0 %
ASSETS (at 12/31/1998) 5 bn DM bn
Intangible assets 3.9 7.6
Investments 271.3 530.6
Investments held on accout
and at risk of 
life insurance policyholders 15.7 30.7
Receivables 32.0 62.5
Deferred acquisition costs 9.2 18.0
Other assets 10.6 20.8
Total assets 342.7 670.2
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Abridged
LIABILITIES (at 12/31/1998) 5 bn DM bn
Shareholders’ equity 22.2 43.5
Minority interests in shareholders’ equity 12.0 23.4
Participation certificates 
and post-ranking liabilities 1.2 2.3
Insurance reserves 216.8 424.1
Insurance reserves for life insurance
where the investment risk
is carried by policyholders 15.7 30.7
Other accrued liabilities 6.7 13.1
Bonds and loans payable 10.8 21.0
Other liabilities 37.3 73.0
Other liability headings 20.0 39.1
Total equity and liabilities 342.7 670.2
Rest of Europe
36.4 (18.6) = 40.3 %
Life and health insurance
31.1 (15.9) = 34.4 %
Property and casualty insurance
59.3 (30.3) = 65.6 %
Premium income by business segments
in DM (5) bn
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Gross premiums written in property and casualty insurance by geographical segments
in DM (5) bn
Germany
20.5 (10.5) = 34.6 %
Rest of Europe
28.5 (14.6) = 48.1%
North + South America
9.9 (5.1) = 16.7 %
Premiums written in property and casualty
business were up by 23.1 percent to DM
59.3 billion. The inclusion of the AGF group
meant that the proportion written in Europe
went up to 82.7 percent (1997: 80.4
percent). Nearly all Group enterprises
contributed to the improvement of 22.7
percent in net income from this business
segment to DM 2.9 billion.
Gross premiums written in life and health
insurance increased by 13.4 percent to DM
31.1 billion. We also had income of DM 9.5
billion from products sold mainly as
investments. More than 90 percent of the
premiums were written in Europe. Net
income in this segment jumped by 51.5
percent to DM 788 million. A large part of
the increase came from the AGF group in
France.
The current market value of our assets
under management totalled DM 671 billion
– DM 195 billion more than at the end of
the previous year. The figure of DM 671
billion includes DM 44 billion under
management for private and institutional
clients. Net income from this business
segment was DM 40 million (1997: DM 50
million).
Asia, Africa
0.4 (0.2) = 0.6 %
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Other investments
17.4 (8.9) = 3.1 %
Assets Under Management 
in DM (5) bn
Interest-bearing securities
332.6 (170.1) = 58.8 %
Dividend-bearing stocks
177.2 (90.6) = 31.4 %
Real estate
37.6 (19.2) = 6.7 %
Gross premiums written in life and health insurance by geographical segment
in DM (5) bn
Rest of Europe
7.9 (4.0) = 25.5 %
North + South America
2.7 (1.4) = 8.8 %
Asia, Africa
0.1 (0.07) = 0.4 %
Germany
20.3 (10.4) = 65.3 %
Other  106.4 (54.4)
investments
Own 564.8 (288.8)
investments
Assets Under Management 671.2 (343.2)
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OUR STR ATEGY FOR PROF ITABLE GROW TH. Our long-term aim is
to increase profitability at Allianz. We are following five stra-
tegic objectives in pursuit of this goal. During the year under
review, the purchase of a 51 percent holding in French in-
surance group Assurances Générales de France (AGF) brought
us closer to fulfilling these objectives sooner than expected.
Acquisition of AGF was a step of massive
strategic importance. The orientation and
portfolio of this important insurance group
constituted a brilliant fit with the Allianz
network of companies. Joining forces with
AGF has empowered us to get closer to all
five strategic objectives. This friendly
takeover has created a platform that will
allow us to grow even more profitably in
the future.
What are our strategic objectives and what has
been achieved in 1998?
We aim to be among the top five providers in
the most important markets, and we aim to be
leaders in particularly profitable segments.
Prior to purchasing a majority holding in
AGF we ranked among the top five in eight
countries: Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
Austria, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic,
Hungary and Indonesia. The year under
review saw Allianz catapulted to top-five
ranking in 17 countries including France,
Spain, Greece and Chile. We are well on the
way to achieving a similar preferred status
in Great Britain, the Netherlands and
Portugal. As far as credit insurance and
assistance services are concerned, the
merger with AGF has already made us one
of the global market leaders. 
We aim to expand the life and health insurance
business fast.
In France, AGF occupies a strong position in
each of these segments, which means that
we have moved up significantly. AGF is
number 3 in French life insurance and
ranked second in health insurance. We are
also strengthening our position in this
business segment in other markets like
Spain, Chile and Brazil.
We aim to position Allianz as one of the leading
foreign insurers in emerging markets.
Despite progress in previous years we still
have to put in a lot of work here to
approach our objective. Many important
markets in Asia are still protected. However,
we have a presence in most of these
countries, including Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Singapore and Thailand. During 1998 we
also started writing insurance in Shanghai,
the Philippines, Croatia and Romania,
concentrating on life insurance. AGF has
enabled us to sell insurance through our
own units in Laos and South Korea, and in
Malysia through an associated company. In
addition, we bought up all the shares in
Australian insurer MMI, which is also active
in New Zealand.
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In the European growth markets, we are
now writing insurance in Croatia and
Bulgaria. We also improved our position in
Poland, Greece and Portugal with the help
of AGF companies. 
AGF moved us forward in South America,
particularly in Brazil. 
AGF also has insurance companies in
Maghreb states Tunisia and Morocco, and 
in Lebanon.
We aim to occupy the number one position in
the global industrial risk insurance business.
Premium volume is not the primary aim
here. We are much more interested in
attaining the status of preferred insurance
partner for industrial risk and commercial
business. Our product range encompasses
all industrial requirements for insurance 
and we are using our financial muscle and
worldwide service network to build up our
reputation in this client segment. AGF has
again moved us forward in our endeavors 
as the Group is one of the most important
French industrial insurers. Their know-
how in marine, aerospace and transport
insurance enjoys an international reputat-
ion. We achieved the position of leading
insurer or at least leading co-insurer with 
20 percent of FORTUNE 500 companies
during 1998.
We aim to make asset management a new core
activity.
Allianz Asset Management (AAM) started
up business in Munich during July 1998.
AAM combines the strengths of our global
know-how in portfolio management and
research with the reach of our sales
channels in local markets. AGF is
contributing a large number of outstanding
specialists to our international investment
and analysis teams. The primary aim of
AAM is to grow in Germany and then join
the top league in Europe. This still requires
a lot of hard work. Double-digit growth
rates in this business and fantastic market
potential worldwide are an indication that
this objective is well worth the commit-
ment.
Earnings per share
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Allianz is one of the top ten quoted
companies in Europe in terms of market
capitalization. At the end of March 
1999 Allianz had a stock market value of
around 69 billion euros.
Paris listing
In June 1998 we obtained an official listing
for our shares on the Paris stock exchange,
making it easier for French investors to
purchase the shares, which were already
listed on the Zurich and London stock
exchanges. The shares are traditionally one
of the most heavily traded stocks on the
German stock exchanges and are one of the
most important stocks in Europe's leading
equity indices.
Shareholders on the increase
All these factors have helped to increase the
popularity of Allianz shares even further – or
so it would seem from the fact that over the
first three months of 1999 the number of
shareholders went up from around 151,000
to more than 200,000. Private individuals,
including 34,000 employees and agents of
Allianz, hold 6.8 percent of the capital. A
further 17 percent is in the portfolios of
investment companies. Substantial
shareholdings in Allianz, either directly or
through holding companies, are owned by
Münchener Rück (Munich Re) with 25
percent, Dresdner Bank with 10 percent,
Deutsche Bank with 9.3 percent and
HypoVereinsbank with 6.8 percent. Almost
20 percent of our shares are held by
investors outside Germany.
Introduction of no-par-value shares and con-
version into euros
In December 1998 we introduced no-par-
value shares in preparation for converting
the denomination of the capital stock into
euros in March 1999. No-par-value shares
entitle the holder to a share in the business
and are no longer linked to a monetary
ALL IANZ STOCK OUTP E R FOR M S TH E MAR KET.  The volatility of
equity markets last year and in the first few months of 1999 
affected the Allianz share price as well. Our stock still 
outperformed the DAX index by a significant margin with a 
rise of 33.5 percent over the year, compared with 17.7 percent 
for the DAX.
March 1989 and March 1999, the DAX (net
of dividends) rose barely fourfold. Over the
same period we trebled our total dividend
payout (including the corporate income tax
credit).
An investor who purchased 100 Allianz
shares 10 years ago will have paid around
8,713 euros before expenses. By reinvesting
the net dividends (taxed at 30 percent) and
the proceeds from the sale of subscription
rights in Allianz shares, the total share-
holding would have increased by the end of
March 1999 to 141 shares with a stock
market value of 39,719.70 euros, without
any additional funds having being committed.
The increase in value over a period of 10
years represents an average annual return of
16.4 percent after tax. A DAX portfolio
would have yielded 14.0 percent p.a. over
the same period.
amount (such as DM 5). The total amount
and composition of the capital stock are not
affected by the change. A theoretical par
value per share is calculated by dividing the
stated capital by the number of shares in
issue.
After conversion the capital stock has a
value of 626,112,698.96 euros. 
This represents a theoretical par value of
2.55646 euros per share. In order to show
the capital stock at a more straightforward
amount in the balance sheet again we are
submitting a resolution to the Annual
Meeting of shareholders proposing that 
the capital should be rounded up to
626,979,840.00 euros by transferring the
necessary amount from retained earnings.
Each share would then have a theoretical
par value of 2.56 euros.
Investment with a proven track record
Our shares have performed better than the
DAX over a 10-year period as well as over
the last 12 months. Whilst the Allianz share
price increased almost fivefold between
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Investor relations
The interest shown in Allianz and its corpo-
rate strategies by financial analysts and
institutional investors is as strong as ever.
Particularly in the USA and France we were
frequently asked to make direct contact in
1998, which fitted in neatly with our efforts
to widen the circle of our shareholders
outside Germany.
As members of the Board of Management
we also hold direct discussions with analysts
and investors to inform them about our
particular areas of responsibility. This
mutual exchange has proved invaluable. 
We stage roadshows in all the main financial
capitals of Europe to publicize Allianz and
its management, and in 1999 we will do the
same in New York and Boston. Allianz
shares are becoming increasingly attractive
to American investors because the financial
statements in this year's Annual Report are
drawn up for the first time in conformity
with International Accounting Standards
and we plan to have our stock listed on the
New York Stock Exchange.
September 15, 1999
November 11, 1999
February 16, 2000
May 19, 2000
July 12, 2000
September 13, 2000
November 23, 2000
Allianz AG Financial Calendar
Press release on the first half-year 1999
Press release on the third quarter 1999
Press release on preliminary results for 1999
Financial press conference for the 1999 
business year and the first quarter of 1999
Annual General Meeting
Press release on the first half-year 2000
(interim financial report)
Press release on the third quarter 2000
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft
Investor Relations
Königinstrasse 28
D – 80802 Munich
Infoline:
Tel. 49 (0) 18 02.2 55 42 69
www.allianz.de
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Information on further financial instruments 
issued by Allianz:
Participating certificates:
Current redemption value 
as of 12/31/2001: DM 153.61
Distribution for 1998: DM 5.28
3 percent exchangeable bond for 
DM 2 billion issued by Allianz Finance B.V.,
Amsterdam, convertible on 2/4/2003,
guaranteed by Allianz AG. The bondholders
have the right to convert the bond into shares
of Deutsche Bank AG. 
The conversion price for each DM 5 share of
Deutsche Bank AG is currently DM 140.53.
6.0 percent bond for 766 million euros
approx. issued by Allianz Finance N.V.,
Amsterdam, convertible on 5/14/2003,
guaranteed by Allianz AG.
5.75 percent bond for 767 million euros
approx. issued by Allianz Finance N.V.,
Amsterdam, convertible on 7/30/2007,
guaranteed by Allianz AG.
5.0 percent bond for 1.6 billion euros approx.
issued by Allianz Finance B.V., Amsterdam,
convertible on 3/25/2008, guaranteed by
Allianz AG.
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By issuing our first Annual Report according to International Accounting Standards, we are enhancing transparency and opening possibilities for additional
investor groups. Joan H. Zief, Managing Director of the Investment Research Department at Goldman Sachs & Co. in New York and a financial analyst for
the insurance sector is pleased that European companies are increasingly publishing results in ways that are comparable with U.S. accounting. She says:
”The financial services sector ist becoming more global, and companies depend on raising capital in those markets demonstrating the highest cost efficiency.
The success of this strategy is made easier by publishing business results that are comparable internationally.“
> Firstly by doing so we can contribute
our own international expertise. We want to
adopt genuinely international standards, not
standards based on developments in a single
country.
> Secondly we wanted to take advantage
of the opportunity to enshrine best practice
in the IAS regulations still to be formulated
for insurance companies. In this way we 
hope to be able to make a contribution to
the development of international accounting
standards for insurance companies.
TR ANSPARENT REPORTING
What advantages do the changes in account-
ing treatment have for investors? They can
be summarized under three main headings:
International comparability
Both the layout and the valuation of items
in the financial statements are in accord-
ance with internationally recognized
criteria.
For reasons of simplicity the balance sheet
and income statement are much more
concise than before, but anyone interested
in more detail will find it in the Notes.
Shareholders’ equity and net income for the
year are shown after deduction of minority
interests, in line with international practice.
Valuation reserves in the presentation of
material investments at market or current
values are disclosed in the balance sheet. 
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In these pages we first of all explain why 
we have decided to adopt International
Accounting Standards (IAS); then we
outline what we mean by the “enhanced
transparency” of our financial statements;
and finally we identify the changes to the
most important figures and explain how the
profit is calculated under IAS.
International Accounting Standards
In order to meet the requirements of in-
vestors we have already drawn up our
accounts for 1998 in conformity with IAS.
This follows on directly from our announce-
ment that we would publish financial state-
ments in accordance with IAS as soon as the
relevant German legislation recognized that
we would then be exempt from having to
prepare a separate set of statements in
accordance with German company law
regulations. Why have we decided to adopt
International Accounting Standards? There
were two main reasons:
ALLIANZ SWITCHES TO INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS.
For fiscal 1998 we are publishing our financial statements in
conformity with international accounting standards for the first
time, enhancing the transparency of the figures for our share-
holders and strengthening our competitive position in inter-
national capital markets.
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Segment reporting
The primary segments represent our three
core areas of activity:
> property and casualty insurance
> life and health insurance
> financial services business.
Each of the most important financial
statement headings is analyzed between
these three segments.
We also show selected performance figures
for individual countries or regions (the
secondary segments).
Cash flow statement
In accordance with the changeover to IAS
we are also including a statement of cash
flow, showing the surplus after deducting all
expenses, analyzed between the three types
of activity:
> operating
> investing 
> financing.
This is in conformity with the general
standard.
KEY F IGURES
Because IAS introduce some new valuation
criteria there are also changes in the
amounts shown as premium income, profit
and shareholders’ equity. The most
important changes are summarized below.
Premiums written
Premium income is reduced, mainly for two
reasons:
> In the case of premiums for life insur-
ance products which are more in 
the nature of investments (e.g. unit
linked), only that part of the pre-
miums used to cover the risk insured
and costs involved is treated as pre-
mium income.
> Premium income is also reduced by
the amount of premiums earned from the
reserve for premium refunds (policyholder
dividends).
These factors reduce our premium income
figure for 1997 by DM 10.0 billion. The
table shows the countries most affected by
this reduction in revenue:
Germany DM 3.3 billion
France DM 0.8 billion
Italy DM 1.5 billion
USA DM 3.3 billion
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CALCULATION OF P ROF IT
The differences in accounting treatment
under the German Commercial Code and
under IAS are particularly marked in the
case of investments and reserves. How does
this affect the profit figure? The following
summary explains the most important items.
Claims equalization reserves
Claims equalization reserves and major risk
reserves are no longer allowed because they
do not represent a present obligation to-
wards third parties. The net result for the
year can no longer be affected by transfers
to or from such reserves.
Claims reserves
Claims reserves tend to be somewhat lower
under IAS because they are no longer cal-
culated in accordance with the prudence
concept but at the best estimate of the ulti-
mate cost. This means that claims expenses
will be reduced overall.
Profit
The profit figure tends to be higher than
before because the prudence concept is not
so important under IAS. The figure will 
also fluctuate more widely than before, how-
ever, because IAS do not recognize any
“smoothing” procedures such as the claims
equalization reserve, which is obligatory
under the German Commercial Code.
Shareholders’ equity
The shareholders’ equity gains in
importance overall because:
> large proportions of the investments
are now shown in the balance sheet
at market value
> insurance reserves in property and 
casualty business are lower overall
than before.
Transitional adjustments
The following table shows the changes to
the figures when the financial statements
are switched to IAS.
Switch from HGB* to IAS illustrated by reference 
to 1997 figures
HGB* IAS
DM mn Mio mn
Premiums written 85,582 75,576
Earnings before tax 5,014 6,375
Taxes 2,318 2,815
Minority interests in profit/loss 665 854
Net income for the year 2,031 2,706
Shareholders’ equity 23,019 33,354
* German Commercial Code
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Acquisition costs
Acquisition costs are capitalized and amor-
tized over the term of the policy.
Depreciation and write-downs
Depreciation charges and valuation write-
downs are reduced overall. In particular
they are not allowed where movements in
stock market prices or exchange rates result
in only a temporary diminution in value.
Valuation at equity
All shareholdings of between 20 percent
and 50 percent are valued by the equity
method, i.e. at the corresponding proportion
of the shareholders’ equity. It is therefore
irrelevant whether a significant influence is
actually exercised or not. The valuation
now also includes a corresponding propor-
tion of the net profit of the enterprises
concerned. Previously only dividend
distributions were taken into account.
Capital gains and losses
Gains on disposal are lower, and losses on
disposal higher, under IAS because the 
proceeds of disposal are now set against
historical cost. Under the German Commer-
cial Code, by contrast, the disposal proceeds
were set against cost or the carrying
amount, whichever was lower.
Goodwill
Goodwill is amortized against income over
its useful life as follows:
> over 20 years in life and health
insurance
> over 10 years in other types of
business.
Goodwill was previously set off against
revenue reserves without affecting earnings.
Transitional adjustments
The following table shows how earnings
before tax are calculated under IAS.
Switch in earnings before tax from HGB* to IAS illustrated
by reference to 1997 figures
DM mn DM mn
Earnings before tax under HGB* 5,014
Change in claims equalization 
reserve 738
Claims expenses 295
Acquisition costs
Property/Casualty 53
Current investment income 
(at equity) 339
Realized gains/losses – 370
Depreciation and write-downs 443
Life/Health 222
Amortization of goodwill – 302
Miscellaneous – 57
Subtotal 1,361
Earnings before tax under IAS 6,375
* German Commercial Code
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COMPETITIVE POS ITION STR ENGTHENED
After already having reported in detail in
1997 on the amount and structure of the
valuation reserves in our investments we
are now further increasing the transparency
of our figures by presenting financial state-
ments in conformity with IAS. This means
that global investors and analysts now have
access to fundamental information enabling
them to make a more accurate assessment
of Allianz’s potential appreciation in value.
Moreover they can make better interna-
tional comparisons before deciding. More
transparency means less risk which, in turn,
helps the share price.
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With the strength of our financial and underwriting resources we have also made a name for ourselves in the emerging markets of the Asia Pacific region as an insurer
of large-scale industrial projects. In Malaysia we were the leading reinsurer of the Petronas Twin Towers, which at that time was the world’s tallest office block at over
450 meters. Pictured above from left to right: Horst Habbig, Allianz’s man-on-the-spot for this project in Kuala Lumpur; behind him, Hamdan Mat  from the local insurance
company Malaysia National Insurance; and in the foreground on the right, Arfah Abu Bakar representing the Sedgwick Group, insurance broker for the transaction.
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MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Western Europe
The economic recovery in our domestic
European market was sluggish compared
with a market such as the USA. Average
growth in the 15 EU countries was 3.0
percent. Among the countries where we
have large business units, Spain and Austria
were particularly noteworthy with 3.8
percent growth, followed by France with 
3.2 percent. In Germany the recovery in
economic activity lost impetus after quite 
a successful start to the year and only
achieved 2.8 percent. Expansion in Italy
(+ 1.4 percent) and Great Britain (+ 2.1 per-
cent) remained below the level of the pre-
vious year, while the recovery in Switzerland
gathered pace with 2.1 percent growth.
The fight against unemployment was also
slow although unemployment rates
improved significantly as the table below
shows.
Inflation in Western Europe kept to pleas-
ingly low levels during 1998. It no longer
played any significant role and averaged 1.3
(1.7) percent in the 15 EU countries.
U N FAVOR AB LE  G E N E R AL  CON DIT ION S .  The business environ-
ment for insurers hardly improved at all in 1998. Apart from
the United States, there was virtually no economic recovery 
in the important markets. High levels of unemployment com-
bined with stagnating disposable incomes to put a brake on
expansion. Nevertheless, life and health insurance and asset
management offer excellent prospects for growth. The steep
upward development of share prices in the first six months was
interrupted by financial crises in emerging economies.
Inflation
in %
Germany
France
Great Britain
Italy
Switzerland
Spain
0.7
1.3
0.7
1.5
1.6
1.9
2.0
1.9
0.0
0.5
1.8
1.9
Unemployment rates
in %
Germany
France
Great Britain
Italy
Austria
Switzerland
Spain
9.6
10.0
11.9
12.4
4.8
5.6
12.2
12.1
4.5
4.4
3.9
5.2
18.8
20.8
= 1998    = 1997
= 1998    = 1997
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GOOD P ROSPECTS IN L I FE AND HEALTH
INSUR ANCE
Life and health insurance business witnessed
much more favorable development in
Western Europe in 1998. People are becom-
ing increasingly aware that they also have 
to take out private provision to meet the
cost of healthcare and cater for the needs 
of retirement. In Italy premium income for
life insurance rose by as much as 43 per-
cent during 1998. The massive demand for
annuity insurance products played a deci-
sive role here.
Actual changes in tax law, announcements
of change or even suspicions of changes in
the pipeline were enough to rein in growth
for 1998 in France and Germany. Conversely,
changes in tax policy in Switzerland and 
Italy provided an additional impetus to the
market as shown in the table below.
MINIMAL GROW TH IN PROPERT Y AND 
CASUALT Y INSUR ANCE
The general conditions meant that property
and casualty insurance in our domestic
market experienced extremely modest
growth. Premium volume in big insurance
markets like Germany and France contracted
by 2 and 1 percent respectively. Other
markets saw low growth under 1 percent
(Austria – 0.3 percent, Switzerland + 0.7
percent). Italy was the positive exception to
the rule. Premiums written for property and
casualty insurance there increased on
average by 5.8 percent. This growth was
primarily based on an essential hike in rates
for automobile liability insurance after
claims expenditure shot up. An additional
factor was the drop in Italian interest rates
that fell significantly below the level of the
previous year.
Premium income in auto insurance fell 
back in all other markets. This is the most
important line of property and casualty
insurance by a long chalk. In Germany
premium volume from this insurance line
went down by 4 percent and in Austria 
by 2.1 percent. What is the explanation for
this development? Two trends played an
important role. Firstly, deregulation of the
European insurance market created more
competition and initiated a trend of falling
premiums. Secondly, the sustained favorable
claims experience (outside Italy) meant that
premium adjustments to the claims
experience were lower.
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Central and Eastern Europe
Most Central and Eastern European reform
countries suffered an economic setback in
1998 but the individual markets developed
in very different ways. While growth in
Poland decreased to 4.8 (1997: 6.8) percent
and gross domestic product even shrank in
the Czech Republic, Hungary was one of the
few countries where expansion accelerated
(+5.2 percent, 4.6 in 1997). Economic 
expansion in the Slovak Republic (+5.4 per-
cent, 6.5 in 1997) was less dynamic than in
the previous year. The Russian crisis in the
second half of the year dashed any hopes of
a gradual recovery there.
Similar disparities are evident when ana-
lyzing inflation and unemployment rates.
While the curves plotted for the Czech
Republic were moving upwards, inflation
decreased in Poland, Hungary and the Slovak
Republic, and employment went up. The
diagrams below provide an overview.
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in %
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Rapid progress in the
field of medicine is in-
creasing life expectancy.
As birth rates are also 
falling all over the world,
people are having to 
make their own provision
for the old age, which is
creating excellent long-
term business opportu-
nities in life and health
insurance.
= Unemployment rate
= Inflation
= GDP Growth
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USA and the NAFTA region
The economy in the United States again grew
by 4 percent in 1998 as inflation continued
to fall to 1.6 (2.3) percent. The unemploy-
ment rate again fell to 4.4 (4.9) percent.
Taking a global perspective it is clear that
the USA again proved to be a cornerstone
for the world economy.
Low lending rates breathed life into the 
US American real-estate and automobile
markets. This entailed rising demand for
appropriate insurance products from private
customers. However, because commercial
and industrial risk insurance business con-
tinued to be subject to intense price compe-
tition, property and casualty insurance only
grew overall by 1.6 percent. In contrast,
premium volume developed much more
dynamically in life and health insurance
with premiums written increasing across 
the market by 8.2 percent.
The North American insurance market again
suffered the consequences of unusually
frequent and severe natural catastrophes.
The insurance industry had to absorb claims
of 8.5 billion (2.6) US dollars as a result 
of these events. 3.3 billion of these claims
arose from hurricane “George” in the 
Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.
Growth in Canada was 3.0 percent; the
Mexican economy expanded by 4.5 percent
at an inflation rate of 18.6 percent.
South America
Allianz has large business units in South
America and the economies there under-
went extremely diverse developments
during the year under review. The econo-
mies in Argentina and Chile were dynamic,
chalking up growth of 4.9 percent and 
4.3 percent respectively, while Brazil and
Venezuela lurched into recession. Their
economies shrank by 1.0 percent and 1.4
percent respectively.
Inflation rates of 0.7 percent in Argentina
and 0.5 percent in Brazil mean that inflation
is no longer significant in these countries.
The relatively high level of unemployment
in South America continues to restrict 
demand for insurance.
Unemployment rates
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Asia
Even if share prices and exchange rates 
in most southeast Asian countries bottomed
out in 1998, the real economic conse-
quences of the financial crisis continued to
exert an effect. The economies of China and
Taiwan continued to grow significantly, by
7.8 and 4.8 percent respectively. With gross
domestic product in the Philippines shrink-
ing by 0.5 percent and the economy in
Singapore expanding by 0.8 percent these
countries were just able to stay ahead. But
South Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Hong Kong went into recession – in some
cases severe – as shown in the diagram.
The economic crisis in Japan continued its
downward trend in 1998. Gross domestic
product shrank for the first time since 1974,
decreasing by 2.9 percent.
Australia's economy developed exceptionally
well. Growth rates of 4.7 percent on the
fifth continent rank among the top players
in the global league. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN CAP ITAL MARKETS
Capital markets were extremely volatile in
1998 with big fluctuations over short
periods of time. By mid-July most major
equity markets – with the exception of
Japan – had made substantial gains. Falling
interest rates and rising company profits
accelerated this development. Many indices
reached record levels.
But economic prospects then took a down-
turn in the third quarter. A third of the
world economy headed for recession. Fears
took hold that Europe and the USA would
soon be affected by the crises in Asia, 
Russia and South America. These anxieties
combined with worries about the stability of
the international financial system exerted
downward pressure on share prices. Bond
markets benefited from the flight into safe
investments.
Equity markets
The German DAX share index initially rose
by 45.6 percent in 1998 from 4,250 points
at the start of the year to 6,186 points (all-
time high on 20 July 1998). By the
beginning of October the DAX had gone
through some substantial fluctuations and
reached a low of 3,862 points, going on to
recover by the close of the year at 5,002
points. Averaged over the year, the DAX
showed an increase in value of 17.7 percent
despite the crisis in the third quarter.
Similar developments were evident in the
USA (+ 16.1 percent), Great Britain (+ 14.5
percent) and Switzerland (+14.3 percent).
Equity markets went up sharply in Italy 
(+ 41.2 percent) and France (+ 31.5 percent).
While the indices in the USA and Great
Britain were able to exceed the record
summer levels at the end of 1998, the
recovery in Germany was not quite as
dramatic. The following chart shows the
progress of important share indices.
Share prices in 1998
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= Dow Jones Industrial = CAC 40  = DAX = FTSE 100
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Bonds
Bonds in the USA and Western Europe
benefited from the extreme volatility in
equity markets, finding favor as a safe haven
for investment. Long-term capital market
rates fell back significantly in the USA,
Great Britain and Germany and reached
lows for the year in the fourth quarter.
The average current yield for ten-year
German government bonds fell from 5.3 to
3.9 percent in 1998. Interest rates fell
substantially in southern European countries
as a consequence of the process of
convergence and government policies of
consolidation in advance of the introduction
of the euro. Japanese capital market rates
initially remained at a low level but then
rose slightly at the close of the year.
Money market rates
International money markets were favor-
able, especially since the US Federal Reserve
gave no indication of interest rises. Short-
term interest rates remained stable in the
United States, Great Britain, Germany and
France and then went down towards the
end of the year as the chart shows below.
Interest rates on 10-year government bonds over 1 year
in %
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We aim to be a reliable partner for our clients, ably advising them and ensuring that they are covered financially for all of life's eventualities. The Vaghi
family operates a small trucking company in Vigano di Gaggiano in northern Italy.  The Vaghis appreciate Allianz's service, know-how and fair-play, both
for their private and business needs. After all, they have been insured for over three generations with our subsidiary, Riunione Adriatica di Sicurta (RAS);
with whom the family holds life insurance policies and property insurance for their trucking company.
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DOU BLE-DIG IT  GAI N S I N BOTH SALE S  AN D EAR N I NG S WE R E
R E PORTE D I N F I SC AL YEAR 1998 .  Premium income rose by
19.6 %, to DM 90.4 billion; on this basis, the Group earned net
income of DM 3.6 billion, representing a solid gain of DM 0.8
billion, or 31.5 % over the previous year. Earnings per share
rose by 26.8 %, to DM 14.67 (1997: DM 11.57). Management
will propose raising the dividend from DM 1.90 to DM 2.20
per share. The conversion of accounting methods to conform
with International Accounting Standards (IAS) and the first-
time consolidation of the AGF Group affected numerous items
of the income statement and balance sheet.
OVERVIEW
Conversion to IAS
To assure comparability, the figures for the
1997 business year were also calculated
according to IAS. Compared to the income
statement prepared under the accounting
rules of the German Commercial Code
(“HGB”), earnings after taxes and minori-
ty interests increased from DM 2.0 billion
to DM 2.7 billion. An explanation of the
changes occurring in the most important
items of the income statement as a result 
of the conversion of accounting methods
may be found on pages 25 and 26 of this
annual report.
Under IAS, the Group’s gross premium in-
come for 1997 decreased by DM 10.0 billion,
due primarily to the changed method of ac-
counting for sales revenue from life insur-
ance products that are more in the nature of
investments. Moreover, the premiums taken
from the reserve for premium refunds are
not recorded as sales revenue under IAS.
Consequently, the share of total Group 
sales represented by premium income from
life and health insurance policies fell from
43.5 % to 36.2 %.
The increase in the shareholders’ equity
shown on the balance sheet is mainly attrib-
utable to the fact that the overwhelming
majority of investments were already stated
at market values in the balance sheet.
Premium income
Premium income increased by DM 14.8
billion to DM 90.4 billion in 1998. If sales
from life insurance products that are more
in the nature of investments had been in-
cluded, premium income would have risen
by DM 9.5 billion. After accounting for
changes in exchange rates, due to which the
Group’s premium income as stated in the
DM accounts declined by DM 1.4 billion in
1998, and excluding the effects of changes
in the group of companies consolidated, in-
ternal premium growth amounted to 3.6 %,
or DM 2.7 billion.
The share of total Group sales contribut-
ed by the volume of premiums written in
Germany fell sharply from 53.7 % to 45.1%,
primarily as a result of the first-time con-
solidation of AGF.
Earnings
Earnings before taxes and amortization of
goodwill rose by DM 1.8 billion, or 26.9 %,
to slightly less than DM 8.5 billion. Of this
amount, property and casualty insurance
contributed DM 6.4 billion, life and health
insurance DM 2.0 billion. Thanks to port-
folio adjustments (BHF, ERGO), gains on the
sale of investments were significantly higher
than planned.
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In connection with the first-time consoli-
dation of the AGF Group, DM 918 million
was set aside, without impact on earnings,
for expected restructuring expenses from
the reorganization of the Group subsidiaries
in France, Spain, Portugal, Great Britain,
Greece and Canada. To the extent that this
measure affects the subsidiaries of the for-
mer Allianz Group, provisions were estab-
lished for the corresponding expenses and
charged against earnings in the amount of
DM 448 million.
The first-time consolidation of the AGF
Group caused amortization of goodwill to
increase by DM 180 million, to DM 482
million.
Consolidated net income after taxes and
minority interests rose by DM 852 million,
or 31.5 %, to DM 3.6 billion. On this basis,
earnings per share came to DM 14.67,
representing a 26.8 % gain over the pre-
vious year.
The higher market values of securities
available for sale led to a DM 3.0 billion
increase in shareholders’ equity, account-
ing for an additional DM 12.59 per share.
First-time consolidation of the AGF Group
The AGF Group with its sales and earnings
was consolidated as of April 1, 1998. The
consolidation contributed an additional DM
13.5 billion to the premium income of the
Allianz Group. Of this amount, DM 10.3
billion derived from property and casualty
insurance and DM 3.2 billion from life and
health insurance. The first-time consolida-
tion produced goodwill in the amount of
DM 2.5 billion. The contribution of the
AGF Group to the consolidated net income
of the Group amounted to DM 354 million.
SEGMENT REPORTING
In the following report of results by business
lines, transactions among business segments
have been disregarded.
In property and casualty insurance, premium
income increased 22.2 %, to DM 60.4 bil-
lion. The share of total consolidated sales
represented by this business rose from
63.8 % to 65.6 %.
With constant exchange rates and exclud-
ing the effects of changes in the group of
consolidated companies, the Group reported
premium growth of 3.6 %, driven largely by
the strong growth rates in Italy and the
United States. Slightly lower premium in-
come was reported, on the other hand, in
Germany, Great Britain and Austria, due to
the prevailing market conditions in those
countries.
To the extent that business with private
customers was affected, the claims expe-
rience continued to be relatively favorable.
Although average loss expenses increased
slightly, the frequency of claims declined
slightly once again. The situation was
different, however, in our business with
major industrial customers, where the
claims burden rose sharply, primarily as a
result of major-damage claims. In addition,
numerous natural catastrophes struck in
1998, among them Hurricane George in the
United States, Hurricane Mitch in Central
Property and casualty insurance
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 49,394 60,373
Loss ratio 73.9 % 74.4 %
Expense ratio 25.5 % 26.4 %
Net income 2,339 2,867
Investments 156,199 213,412 
Insurance reserves 88,147 115,128
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America and the ice storm in Canada. The
total claims burden for damage caused by
natural forces borne by the Group amount-
ed to more than DM 128 million. The loss
ratio rose from 73.9 % to 74.4 %. By the end
of the business year, the reserve for loss 
and loss adjustment expenses had risen to
132.4 % (1997: 130.5 %) of net premiums
earned.
The expense ratio also increased slightly
from 25.5 % to 26.4 %, mainly as a result 
of restructuring costs and capital spending
on new information technologies.
Practically all Group companies contributed
to the DM 528 million or 22.6 % increase 
in consolidated net income, bringing this
figure to DM 2.9 billion. The rise in net
income was driven mainly by significantly
higher net investment income.
In life and health insurance, the Group achieved
a 13.4 % increase in premium income to
DM 31.1 billion. In addition, the Group
generated sales volume of DM 9.5 billion on
its life insurance products that are more in
the nature of investments, mostly in France,
the United States and Italy. Excluding
premium increase generated by the consoli-
dation of AGF and assuming constant ex-
change rates, sales increased 3.6 %.
The expense ratio rose from 14.6 % to
16.0 %, a development that can be traced to
the higher volume of unit-linked business,
especially in France. The sales revenue from
that business was not included in the
calculation of this ratio.
Net income leapt to DM 788 million,
representing a gain of DM 268 million, or
51.5%. A large portion of this increase
derived from the AGF Group in France.
Most other companies of the Group
reported higher earnings as well.
Asset management and other financial services.
Since 1998, the Group has actively pursued
asset management for third parties as an
additional core business. With this move,
we are making our competence in the area
of asset management available to customers
to a greater degree than before. In 1998, we
managed investments totaling DM 44.1
billion (1997: DM 34.3 billion) for private
and institutional investors. Although this
business segment is still in the process of
being established, it nonetheless reported
net income of DM 40 million (1997: DM 
50 million) for 1998. This profit originated
mainly from our former activities in asset
management for third parties, especially
from the sales of the investment products 
of RAS. The slight decline from the previous
year was caused by expenditures for build-
ing up the business in Germany.Life and Health insurance
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 27,399 31,063
Loss ratio 14,6 % 16,0 %
Net income 520 788
Investments 249,621 343,633 
Insurance reserves 217,829 308,908
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In addition to the activities related to this
new core business segment, we also manage
the Group’s own investments comprising
the Group’s insurance reserves, equity cap-
ital and borrowed funds. Assets under
management in this category came to DM
530.6 billion (1997: DM 383.1 billion) at
the end of 1998. The overall result of this
investment activity increased by 27.5 %, to
DM 28.9 billion (1997: DM 22.7 billion)
prior to application of the actuarial interest
rate. This figure includes realized profits in
the amount of DM 4.1 billion (1997: DM
2.7 billion).
Employees
The total worldwide number of employees
at the end of 1998 was 105,676. Of this
number, 60 % work outside Germany. The
37 % increase over the previous year is due
almost exclusively to the first-time consoli-
dation of the AGF Group.
LOOKING AHEAD
Based on the foreign exchange rates pre-
vailing at the end of 1998, we expect con-
solidated premium income to increase by
slightly more than 8%, to about DM 98
billion, in the current fiscal year. This in-
crease will be due in large part to the con-
solidation of the AGF Group for the full
business year (after being consolidated for
only 9 months in 1998).
We also expect yet another increase in con-
solidated net income. Barring large-scale
natural catastrophes and/or major events of
damage in 1999 and in the absence of grave
turmoil in the capital markets, we expect
that net income will rise by slightly more
than 10 %.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR 
APPROPR IATION OF P ROF IT
ALLIANZ AKTIENGESELLSCHAF T
Unappropriated earnings of DM 682,210,800
are at the disposal of the annual meeting of
shareholders. We propose that this amount
be appropriated as follows:
1. Distribution of a dividend of DM 2.20
per qualifying share, any amount payable
on shares held by the company being
carried forward to new account;
2. Allocation of DM 143,400,000 to other
appropriated retained earnings.
Munich, April 30, 1999
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft
The Board of Management
Dr. Schulte-Noelle Dr. Breipohl
Bremkamp Dr. Hagemann
Hansmeyer Dr. Rupprecht
Diekmann Dr. Perlet
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Premium volume declined by 2.0%, to DM
22.7 billion, in 1998. Of this amount, 
DM 18.4 billion derived from Sachversiche-
rungsgruppe Deutschland, DM 3.3 billion
from Allianz AG and slightly more than 
DM 0.9 billion from Hermes Kreditversi-
cherungs-AG.
Earnings after taxes improved by 25.5 %, 
to DM 2.7 billion (1997: DM 2.1 billion).
The number of employees fell slightly to
30,426 (1997: 30,906), mainly due to the
fact that a number of employees received
employment contracts with Allianz Lebens-
versicherungs-AG or with Vereinte Kranken-
versicherung AG in connection with the
merger of Deutsche Versicherungs-AG and
Vereinte Versicherung AG with Sachver-
sicherungsgruppe Deutschland.
The Group’s three most important enter-
prises in the German property and casualty
business reported the following develop-
ments:
The premium income of Sachversicherungs-
gruppe Deutschland diminished by 1.5 %, to
DM 18.4 billion, although this decline was
not as severe as the market average. Low
insurance rates for well-performing risk
G E R MANY:  The property and casualty insurance in Germany
comprises the activities of Sachversicherungsgruppe Deutsch-
land, Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG and Allianz AG, includ-
ing their majority holdings. Besides acting as a holding com-
pany for the Group, Allianz AG also serves as the Group’s
reinsurer. Allianz is the market leader in Germany.
Earnings after taxes, before amortization of goodwill
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Sachversicherungsgruppe 1,060.3 1,252.6
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG 55.4 49.3
Allianz AG 1,700.6 2,182.5
Subtotal 2,816.3 3,484.4
Consolidations:
Profit transfer 577.1 665.9
Dividends, other 102.7 137.3
Property/casualty insurance
Germany 2,136.5 2,681.2
Gross premiums
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Sachversicherungsgruppe 18,696 18,414
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG 927 950
Allianz AG 9,693 9,311
Consolidation property/casualty
insurance in Germany – 6,185 – 6,012
Property/Casualty insurance
Germany 23,131 22,663
In the following report of results by countries or regions, 
transactions among the reporting units have not been consoli-
dated.
PROPERT Y AND CASUALT Y INSUR ANCE
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groups in the automobile insurance busi-
ness continued to weigh on the level of 
premiums. This insurance line contributes
almost 40 % of total sales. Fortunately, we
were able with the new rates to gain addi-
tional new business and win market share
in terms of premium revenue. Moreover, 
the fierce competition for business and the
selective underwriting policy practiced in
the industrial and commercial insurance
business also had the effect of holding the
premium volume down. Furthermore, cus-
tomers in this segment are increasingly will-
ing to carry their own risks.
The loss ratio fell to 66.1% (1997: 69.1%).
Although expenses for major-damage claims
rose over the highly favorable level of the
previous year, expenses for automobile
insurance losses were significantly lower in
1998.
Underwriting costs rose by only 1.1%, to
DM 2.93 billion (1997: DM 2.90 billion),
despite the occurrence of numerous addi-
tional expense items, among them the one-
time costs for moving our branch offices in
Berlin, Munich and Leipzig to new quarters
and the integration expenses associated
with the merger of the Vereinte Group.
Because of the lower premium volume,
however, the expense ratio increased by
0.5 %, to 24.3 %.
The investments of Sachversicherungsgruppe
Deutschland rose from DM 42.0 billion to
DM 43.5 billion. Net investment income
improved to DM 2.1 billion (1997: DM 2.0
billion).
Sachversicherungsgruppe Deutschland
reported earnings after taxes of DM 1.3
billion, an 18.1% gain over the previous
year.
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG increased its
sales volume from DM 927 million to DM
950 million, this growth being fueled above
all by the export credit insurance segment
and by the company’s business with foreign
customers. Although the company was not
able to top the record earnings after taxes
recorded in 1997 (DM 55 million), it did
manage to keep earnings at the high level 
of DM 49 million. Hermes and our French
subsidiary Euler are together the leading
European writers of credit insurance. The
goal is to exploit this strength as a spring-
board for further expansion.
Sachversicherungsgruppe Deutschland
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 18,696 18,414
Loss ratio 69.1 % 66.1 %
Expense ratio 23.8 % 24.3 %
Earnings after taxes 1,060.3 1,252.6
Investments 42,033 43,477
Employees 28,312 27,402
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 927 950
Loss ratio 69.0 % 67.9 %
Expense ratio 14.4 % 22.1 %
Earnings after taxes 55.4 49.3
Investments 1,218 1,229
Employees 1,870 1,873
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In the reinsurance business of Allianz AG,
sales volume fell from DM 9.7 billion (1997)
to DM 9.3 billion. This 3.9 % drop can be
traced above all to a pair of determining
factors. Direct insurers 
> generally wrote lower premiums than
in the previous year, and 
> raised their deductibles and were
increasingly interested in non-propor-
tional coverage concepts under which
only the peak claim amounts are rein-
sured.
Compared to the previous year, which saw 
a relative paucity of claims, the loss ratio
moved up to 73.0 % (1997: 70.2 %). The loss
ratio was negatively impacted by natural
catastrophes such as Hurricane George in
the United States and Puerto Rico, Hurri-
cane Mitch in Central America and the ice
storm in Canada. The combined expenses
for claims related to this damage caused by
natural forces alone amounted to DM 75
million. Furthermore, loss expenses in the
industrial fire insurance line increased as
well. The expense ratio climbed to 23.0 %
(1997: 22.4 %), primarily due to the lower
sales volume.
The investments of Allianz AG advanced
from DM 72.9 billion to DM 91.4 billion,
mainly due to the acquisition of the 51%
interest in the AGF Group. Net investment
income rose sharply by DM 1.4 billion, or
44.5 %, to DM 4.6 billion. In particular,
realized profits on the sale of securities
were significantly higher, rising to the level
of DM 1.1 billion (1997: DM 0.2 billion).
The transferred profit contribution of
Allianz Versicherungs-AG increased to DM
666 million (1997: DM 577 million).
Allianz AG reported a substantial jump in
earnings after taxes, this figure having risen
to DM 2.2 billion (1997: DM 1.7 billion).
Allianz AG
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 9,693 9,311
Loss ratio 70.2 % 73.0 %
Expense ratio 22.4 % 23.0 %
Net income after taxes  1,700.6 2,182.5
Investments 72,914 91,357
Compared to the pre-
vious year, the reinsur-
ance business of Allianz
AG was burdened by
claims related to natural
catastrophes to a much
greater degree. This pho-
tograph was taken during
Hurricane George, which
roared through sections
of the United States in
September 1998, devas-
tating wide swaths of
land.
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We do not expect any sustained growth
momentum in the German property and
casualty business in the fiscal year 1999.
Having succeeded last year in arresting the
downward trend, we hope to expand our
automobile insurance portfolio in 1999.
In the other private customer lines, we
expect significantly higher sales, especially
in the lines of personal accident insurance
and legal expenses insurance.
At the same time, we expect that premium
income in the industrial insurance lines will
continue to shrink, continuing the trend of
previous years. This market is in the midst
of structural transformation. Cost pressure
in this customer segment will intensify still
further.
Consequently, we have decided to reorgan-
ize the industrial and commercial business
in the current fiscal year. In the future, all
corporate customers with consolidated sales
of more than DM 1 billion, in addition to
other internationally-oriented corporations,
will be serviced by a single division that will
manage all business with these customers
centrally. All other corporate customers will
be assigned to the commercial customers
division.
With this change, we are able to create
more homogeneous business lines in the
fiercely contested industrial insurance
market, present a more consistent face to
customers and brokers and ensure the con-
sistent application of the Group’s under-
writing policy.
In addition, we plan to spin off all opera-
tions related to MAT (Maritime, Aviation,
Transport) insurance to a separate company.
This company will handle marine insurance
(maritime and inland waterway, shipbuild-
ing), aviation insurance (air and space
travel) and transport insurance for the
Group’s customers. Thus, all sales, process-
ing and loss adjustment operations in these
insurance lines will be handled by a single
entity. On this basis, we intend to reap
efficiency gains in the coordination with
AGF’s MAT company. In this business as
well, we want to present a consistent face
internationally to customers and brokers.
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Premium volume rose to DM 7.7 billion. 
Of this amount, DM 6.1 billion was contrib-
uted by the companies of the French AGF
Group, consolidated as of April 1, 1998.
Compared to the corresponding pro forma
figures for 1997, sales rose by 5.2 %, slightly
outpacing the overall market. The following
developments contributed to this increase:
> In the private customers business,
premium income declined by 2.0 %, in line
with the general market trend. A restrictive
underwriting policy and tough competition
in the automobile insurance market continu-
ed to hold down premium income in this
business.
> In the transport insurance line, rising
international competition caused insurance
rates to fall by about 30 %. Collision damage
insurance and international air travel insur-
ance in particular were adversely affected
by the falling rates. Because AGF is the mar-
ket leader in transport insurance, it was
especially hard hit by the market-wide drop
in premium volume (– 7 %).
> In our business with major industrial
customers, the general trend of falling rates
resulted in lower sales revenue. Our special-
ized agents and brokers nonetheless man-
aged to achieve growth in the segment of
small to mid-sized companies. Consequent-
ly, premium income in the commercial and
industrial insurance business declined on
the whole by only 1.0 %.
The loss ratio was 77.6 %. This figure was
significantly influenced by a spate of major-
damage claims, among other factors.
The expense ratio was 27.2 %. We expect
substantial efficiency gains over the next
few years. The preliminary steps towards
reorganizing the Group in France have
already been taken; operational implemen-
tation is already underway and on sched-
ule. The process should be largely complete
by the end of 2000.
Net investment income amounted to DM 849
million. Due to the revaluation of invest-
ments at market value, a mandatory step in
connection with the first-time consolidation,
the Group reported, on balance, losses on
the sale of investments. These losses came
to DM 218 million.
F R ANC E :  Prior to the acquisition of AGF, we were active 
in France with the enterprises Allianz Assurances, Rhin et -
Moselle Assurances and Les Assurances Fédérale IARD. As of
1998, Assurances Générales de France (AGF) and its sub-
sidiaries, including the Athéna enterprises, are part of the 
Allianz Group. With AGF, we improved our market position in
the French property and casualty business from the 13th rank-
ing to the 3rd ranking. We are now one of the leading insurers
in the French market.
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Provisions amounting to DM 303 million
were established to cover the expenses of
integrating the companies of Allianz France
into the AGF Group.
Earnings after taxes of our French property
and casualty business rose from DM 44
million to DM 306 million.
In France, we have a total of 18,077 em-
ployees. They are active in property and
casualty insurance, life and health insur-
ance and in financial services.
In the current year, we expect premium in-
come to match the level of the previous
year. Starting in the year 2000, the loss ra-
tio should improve as the portfolio of insur-
ance policies acquired through brokers is
reorganized. In order to lower the expense
ratio, the various agent and broker networks
will be consolidated and jointly adminis-
tered. Moreover, the internal organizational
structure will be streamlined.
We intend to further expand our sales co-
operation with Crèdit Lyonnais (CL), which
currently covers sales of automobile, house-
hold effects and health insurance. In the
future, insurance products for small to mid-
sized companies will also be sold at CL 
teller windows. In addition, the introduc-
tion of a group retirement savings product 
is under discussion.
AGF has also agreed to a cooperation with
the mail-order business “Les 3 Suisses”
under which the eight million subscribers 
to the mail-order catalogues “Les 3 Suisses”
and “Blanche Porte” will be offered house-
hold effects and automobile insurance start-
ing in the first half of 1999.
Together with AGF, we are continuing to
build up a presence in the strategically vital
business of industrial insurance. The MAT
activities of our French companies Allianz
France, Athèna and AGF have been dele-
gated to a specialist insurer, AGF MAT.
Mondial Assistance, AGF’s assistance
company, and ELVIA Reiseversicherungs-
gruppe will join forces under the roof of 
a new lead company with the name of
ELMONDA. This enterprise is to become
one of the world’s leading insurance pro-
viders in the growth markets of assistance
services and travel insurance.
France
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 1,699 7,744
Loss ratio 76.2 % 77.6 %
Expense ratio 28.0 % 27.2 %
Earnings after taxes 44.2 305.7
Investments 6,697 36,990 
Employees 2,069 18,077
The most important trends affecting the RAS
Group in 1998 are described below.
In the industrial insurance business, compe-
tition for major customers intensified in
1998, with the result that insurance rates
for business acquired through brokers
declined. Sales in the international indus-
trial insurance business rose by only 1.5 %.
We nonetheless succeeded in accomplishing
profitable growth in the segment of small to
mid-sized industrial enterprises. In this seg-
ment, the RAS Group recorded a premium
volume increase of 9 % in 1998.
Our direct insurer Lloyd 1885 reported
especially dynamic growth. Starting from a
low base, premium income shot up by
423 %, to DM 26 million. Lloyd sells insur-
ance not only by telephone but also, as of
September 1998, on the Internet as well.
Although 1998 was not a good year for
property and casualty insurance in Italy,
RAS was able to buck the general market
trend. The loss ratio improved slightly to
80.9 % (1997: 81.6 %) on the strength of
rate increases and portfolio adjustments.
The renewed decline in capital market in-
terest rates was more than offset by higher
gains on the sale of investments, so that net
investment income posted a DM 115 million
increase, to DM 813 million.
All companies included, we generated
premium income of DM 7.5 billion in 1998.
With this 10.2 % increase, we outpaced the
overall market in Italy (+5.8 %).
Higher automobile insurance rates were
largely responsible for this gain. Rate hikes
were necessary in the wake of significantly
higher loss expenses. The RAS Group con-
tributed DM 5.4 billion and Lloyd Adriatico
DM 2.1 billion to the Group’s sales in Italy.
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ITALY :  The property and casualty insurance business of the 
Allianz Group in Italy is handled by the enterprises of the RAS
Group and Lloyd Adriatico. With a combined market share of
15 %, they are the market leaders in this segment.
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The earnings after taxes of the RAS Group
rose to DM 267 million (1997: DM 259
million).
At the end of 1998, the RAS Group had
4,705 employees in all its business units.
Our insurer Lloyd Adriatico, which is espe-
cially strong in automobile insurance, raised
its sales volume in 1998 to DM 2.1 billion
(1997: DM 1.9 billion).
The loss ratio shot up by 3.4 %, to 89.4 %, as
the claims experience in the automobile
liability insurance line continued to dete-
riorate. The rate adjustments effected were
not sufficient to offset the higher loss ex-
penses.
Thus, in spite of the higher net investment
income, which rose to DM 305 million
(1997: DM 284 million), earnings after taxes
retreated to DM 42 million, after DM 47
million in the previous year.
Lloyd Adriatico had 1,338 employees in
1998.
Loss and loss adjustment expenses in the
automobile liability insurance line continue
to rise. Therefore, Lloyd Adriatico and RAS
will raise their premiums once again in the
current fiscal year in order to bolster their
earnings further in this important insurance
segment.
We have offered favorable low insurance
rates for motorcycle and moped drivers with
a low loss experience since the start of
1999, although the Italian insurance over-
sight authority does not prescribe the intro-
duction of such lower rates until the second
half of the year. RAS also introduced a new
policy to the market, a building-block plan
that allows customers to purchase insurance
coverage against the most important house-
hold risks, among them fire, burglary and
liability, in addition to assistance services.
RAS Group
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 4,861 5,376
Loss ratio 81.6 % 80.9 %
Expense ratio 25.1 % 25.2 %
Earnings after taxes 259.1 266.8
Investments 12,093 13,918 
Employees 4,662 4,705
Lloyd Adriatico
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 1,949 2,056
Loss ratio 86.0 % 89.4 %
Expense ratio 19.2 % 20.2 %
Earnings after taxes 47.4 42.4
Investments 3,505 3,740 
Employees 1,398 1,338
The premium income of all companies re-
mained almost constant, at DM 2.1 billion.
The reasons for this development are
summarized below:
> The automobile insurance business of
Berner Versicherung reported a 2.1%
drop in premium income.
> ELVIA reported lower premium in-
come from general liability insurance
and the other property insurance
types.
> ELVIA’s automobile insurance busi-
ness, on the other hand, showed a
2.0 % increase in premium income.
The loss ratio remained at the favorable level
of 75.8 %. The number of claims dimin-
ished, but the average expenses per claim
rose sharply. We intend to achieve signif-
icant efficiency gains in the claims handling
process over the next three years.
Together with strong net investment income
of DM 410 million (1997: DM 406 million),
which was favored not least of all by the
low interest rates, earnings after taxes ad-
vanced to DM 219 million (DM 25 million).
Allianz employees in Switzerland numbered
3,333 in 1998, active in all business seg-
ments. The 149 decrease in the number of
employees is attributable to the ongoing
measures to streamline the organizational
structure.
The worldwide sales of ELVIA Reiseversiche-
rung, Zurich, the Group’s travel insurance
arm, shot up 9.0 %, to DM 600 million.
Earnings after taxes, at DM 20 million,
were slightly better than the DM 18 million
reported in the previous year.
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SWITZERLAND: In Switzerland, where Allianz is represented by
the companies ELVIA, Berner Versicherung, Allianz Schweiz
and by the AGF company Phenix, we pursue a multi-brand 
strategy. Taken together, the Allianz companies hold the rank
of 3rd place in the Swiss property and casualty market.
ELVIA / Allianz / Berner / AGF Phenix
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 2,138 2,143
Loss ratio 80.8 % 75.8 %
Expense ratio 29.8 % 29.6 %
Earnings after taxes 25.4 219.5
Investments 6,911 7,271 
Employees 3,482 3,333
Our company Allianz Risk Transfer (ART),
based in Zurich, doubled its sales to DM
692 million in 1998, only its second year of
being in business. The majority of this in-
come derives still from conventional re-
insurance. The company’s goal, however, is
to develop alternative risk transfer products
and market them worldwide. These pro-
ducts are conceived as comprehensive risk
management solutions for corporate custom-
ers in services, finance and industry. The
solutions offered meld financial competence
with insurance competence. An example of
such a product is the company’s successful
capital market placement of an innovative,
US$150 million catastrophe bond option
that will cover future storm and hail risks 
in Germany. Earnings after taxes leapt from
DM 17 million to DM 56 million.
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ELVIA Reise
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 551 600
Loss ratio 52.2 % 56.0 %
Expense ratio 44.6 % 46.9 %
Earnings after taxes 18.3 20.4
Investments 429 458
Employees 867 980
In the current fiscal year, we intend to accel-
erate business growth in Switzerland. New
software will enable our field sales organi-
zation to service their insurance portfolios
more intensively, thereby improving the
cross-selling rate (selling numerous products
to a single customer) and reducing the rate
of cancellations.
Having installed a common information
systems platform, further refined our prod-
ucts and instituted common personnel
policies in all companies, we expect ongo-
ing cost savings at the Allianz Group in
Switzerland. Moreover, we are enhancing
efficiency by consolidating additional cen-
tralized functions.
Under the new ELMONDA structure (see
page 47 of this annual report), ELVIA Reise-
versicherung expects to continue the trend
of the previous year’s dynamic growth in
1999, both on its own strength and by dint
of the new cooperation agreements signed
with the credit card companies VISA and
Zurich Relax.
The assistance business continued to grow
in Eastern Europe with the opening of a
service center in Warsaw. Other such cen-
ters will follow in Budapest and Bratislava.ART
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 340 692
Loss ratio 84.9 % 70.8 %
Expense ratio 24.3 % 28.5 %
Earnings after taxes 16.5 55.9
Investments 730 1,324 
Employees 11
In the DM accounts, premium income rose
by 15.9 % (in the original currency: 23.6 %),
to DM 3.4 billion, this increase being large-
ly due to the acquisition of the AGF enter-
prises, which contributed DM 670 million
in business.
Premium income at Cornhill fell by 6.6 % 
(in the original currency: – 0.4 %), to DM
2.8 billion. The following factors were
responsible for this development:
> First of all, the trend of falling sales 
in the guaranty insurance business continu-
ed unabated, after the insurance tax for this
segment had been raised in 1997.
> Secondly, premium income from the
automobile insurance business declined.
Under the continued effect of intense com-
petition in this insurance line, only modest
premium rate adjustments were possible
despite losses affecting the entire market.
Due to our selective underwriting policy,
the number of policies in private automobile
insurance dropped by 50,000, to 300,000.
> On the positive side, we were able
once again to achieve a strong expansion of
our commercial and industrial business, this
time by 8.2 %.
Net investment income moved up slightly to
DM 287 million (1997: DM 280 million). In
original currency terms, the net financial re-
sult showed an increase of slightly less than
10 %.
The earnings after taxes of Cornhill im-
proved to DM 138 million, after DM 117
million in the previous year.
The integration of the AGF companies
caused the number of employees to rise
from 3,376 to 4,312.
AGF Insurance Limited has ceased writing
new insurance and will wind up its port-
folio. The renewal rights were acquired by
Cornhill on a selective basis. For the current
fiscal year, we expect sales to match the
level of the previous year.
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GREAT BR ITAIN:  We service this market through our subsidiary
Cornhill. In addition, the AGF enterprises AGF Insurance 
Limited and Euler Trade Indemnity (UK) were consolidated for
the first time during the year under review. We hold the 6th
rank among insurance companies in Great Britain.
Cornhill
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 2,954 2,759
Loss ratio 70.7 % 68.8 %
Expense ratio 33.8 % 35.4 %
Earnings after taxes 116.5 138.4
Investments 4,464 4,482 
Employees 3,314 3,372
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Premium volume retreated 3 %, to DM 1.6
billion, while the overall market declined by
0.3 %.
The decline was especially pronounced in
the automobile insurance segment, where
our sales dropped 8.1% (market: – 6.5 %). 
As the leading provider in this business, the
intense rate competition hit us harder than
our competitors. A gain in the number of
automobiles insured was not nearly suffi-
cient to offset the erosion of the premium
level.
In the industrial insurance business, we
were able, in spite of the general downward
trend of the market, to increase premium
income by 0.9 %, to DM 370 million.
The loss ratio rose to 76.7 % (1997: 72.1%),
mainly due to a significant increase in loss
expenses for major-damage claims. The
expense ratio remained at a high level at
31.8 %. Net investment income improved to
DM 189 million (1997: DM 149 million).
Earnings after taxes deteriorated to DM 26
million (1997: DM 49 million).
Employees numbered 3,921. This figure also
contains the employees working in life and
health insurance and in financial services.
We have initiated a number of projects in
Austria to arrest the decline of premiums.
An example is the sales intensification pro-
gram, the aim of which is to instill greater
customer loyalty.
We also expect additional sales impetus
from our cooperation with Bank für Arbeit
und Wirtschaft (BAWAG). Furthermore,
product innovations in the lines of personal
accident insurance and industrial insurance
will enable us to tap new customer groups.
AUSTR IA:  In property and casualty insurance, Allianz Elemen-
tar Versicherungs-AG is the market leader in Austria.
Allianz Elementar
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 1,621 1,573
Loss ratio 72.1 % 76.7 %
Expense ratio 28.5 % 31.8 %
Earnings after taxes 48.6 26.0
Investments 3,071 3,166 
Employees 4,046 3,921
The property insurance market came under
pressure in 1998.
> First of all, because the insurance tax
was raised from 4 % to 6 %.
> Secondly, because most insurance
companies were not able to implement pre-
mium rate adjustments in the automobile
insurance business, although the entire mar-
ket is operating with losses.
Premium income doubled to DM 1.6 billion
due to the consolidation of the AGF com-
panies.
The loss ratio worsened to 83.4 % (78.1%),
primarily due to the greater frequency of
automobile insurance claims, a development
that affected the entire market.
We established a provision of DM 95 mil-
lion to cover the restructuring expenses
associated with the integration of the AGF
companies. Earnings after taxes were neg-
ative, showing a loss of DM 75 million,
after a DM 20 million profit in the previous
year.
At the end of 1998, we had 2,894 employ-
ees in the property and casualty insurance
business in Spain, of whom 1,965 work for
the AGF enterprises.
In the current fiscal year we plan to merge
our Spanish companies. The consolidation
will significantly enhance efficiency and
therefore also help restore the earnings after
taxes figure to a positive level. RAS and the
AGF Group will each hold a 50 % interest in
the new company.
We extended a purchase offer to the out-
side shareholders of Unión y Fénix, who
held about 5.1% of the company’s stock as
of April 1999.
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SPAIN:  Our Spanish enterprises consisted formerly of Allianz-
RAS Seguros y Reaseguros and ELVIASEG S.A. In addition, 
the two AGF insurance companies Unión y Fénix and Athena
Seguros were consolidated in 1998 for the first time. With 
these acquisitions, we hold the No. 2 ranking in Spain.
Spanien
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 775 1 575
Loss ratio 78.1 % 83.4 %
Expense ratio 26.7 % 29.5 %
Earnings after taxes 20.2 – 74.8
Investments 977 3,235 
Employees 931 2,894
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Sales totaled DM 703 million, contributed
almost exclusively by the companies of the
AGF Group.
The expense ratio, at 37.9 %, is not on a
competitive level. Earnings were adversely
affected by one-time special charges for
restructuring expenses. The net loss after
taxes was DM 56 million.
In Belgium, we have a total of 2,633 em-
ployees.
Measures to improve the expense ratio were
initiated in 1998.
In November 1998, AGF L’Escaut acquired
the company Stanislas H. Haine, thereby
becoming one of the leading industrial
underwriters in Belgium. A corporate re-
organization into business units undertaken
to improve customer orientation should
enable us to win market share and improve
earnings after taxes in the current fiscal
year.
BELG IUM: After acquiring AGF, we have become the 5th-rank-
ing insurer in the Belgian property and casualty market, with 
a market share of 5.8 %. Our most important enterprises in 
this country are AGF L’Escaut, Assubel Accident Dommages,
Cobac and ELVIA.
Belgium
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 53 703
Loss ratio 81.8 % 78.5 %
Expense ratio 44.0 % 37.9 %
Earnings after taxes – 3.0 – 56.3
Investments 138 4,093 
Employees 111 2,633
All companies included, we generated a
premium volume of DM 693 million in
1998. Of this amount, Royal Nederland
contributed DM 366 million, having been
consolidated since mid-1998.
The loss ratio fell from 78.7 % to 74.1%,
thanks to the favorable influence of Royal
Nederland’s private customers business,
with its lower incidence of loss expenses,
within the overall portfolio. The expense
ratio was 22.9 %.
Earnings after taxes amounted to DM 66
million (1997: DM 26 million). The improve-
ment was mainly due to the inclusion of
Royal Nederland in the consolidated figures.
In the Netherlands we have 910 employees.
In the current fiscal year, we intend to inte-
grate the property insurance portfolios of
ELVIA Verzekeringen and Allianz Nederland
with those of Royal Nederland Verzekerings-
groep.
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TH E  N E TH E R L AN DS:  Our most important enterprises in the
Netherlands are Royal Nederland Verzekeringsgroep, consoli-
dated for the first time in 1998, Allianz Nederland and ELVIA.
We are the 6th-ranking insurance provider in this market.
The Netherlands
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 300 693
Loss ratio 78.7 % 74.1 %
Expense ratio 30.7 % 22.9 %
Earnings after taxes 25.8 66.1
Investments 637 2,778 
Employees 33 910
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AGF Irish Life Holdings contributed DM
570 million to the sales of the Allianz Group
in the reporting year. In spite of intense
competition and the resulting pressure on
premiums, premium income rose by 3.3 %.
Due to the extremely poor state of the auto-
mobile insurance market and the insuffi-
cient level of premiums in the commercial
and industrial business, the loss ratio rose 
to almost 100 %.
Earnings after taxes were negative in the
amount of DM 12 million.
We have 750 employees in Ireland.
In the current fiscal year, the Irish Cornhill
office, with a sales volume of DM 50
million and 50 employees, will be folded
into the renamed Allianz Irish Life Holdings.
We want to reverse the negative trend of
earnings by raising premium rates.
I RELAND: With the first-time consolidation of the company AGF
Irish Life Holdings in 1998, we finally achieved an outstanding
market position in Ireland. Contrary to what its name suggests,
this company writes only property and casualty insurance, a
market in which it holds the 2nd-ranking spot.
Ireland
1998
DM mn
Gross premiums 570
Loss ratio 99.4 %
Expense ratio 18.8 %
Earnings after taxes – 12.0
Investments 1,706 
Employees 750
Our Group companies are among the lead-
ing five insurers in many of these markets.
We are the market leader in Hungary. In
Bulgaria and Slovakia, we hold the 2nd
ranking, in Greece and the Czech Republic
the 3rd ranking.
All companies included, we generated pre-
mium income of DM 1.6 billion in the rest 
of Europe. The biggest gains were achieved
in Central and Eastern Europe (excluding
Russia), with a 13.3 % sales increase, to 
DM 789 million. In original currency terms,
the premium volume actually advanced by
21.3 %.
We devoted special emphasis in 1998 to
building up our sales organizations in the
rest of Europe. In Poland, the Group invest-
ed DM 8.5 million for this purpose. In the
Czech Republic, we enhanced communi-
cation and coordination within our network
of agents and established customer service
centers throughout the country in order to
be prepared for the upcoming deregulation
of the Czech automobile liability insurance
industry.
Earnings after taxes in the rest of Europe
amounted to DM 41 million.
For the current fiscal year, we expect a fur-
ther increase in premium income. Our three
Greek enterprises Allianz Griechenland,
Helvetia and Kosmos will be merged in
1999; in Portugal, Portugal Previdente and
the AGF company SPS will be consolidated
into one company. These steps will enable
us to exploit synergies and thereby increase
the profitability of the new entities. Our
companies in Poland will also be merged in
1999.
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R E ST  OF  E U ROP E :  After inclusion of the respective AGF 
companies, our biggest property and casualty insurers 
operating in the rest of Europe are found in Hungary, Portugal,
Greece, Slovakia and the Czech Republic. In addition, we are
represented in Denmark, Poland and Russia. In Croatia and
Bulgaria, we acquired majority interests in existing insurance
companies in 1998. These acquisitions have not yet been 
consolidated.
Rest of Europe
1997 1998
Gross premiums by country DM mn DM mn
Hungary 511 523
Portugal 290 380
Luxembourg 183 186
Czech Republic 112 147
Greece 34 147
Denmark 62 71
Slovakia 70 70
Poland 4 49
Total 1,266 1,573
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Premium income in the entire NAFTA re-
gion increased in original currency terms by
7.9 %, to DM 9.0 billion (1997: DM 8.8
billion). The vast majority of this premium
volume (92 %) was accounted for by the 
DM 8.3 billion premium income generated
in the United States.
At DM 7.1 billion, FFIC contributed the
largest share of premium revenues, report-
ing an increase of 6.8 %. The highest sales
increases were achieved with our crop
failure insurance and workers compensation
insurance products.
Premium income in the segment of wealthy
homeowners continued to grow at a dynam-
ic rate, rising by 7.3 %, to DM 1.2 billion, in
1998. This growth was achieved for the
most part in states that are not seriously
threatened by natural catastrophes.
We successfully extended our existing
cooperation with major insurance brokers.
The goal of this strategic cooperation is to
attain a premium volume of at least US$25
million per broker per year. Coordinated
information systems ensure efficient
communication and prompt processing 
of applications. The brokers specialize in 
various customer segments such as, for
instance, associations, professional groups,
business establishments, etc. On the 
whole, they contributed a premium volume
of US$205 million or DM 343 million.
FFIC Direct, a sales channel for automobile
and household effects insurance, reported
premium income of DM 37 million (1997:
DM 7 million). The company concentrates
on association members and employees of
large corporations.
The premium volume in the major custom-
ers business, which is handled by AIC/
AUIC, declined in original currency terms
by 2.2 %, to DM 840 million. This decrease
was due in large part to the intensified com-
petition in this business segment. Insurance
rates in this market declined across the
board by up to 20 %.
In Canada, sales rose to DM 624 million
(+33.4 %), this increase being attributable to
the takeover of the Canadian AGF compa-
nies. Excluding this consolidation effect,
premium income would have fallen by
1.2 %, due to the fact that a major broker
relationship was terminated and the pre-
mium level declined both in the commer-
cial insurance business and in automobile
insurance.
NAF TA R EG ION:  We are represented in the economic zone of
the North American Free Trade Association (NAFTA) with the
following companies: in the United States, with Fireman’s Fund
Insurance Company (FFIC), Allianz Insurance Company and
Allianz Underwriters Insurance Company (AIC/AUIC), as well
as Jefferson Insurance Company of New York; in Mexico, with
Allianz México S.A. Compañia de Seguros; in Canada with 
Allianz of Canada, Trafalgar Insurance Company and the AGF
subsidiaries Canadian Surety Insurance Company and Canada
West Insurance Company. The AGF companies will be merged
with Allianz of Canada in 1999.
In Mexico, we achieved growth of 22.2 % 
in 1998 in spite of difficult operating con-
ditions, reporting a sales volume of DM 123
million. The growth spurt was fueled in
particular by transport and liability insur-
ance.
The loss ratio in the NAFTA region improv-
ed to 78.2% (79.6%), although loss expenses
related to natural catastrophes increased
substantially.
The loss expenses for the devastation
wrought by Hurricane George reached the
level of DM 22 million. Hurricane George
struck the island of Puerto Rico, where
many of our U.S. industrial customers main-
tain production facilities, with particular
fury. In addition to the hurricane, the ice
storm that struck Canada in January 1998
affected the Group’s loss ratio in this region
in a negative way.
In the private customers business, on the
other hand, the claims experience was
moderate.
Net investment income advanced by more
than 18 %, to DM 1.4 billion (1997: DM 1.2
billion). The stock market’s performance
was so strong that we were able to further
increase the investment valuation reserve
while also booking a high level of realized
gains.
Earnings after taxes in the NAFTA region
improved to DM 474 million in 1998, after
DM 292 million in the previous year.
All companies included, we had 10,636
employees (1997: 9,557). This increase can
be ascribed in part to the first-time consoli-
dation of the Canadian AGF companies and
also to the business expansion of FFIC.
In the current fiscal year, the excess capitali-
zation of the market will exert continuing
pressure on the Group’s operating results.
Thanks to the robust health of the capital
markets, however, we expect further
increases in realized gains from ordinary
investment activities. The April 1999 acqui-
sition of Wm. H. McGee & Co., an under-
writing manager, afforded FFIC a leading
position in the ocean-marine insurance
segment.
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NAFTA
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 8,811 9,026
Loss ratio 79.6 % 78.2 %
Expense ratio 27.0 % 27.4 %
Earnings after taxes 291.6 473.6
Investments 26,365 25,282 
Employees 9,557 10,636
The NAFTA region was
again struck by natural
catastrophes to a greater
degree in the 1998 busi-
ness year. The photo-
graph shows damage
from the ice storm that
hit Canada in January.
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Premium income in South America amounted
to DM 0.9 billion. The DM 0.6 billion 
increase over 1997 is mainly due to the
first-time consolidation of the South Ameri-
can AGF companies, which contributed 
DM 555 million, or almost 100 % of the
sales increase. In Brazil alone, AGF gener-
ated DM 448 million in premium income.
The loss ratio in South America came to
67.8 %. Over the next few business years,
we intend to improve the expense ratio,
which was 28.2 % in 1998, specifically by
means of consolidating our companies.
Disappointing currency gains in the invest-
ment portfolio of our Venezuelan subsidiary
pushed earnings after taxes in South Ameri-
ca back to DM 13 million (1997: DM 14
million).
The number of employees in 1998 rose to
2,097 (1997: 708) due to the addition of
the newly consolidated AGF companies.
SOUTH AMER ICA:  In this region, we are represented with our
own subsidiaries in the countries of Argentina, Brazil, Chile
and Venezuela. Together with the AGF companies, we im-
proved our market position in all these countries, with the
exception of Venezuela, in 1998. The improvement was espe-
cially pronounced in Brazil, where we rank 7th through our
subsidiary AGF Brasil Seguros.
South America
1997 1998
Gross premiums by country DM mn DM mn
Brazil 448
Venezuela 147 194
Chile 74 131
Argentina 78 128
Total 299 901
All companies included, our premium income
in the Asia-Pacific region increased to DM
239 million (1997: DM 183 million). We
achieved the highest growth rates of 1998
in Indonesia, where we posted a premium
increase in original currency terms of 190 %,
and in Singapore, where premium income
rose 46 %. Because of the falling value of the
local currencies, however, these gains are
not as pronounced in the DM accounts.
In India, where the market is still closed to
foreign insurance providers, we established,
jointly with our partner Alpic, a company
offering consulting and risk management
services. It works closely with Allianz Risk
Consultants in Rotterdam.
At DM 1.4 million, earnings after taxes in
this region were slightly positive.
We have 496 employees in Asia.
In December 1998, we acquired 100 % of
the MMI Insurance Group. Due to persist-
ent competition pressure and management
mistakes committed by a management team
that has since been replaced, MMI posted 
a net loss of DM 123 million for 1998 accord-
ing to local accounting rules. Nonetheless,
we remain convinced that Australia offers
an attractive insurance market. We will 
do everything necessary to make of MMI
Australia’s leading industrial insurance
company. We intend to build on MMI’s
traditional strength in the line of workers
compensation insurance. This segment will
become all the more attractive after the
workers compensation insurance system is
privatized in New South Wales in the se-
cond half of 1999. The same step is planned,
in fact, for New Zealand as well, where
MMI also maintains a presence.
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AS IA-PACIF IC:  After acquiring the majority interest in AGF, we
are now represented in virtually all the promising key markets
of this region. Through AGF, we expanded our operational 
presence to include Malaysia, Laos and South Korea. In 
Vietnam, the representative offices of AGF and Allianz were
consolidated. In Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong, we folded
the AGF entities into our operating subsidiaries. The integra-
tion work will be completed by mid-1999. In Thailand and 
Brunei, we hold minority interests in local insurance companies.
Asia
1997 1998
Gross premiums by country DM mn DM mn
China 34 37
Japan 47 46
Singapore 73 100
Indonesia 29 53
Laos 3
Total 183 239
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We increased the premium volume by 2.2 %,
to DM 20.3 billion, in 1998. Of this amount,
DM 15.5 billion, or 76.5 %, derived from
the life insurance business and DM 4.8
billion, or 23.5 %, from the health insurance
business.
Life insurance
The premium income of the German life in-
surance companies rose 2.1 %, to DM 15.5
billion, in 1998, a growth rate somewhat
lower than that of the overall market. 
New business was decisively affected by 
the following developments:
> Current premiums from new policies
rose by 10.3 %, to DM 1.3 billion.
> One-time premiums advanced by
8.5 %, to DM 1.6 billion.
> Conversely, the additional premiums
applied to raise the coverage amount of
existing life insurance policies with appre-
ciation agreements fell by half, to DM 0.2
billion. These contractually stipulated pre-
mium increases are determined on the 
basis of the highest-bracket premium rate in
the statutory pension insurance fund, which
increased only slightly in 1998.
All included, new premiums reached the
level of DM 3.1 billion, only slightly higher
than the previous year. The trend towards
private pension insurance continues un-
abated, now accounting for more than two
thirds of new business.
Measured in terms of coverage amounts, 
the insurance portfolio grew by 5.1%, to
DM 393 billion, in 1998. The number of
policies, however, dropped by 3.3 %, to DM
10.9 million. This decline is mainly due to
the continuing measures to wind up the
portfolio acquired from the former State
Insurance Fund of the German Democratic
Republic.
The cancellation rate improved to 3.7 % in
1998.
The expense ratio fell back to the level of
10.0% (1997: 12.1%), thanks in large part
to significantly lower acquisition costs.
GERMANY:  Our life and health insurance business in Germany
is handled by our enterprises Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG,
Deutsche Lebensversicherungs-AG, Vereinte Lebensversiche-
rung AG and Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG. We are the
market leader in German life insurance and rank 3rd in health
insurance.
LI FE AND HEALTH INSUR ANCE
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The investment portfolio expanded by 7.1%,
to DM 193 billion, in 1998. Net investment
income climbed to DM 12.0 billion (1997:
DM 10.5 billion), specifically due to the
realized gains booked in the first half of the
year, as share prices in the German stock
market repeatedly set new records.
Consequently, earnings after taxes came to
DM 388 million, a significant improvement
over the previous year's level of DM 298
million.
The number of employees rose to 6,129
(5,321). This increase is attributable above
all to the assumption of employees of
Deutsche Versicherungs-AG and the
Vereinte companies, who were already
working in the life insurance business 
under service contracts.
For the current fiscal year, we expect a
significant pick-up in new business, carried
mostly by one-time premiums. The high
level of benefits payable under maturing
policies is a matter of special concern. In
the future, we will attempt to persuade
customers to reinvest a greater portion of
these benefits.
Health insurance
Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG increased
its premium income by 2.3 %, to DM 4.8
billion, in 1998. Excluding premium income
from mandatory nursing care insurance,
sales increased by 4.5 %.
This increase is mostly the result of further
gains in new business. Following a sub-
stantial increase in new policies in the pre-
vious year, new premiums continued to 
rise, reaching DM 254 million in 1998. The
number of persons insured edged up to 
2.3 million (1997: 2.2 million).
Expenses for claims in 1998 amounted to
DM 3.3 billion, a 3.1% increase over the
previous year. The loss ratio rose to 71.0 %
(70.7 %). Reducing the loss ratio is the
overriding objective of Vereinte Kranken-
versicherung AG. The necessary steps have
been initiated to improve the claims expe-
rience, including preventative measures.
Allianz Leben, Vereinte Leben, 
Deutsche Lebensversicherungs-AG
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 15,207 15,533
Expense ratio 12.1 % 10.0 %
Earnings after taxes 298.1 388.3
Investments 180,135 192,821 
Employees 5,321 6,129
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A prime example of such preventative care
is the skin cancer prevention program. In
the early summer, customers of Vereinte
Krankenversicherung AG and other inter-
ested persons were given a dosimeter for
measuring the level of ultraviolet radiation
absorbed by the skin. The UV dosimeter
changes colors to warn the user when the
saturation level is reached, so that injury
can be avoided.
Another example of such work can be 
found in our counseling programs for asth-
ma patients. The goal of these programs is
to accelerate recovery, enhance the quality
of life of patients and reduce the need for
hospitalization.
The expense ratio increased from 9.4 % to
10.4 %, largely as a result of one-time ex-
penses for restructuring the Vereinte Group.
Furthermore, personnel expenses increased
as well, in line with the much improved
sales performance.
Net investment income advanced to DM 965
million (DM 910 million).
Earnings after taxes jumped by a strong
26.8 %, to DM 94 million.
The employees of Vereinte Krankenversiche-
rung AG numbered 3,988.
In the current fiscal year, we expect stronger
premium income growth in the health in-
surance business than the level recorded in
1998. Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG
will expand its former claims management
function into a comprehensive health
management system. To a greater degree
than in the past, we want to serve as health
care guidance counselors for our insurance
customers. This service will be aligned to
the wishes of insurance plan members and
will build on the existing partnership with
physicians. As a result, we mean to enhance
service quality, intensify cooperation in
health care and ultimately cut back on un-
necessary expenditures.
Vereinte Kranken
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 4,665 4,771
Loss ratio 70.7 % 71.0 %
Expense ratio 9.4 % 10.4 %
Earnings after taxes 74.3 94.2
Investments 15,119 17,631 
Employees 3,487 3,988
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Premium income rose by 3.8 %, to DM 2.6
billion, in 1998. Of this amount, DM 2.3
billion derived from the RAS Group and DM
0.3 billion from Lloyd Adriatico. Including
the revenue from unit-linked products, which
is not recorded under IAS accounting rules,
we achieved growth of 10.3 %, bringing the
total level to DM 4.0 billion. Consequently,
our Group subsidiaries attained a market
share of slightly less than 7.2 % in this seg-
ment.
The performance of our Group companies 
in Italy lagged behind the growth rate of the
overall market. This development is due in
large part to the fact that we are not as well
represented as our competitors in the bank
insurance business. Furthermore, Allianz
Subalpina lost an important bank insurance
partner in Credito Bergamasco in 1998.
Bucking this trend, Antoniana Popolare
Vita, a bank insurance joint venture of our
subsidiary Lloyd Adriatico, reported marked-
ly high growth in 1998. The company in-
creased its business, especially in unit-
linked products, by 90.4%, to DM 218 million.
The Italian state is strengthening private
financial planning, among other means by
providing tax relief to pension funds. Our
companies in the RAS and Lloyd Adriatico
Groups have responded to these changes
and now offer the corresponding products.
The expense ratio climbed from 14.0 % to
14.5 %.
Net investment income was DM 1.7 billion,
after DM 1.4 billion in 1997. Current in-
vestment income decreased as a result of
the lower interest rates in the Italian capital
market, but this decline was neutralized by
realized gains on the sale of investments of
the equities portfolio.
Earnings after taxes increased by DM 21
million to DM 301 million.
Starting in July 1999, CreditRas Vita, a joint
venture of RAS and Credito Italiano, will
begin selling life insurance at the teller win-
dows of this major bank. This sales cooper-
ation is expected to produce a substantial
jump in premium income.
I TALY :  Our life insurance business in Italy is handled by our 
subsidiaries of the RAS Group and Lloyd Adriatico. Taken
together, they represent the third-largest life insurance provider
in the Italian market.
Italy
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 2,473 2,566
Expense ratio 14.0 % 14.5 %
Earnings after taxes 279.6 300.9
Investments 20,058 23,663
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Sales amounted to DM 2.1 billion. Of this
amount, DM 1.9 billion derived from the
pro rata consolidation of the AGF Group. 
In addition, we generated premium income
of DM 4.1 billion from variable annuity
products, which are not counted as sales.
Compared to the corresponding pro forma
figures for 1997, sales dropped by 12.5 %.
As, however, the deterioration of premium
income was even more severe in the overall
market (– 15 %), our market share grew
from 5.7 % to 5.9 %. The reasons behind the
sales figure are explained below.
> The market-wide decline in premium
income can be traced back to the decision
of the French state to tax the income from
individual life insurance policies in 1998.
Nonetheless, we were able to cushion the
impact of this development through the im-
pressive sales performance of our sales or-
ganizations that focus exclusively on life
insurance products (“Exper,” “Assurfinance”).
> In the group life insurance segment,
we lost several major customers, with the
result that our sales in this segment fell by
6 %, a worse decline than that of the overall
market. Income from group pension insur-
ance policies also dropped.
The unusually high expense ratio of 41.5 % 
is attributable to the fact that the premium
income from life insurance products that are
more in the nature of investments were not
included in the computation of this ratio.
Net investment income came to DM 2.0
billion. With regard to this figure, it should
be pointed out that the first-time consoli-
dation reduced income on the disposal of
investments.
Earnings after taxes for 1998 were DM 329
million.
In order to upgrade the efficacy of our sales
organization in the current and in future
business years, we will consolidate the
broker networks of our companies AGF 
Vie, PFA Vie and Allianz Vie. Further to the
same goal, we will also modernize the elec-
tronic management system for life insurance
policies.
The health insurance product line will be
harmonized. In the future, health insurance
will also be offered by the former agents 
of Allianz and Athèna. Starting in 1999, 
our customers will be able to obtain health
information by telephone.
FR ANCE:  The Allianz AGF Group, represented in France with
the companies AGF Vie, PFA Vie, Allianz Vie, Compagnie
Générale de Prévoyance (CGP) and Arcalis, is the fourth-
largest insurance provider in the life insurance segment. In
health insurance, we hold the No. 2 ranking.
France
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 206 2,055
Expense ratio 45.1 % 41.5 %
Earnings after taxes 16.1 329.2
Investments 9,382 72,448
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Sales increased by 15.0 %, to DM 1.3 billion,
in 1998. Of this amount, DM 31 million was
represented by the premium income of Phe-
nix. The main growth drivers were single-
premium life insurance policies, especially
at ELVIA Leben. This business received an
additional stimulus prior to the introduction
of a stamp tax. Sales of group life insurance
policies at ELVIA, on the other hand, fell
considerably short of expectations.
The expense ratio worsened from 15.0 % to
15.8 %. Net investment income rose from
DM 688 million to DM 742 million on the
strength of realized gains.
Earnings after taxes doubled to DM 44 mil-
lion (DM 21 million).
In the current fiscal year, the Allianz Group
of Switzerland plans to outpace the estimat-
ed market growth of 4 %, a goal that it
means to achieve by means of intensified
cooperation with the canton banks and by
way of a sales cooperation with the German
insurance brokerage Marschollek, Lauten-
schläger und Partner (MLP). For these co-
operative ventures, we are developing new
life insurance products aimed at customers
35 to 50 years old, as well as innovative
investment products for customers 50 years
and older.
SWIT Z E R L AN D:  In Switzerland, we offer life and health 
insurance through ELVIA Leben, Berner Lebensversicherungs-
Gesellschaft, Allianz Lebensversicherung (Schweiz) and, as of
1998, through the AGF company Phenix. Holding a market 
share of 5.3 %, we rank 6th in this sector.
Switzerland
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 1,124 1,293
Expense ratio 15.0 % 15.8 %
Earnings after taxes 20.5 43.6
Investments 12,028 13,329
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Premium income jumped from DM 433 mil-
lion to DM 766 million, due mainly to the
first-time consolidation of the AGF com-
panies.
The Spanish Allianz companies turned in a
very positive performance. In the individual
insurance line, premium volume more than
quadrupled, especially as a result of the
first-time consolidation of the AGF com-
panies. Our unit-linked products were
extremely well received and successfully
marketed by our agents. In a market domi-
nated by the bank insurance business, few
insurers are able to achieve such a feat. 
In the group insurance line, sales increased
by 41.1%.
Eurovida, the bank insurance joint venture
with Banco Popular, reported premium
income of DM 129 million, an 11.5 % in-
crease over the previous year. The growth
curve in this segment flattened out as the
appeal of savings products with guaranteed
interest rates diminished. Only in the pre-
vious year, one third of new business de-
rived from this product family. The other
savings products of Eurovida, and espe-
cially the lucrative risk products, command-
ed growth rates of about 30 %, as in the
previous years.
Earnings after taxes rose to DM 36 million
(DM 25 million).
S PA I N :  In the Spanish market, where we are represented
through our subsidiaries Allianz-RAS Seguros y Reaseguros, the
joint ventures Eurovida and Europensiones, and as of 1998, the
AGF companies Unión y Fénix and Athena Seguros, we hold
the 11th ranking.
Spain
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 433 766
Expense ratio 9.5 % 12.0 %
Earnings after taxes 25.1 35.7
Investments 1,722 4,277
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Allianz Elementar reported premium volume
of DM 444 million, an increase of 3.9 %.
The overall market, which was decisively
influenced by the rising importance of bank-
based distribution, grew at a rate of 10.7 %. 
Net investment income rose sharply from
DM 268 million to DM 327 million.
Earnings after taxes in Austria came to DM
22 million (1997: DM 18 million).
The upcoming tax reform is likely to widen
the financial leeway for private individual
financial planning and foster the willingness
to invest in retirement planning products.
Thus, we expect that demand for such
products will continue to grow in 1999. We
also intend to broaden the product line in
1999. Thus, for instance, we began offering
the “Euro Pro”, a life insurance policy in
euros, at the start of 1999. In addition, we
are developing a product that will allow
customers to invest in mutual funds. To
further solidify our position, we founded 
the specialized sales company Allianz
FinanzInvest, which will offer life insurance
products, among others.
AUSTR IA:  Allianz Elementar Lebensversicherungs-AG ranks 5th
in the Austrian market.
Allianz Elementar
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 427 444
Expense ratio 10.8 % 10.6 %
Earnings after taxes 17.8 22.4
Investments 4,389 4,684
REST OF E UROPE
The premium volume of the life and health
insurance business in the other European
markets amounted to DM 1.1 billion.
Earnings after taxes were a negative DM 24
million, among other reasons due to the
expenditures for expanding the business in
Poland and Hungary.
Rest of Europe
1997 1998
Gross premiums by country DM mn DM mn
Belgium 29 405
Great Britain 179 202
Netherlands 34 153
Portugal 81 118
Greece 45 109
Luxembourg 70
Hungary 41 48
Poland 11
Total 409 1,116
Allianz Life of North America is also active
in the United States as a reinsurer of life
insurance risks. As the reinsurance needs 
of direct insurers increased and as our com-
pany became increasingly well-known in 
the market, sales in the business of life rein-
surance shot up by 31.1% in 1998.
The expense ratio remained practically un-
changed over the previous year, at DM
39.5 % (1997: 39.4 %). Net investment in-
come rose to DM 516 million (1997: 
DM 405 million), especially due to the high
level of realized gains.
Earnings after taxes fell slightly to 
DM 196 million (DM 205 million) as a re-
sult of currency translation effects.
The number of employees increased to 596
(1997: 535).
Thanks to increased name recognition,
Allianz Life of North America has good
reason to expect additional sales increases
in the business of life reinsurance. In the
area of variable annuities, the trend of
falling premium volume will continue in
1999, with the result that profit will fall
short of the previous-year level.
Our American subsidiary succeeded in
further raising the already high premium
income of the previous year. In original
currency terms, premium income increased
4.4 %, reaching the level of DM 2.5 billion
in the DM accounts. In the business of var-
iable annuity products, the sales of which
are not recorded in full, but only in the por-
tion corresponding to the risk premium and
fees, we suffered a serious decline, with pre-
mium income in this business falling 26 %,
to DM 2.6 billion. The reason for this devel-
opment may be found in the below-market
performance of mutual fund products that
we sell in this segment, but do not manage. 
In the health insurance line, growth was im-
peded by portfolio adjustments to eliminate
high-loss policies. The premium volume was
on the level of the previous year.
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Allianz Life
1997 1998
DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums 2,520 2,457
Expense ratio 39.4 % 39.5 %
Earnings after taxes 205.0 195.6
Investments 6,538 6,467
Employees 535 596
U N ITE D STATE S :  We are represented in the United States of
America by Allianz Life of North America.
OTHER MARKETS
We also write life and health insurance in
South America and Asia, specifically in the
countries of Brazil, Chile, South Korea and
Indonesia. Moreover, we are represented in
the Philippines with a joint venture and in
Malaysia with a minority holding.
In the Peoples’ Republic of China, our joint
venture Allianz Dazhong Life Ins. Comp.
Ltd. obtained, at the end of 1998, the pend-
ing approval to sell life insurance policies.
Allianz Dazhong is the first European life
insurer in Shanghai.
The aggregate premium income from life
and health insurance business in South
America and Asia totaled DM 293 million,
most of which generated in Brazil. We are
working intensively to improve our position
in the emerging markets, because we are
convinced that these markets will offer us
tremendous growth potential in the future.
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Asset management at Allianz falls under two
categories:
> Firstly, the management of the invest-
ments that we rely upon to cover insurance
reserves, equity capital and borrowed funds.
The Group’s own investments totaled 
DM 530.6 billion (1997: DM 383.1 billion)
at the end of 1998. Furthermore, invest-
ments related to unit-linked products
amounting to DM 30.7 billion (1997: DM
24.0 billion) also belong to the insurance
side of the business.
> Secondly, we have significantly ex-
panded our asset management activities 
for outside investors. In this high-growth
market, we concentrate on managing invest-
ment funds for private and institutional
investors. Investments in this category
reached DM 44.1 billion (1997: DM 34.3
billion) at the end of 1998.
The other financial services covered in the
report on the segment “Asset Management
and Other Financial Services” include the
following:
> the home loan and savings business
> banking activities
> financing for companies not listed on
a stock exchange.
At market values, the assets under manage-
ment of the Allianz Group came to DM 671
billion. This figure includes:
> the above-mentioned investments,
plus the valuation reserves not shown
on the balance sheet, and
> Loans and advances to banking and
building society customers.
TH E  VALU E  OF  OU R AS S E TS  U N DE R  MANAG E M E NT ROS E  TO 
DM 671 B I LLION AT THE END OF 1998.  Asset management, i.e.
the management of our own investment operations in the 
insurance business, has always been a core area of competence
of the Allianz Group. At the end of 1997, we designated asset
management for outside investors as our third core business.
Assets Under Management
in DM bn 31/12/1998 31/12/1997
Book values Market values Market values
Real estate 29.3 37.6 27.5
Investments in affiliated enterprises, joint ventures and associated enterprises 11.2 37.1 30.1
Mortgages and other loans 34.4 34.4 32.5
Other securities 440.0 440.0 310.4
Other investments 15.7 15.7 13.9
Investments 530.6 564.8 414.4
Investments of separate accounts 30.7 24.0
Loans and advances to banking and 
building society customers 31.6 3.5
Investments for outside investors 
(not shown on the consolidated balance sheet) 44.1 34.3
Assets Under Management 671.2 476.2
ASSET MANAGEMENT AN D OTHER F INANCIAL S ERVICES
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Own investments of the Group
The Group’s own investments rose sharply
by DM 147.5 billion, or 38.5 %, to DM
530.6 billion, primarily due to the first-time
consolidation of the AGF Group. Excluding
the investments of these companies
amounting to DM 112 billion, the Group’s
own investments increased at a 
rate of 9.3 %.
The overall net investment income of the
Group leapt by 27.5 %, to DM 28.9 billion
(1997: DM 22.7 billion) prior to application
of the actuarial interest rate in the property
and casualty insurance line.
Investment priorities. The investment strate-
gies of the Allianz companies follow uni-
form, consistent principles. Because the
investments mostly serve to cover liabilities
in the insurance business, the high quality
of the securities, meaning those that carry 
a very low risk of default, is an overriding
investment criterion. Furthermore, Allianz
invests almost exclusively in highly liquid,
widely marketable securities. As a large-
scale institutional investor based in the
home market of Europe, we benefit in large
measure from the introduction of the euro
and from the common European capital
market. At an early stage, therefore, we
implemented measures to diversify our
portfolio on an Europe-wide basis in order
to exploit the new investment opportuni-
ties.
The structure of our investments is dictated
by the liabilities and risks inherent in our
insurance business.
Investments related to our life and health
insurance products dominate the overall
portfolio, as this business segment calls for
the greatest degree of capital accumulation.
The volume of these investments amounted
to DM 343.6 billion (1997: DM 249.6 bil-
lion). Of this amount, 69.0 % (1997: 70.6 %)
was invested in interest-bearing securities.
The high proportion of fixed-income secu-
rities guarantees steady investment income
for the life and health insurance business
and creates the foundation allowing us to
redeem our benefit obligations and earn an
attractive profit over the medium term that
we can share with our customers.
In the property and casualty insurance line,
41.4 % (1997: 36.7 %) of the investment
portfolio of DM 213.4 billion (DM 156.2
billion) was invested in dividend-bearing
equity securities. This weighting reflects 
our strategy of making an above-average
contribution to enhancing the value of the
Group by investing actively, as a long-term
investor and bearer of risk, in the stock
market.
In the Group, the proportion of investments
represented by dividend-bearing equity
securities moved up from 26.9 % to 28.5 %,
thanks in no small part to the excellent
performance of stock markets. At market
values, thus including the valuation reserves
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for holdings valued at equity, which are not
recorded on the balance sheet, the Group-
wide equities weighting came to 31.4 %.
Investment categories. The book value of real
estate increased to DM 29.3 billion (1997:
DM 19.7 billion), the gain being attributable
to the consolidation of the AGF portfolio.
The market value amounted to DM 37.6
billion.
The investments in affiliated enterprises, 
joint ventures and associated enterprises of
DM 11.4 billion include holdings in com-
panies in which we hold at least a 20 %
equity interest. The market value of these
holdings was DM 37.1 billion at the end of
the business year. Of this amount, DM 17.9
billion alone was represented by our 25 %
holding in Münchener Rückversicherungs-
AG. The market values of the other holdings
valued at equity totaled DM 19.4 billion.
The total aggregate valuation reserve
amounts to DM 25.9 billion.
Investment structure property/casualty
in DM bn 31/12/1998 31/12/1997
Book values Weighting in % Weighting in %
Real estate 13.9 6.5 6.5
Dividend-bearing equity securities 88.2 41.4 36.7
Interest-bearing securities 90.1 42.2 43.7
Other Investments 21.2 9.9 13.1
Investments 213.4
Investment structure Konzern
in DM bn 31/12/1998 31/12/1997
Book values Weighting in % Weighting in %
Real estate 29.3 5.5 5.1
Dividend-bearing equity securities 151.3 28.5 26.9
Interest-bearing securities 332.6 62.7 64.1
Other Investments 17.4 3.3 3.9
Investments 530.6
Investment structure life/health
in DM bn 31/12/1998 31/12/1997
Book values Weighting in % Weighting in %
Real estate 13.3 3.9 3.8
Dividend-bearing equity securities 84.9 24.7 24.2
Interest-bearing securities 237.1 69.0 70.6
Other Investments 8.3 2.4 1.4
Investments 343.6
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This item also contains the insurance group
MMI, Sydney. Because a majority interest in
this company was not acquired until
December 1998, it was not consolidated.
We do not establish valuation reserves for
loans and fixed-interest securities held until
maturity because these investments will be
redeemed upon maturity at their face value.
With a value of DM 140.1 billion, equity
securities, stock funds and mixed invest-
ment funds account for 33 % of the securities
available for sale. Investments in companies
listed on the stock exchange that we hold 
as long-term investments accounted for 
DM 47.3 billion of this item. All long-term
holdings, including holdings valued at
equity, are listed individually on pages 140 –
141.
Net investment income. Current investment
income increased by 30.1%, to DM 29.0 
billion (1997: DM 22.3 billion) in 1998.
Consequently, current income growth lagged
slightly behind the rate of growth of the
investment portfolio. This development is
attributable to the fact that interest rates
declined across the board, while the invest-
ment portfolio, and especially the equity
securities contained therein, appreciated 
significantly in line with the strong perform-
ance of stock prices in 1998. We took ad-
vantage of the excellent condition of the
stock markets to realize profits in our equities
portfolio.
The profit contributed by the disposal of
investments increased on balance by DM 1.4
billion, to DM 4.1 billion. This increase is a
reflection of our success in the active man-
agement of our industrial and bank holdings.
We realized profits of DM 1.3 billion on the
sale of our stake in BHF-Bank and a portion
of our participation in ERGO Versicherungs-
gruppe.
We intend to continue with this strategy 
in the future as well, achieving substantial
investment results by realizing profits on
our equities portfolio.
Unrealized gains, moreover, increased at a
steady rate in 1998. We allocated DM 8.6
billion from the market appreciation of in-
vestments in the life and health insurance
business to the reserve for premium re-
funds. After setting aside DM 4.1 billion 
for deferred taxes, the remaining unrealized
gains of DM 4.3 billion were allocated to a
capital reserve to bolster the Group’s equity
base. DM 1.1 billion of this amount falls to
minority interests.
Depreciation, amortization and write-offs,
taken mostly on real estate, increased by
DM 377 million to DM 1.2 billion. The
increase resulted from the first-time con-
solidation of the AGF Group and from an
extraordinary write-off taken for MMI.
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Asset management for outside investors and
other financial services
Besides managing its own investments,
Alllianz offers selected financial services 
to outside investors. This business includes
the activities described below.
Asset management. Allianz Asset Manage-
ment GmbH coordinates asset management
activities within the Group. This company,
which began operations on July 1, 1998,
offers professional asset management serv-
ices to institutional and private investors. 
In this work, it is supported by the Group’s
network of internationally experienced
investment experts. We believe that tap-
ping local expertise in this manner will reap
benefits that we can apply to further im-
prove the performance of the Group’s own
investments.
In Germany, Allianz Kapitalanlagegesellschaft
has established a proven track record since
1982 with its mutual funds and special-
purpose funds, delivering excellent perfor-
mance for its investors in the past business
year as well. The company was honored
once again for its performance as the re-
cipient of the prestigious “DM Micropal
Awards” for outstanding investment fund
management performance.
Mutual fund sales in Germany are carried
out by our extensive network of Allianz
agents. We also conduct advertising to
attract new customers. Accomplishments
such as the opening of a competence center
offering comprehensive advisory services 
by telephone, the addition of experienced
investment consultants to the account
management team at AAM and the intro-
duction of additional Internet services all
contributed to the positive results.
In Italy, RAS sells the mutual funds of its
asset management company through its
subsidiary Dival SIM S.p.A., while Euro-
pensiones S.A. in Spain specializes in pen-
sion funds. In the French market, we are
represented with the investment fund
products of AGF Finance Gestion S.A. and
Athéna.
Home loan and savings business. We have
been active in this segment since 1998
through our subsidiary Allianz Bauspar AG.
With 92,112 new home loan and savings
contracts in 1998 (+ 26.4 % over the pre-
vious year), Allianz Bauspar AG was able to
buck the trends affecting the private home
loan and savings institutions. The strong
new business contributed a 3.6 % increase to
the business portfolio, bringing the total to
522,791 contracts in force, the savings plan
amount of these contracts rising by 2.8 %, to
DM 17.5 billion. This positive development
can be attributed above all to the fact that
we began selling our home loan and savings
products throughout the entire Allianz
agent network in 1998. Furthermore, these
products received good test scores in well-
known press magazines.
Banking. Allianz has always said that it 
does not want to engage in the full spectrum
of banking activities. In the case of asset
management, however, the boundaries
As a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary of Allianz Asset
Management GmbH
(AAM), Allianz Kapital-
anlagegesellschaft
provides a strong
foundation for expanding
the Group’s business in
this segment. Assets
under management in 
the investment funds of
Allianz Kapitalanlage-
gesellschaft alone
increased by 32.2 % in
1998.
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between banks and insurance companies are
becoming increasingly blurred. Therefore,
we regard Augsburger Aktienbank AG, a
subsidiary of Allianz Asset Management
GmbH, as an important constituent of our
asset management strategy. This bank offers
a current account linked to a securities
account to make it particularly convenient
for our customers to purchase Allianz
investment funds.
Outside Germany, the Allianz Group is
active in banking through Rasbank in Italy
and AGF Banque and Comptoir des Entre-
preneurs in France. Whereas Rasbank
specializes in asset management for private
investors, Comptoir des Entrepreneurs is
primarily active in the mortgage banking
business.
Investment holdings. The provision of finan-
cial backing to companies that are not listed
on a stock exchange is an up-and-coming
business in Europe. Therefore, we founded
Allianz Capital Partners GmbH in 1998 with
the aim of acquiring equity holdings in 
such companies. The new company advises
these companies and offers them long-term
financing models, which can lead all the
way to preparing a stock market offering.
Therefore, we are a valuable partner espe-
cially for small to mid-sized firms. The com-
pany invested DM 182.5 million in its first
year of business. The strong interest gene-
rated by Allianz Capital Partners in the
market is an indicator of the high demand
for this type of financial service. The com-
pany scored an early success with its invest-
ment in Tank & Rast AG, a formerly state-
owned enterprise that has since been pri-
vatized and operates rest stops and hotels
along the German autobahn.
Earnings. The “Asset Management and Other
Financial Services” segment earned net
income of DM 40 million in 1998 (1997:
DM 50 million).
Allianz Kapitalanlage-
gesellschaft (KAG) was
awarded first place in all
three categories for
smaller investment com-
panies (offering up to
nine investment funds) in
the 1998 “DM Micropal
Awards,” a competition
by group evaluation. 
The annual awards
sponsored by the
business publication DM
and the mutual fund
database company
Micropal are considered
to be the “Oscars” of the
investment fund
management industry.
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This section explains the structure of our
Group controlling system and then looks at
Allianz as a management holding company.
We then outline the nature of our manage-
ment dialog and examine our central cont-
rol parameter.
Local and central elements
Group controlling and planning for a global
insurance group must first take account of
the fact that insurance is primarily a local
business. This is inevitable because our
service is delivered under different national
legal systems. Enduring corporate success 
in the insurance industry is therefore intima-
tely bound up with precise knowledge of
local markets and the capacity to develop
this information efficiently with the aim of
meeting customers’ needs:
> by organizing needs-oriented products
> by structuring sales channels and 
services in such a way that they 
appeal particularly to potentially 
profitable customer segments and
> by an efficient corporate and 
organizational structure.
Our Group companies are empowered to
make decisions in order to fulfil these aims.
They are responsible for the success of the
business in their own country.
Group controlling must, of course, also re-
flect the fact that global risks have an effect
on business success. Such risks may arise
from the insurance sector – e.g. natural
catastrophes or liability claims in industrial
risk insurance – or they may result from
fluctuations in capital market rates. 
Whatever the cause, we have to overcome
and control these global risks centrally. 
Our international exposure means that the
impact of risk on us is cumulative.
For these two reasons – local business,
global cumulation risks – the control prin-
ciple at the Allianz Group is: “As local as
possible, as central as necessary”.
Management holding company Allianz AG
Allianz AG operates as a management hold-
ing company. The most important functions
are:
>strategic portfolio management
>synergy management and
>Group controlling.
Allianz AG establishes the strategic direc-
tion in the core business areas Insurance,
Provision and Investment and takes deci-
sions on purchasing and selling companies.
Synergy management is concerned with
concentrating available expertise and ensur-
ing the transfer of know-how throughout
the Group. The holding company requires
comprehensive information and powerful
reporting systems to enable it to design the
planning and controlling process efficiently
OBJ ECTIVE  OF GROU P CONTROLLI NG:  I NCR EAS I NG COR POR ATE
VALUE.  The structure of planning and controlling at Allianz is
based on the division of functions between the holding com-
pany and the operating units. The two elements are linked by
ongoing management dialog.
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and carry out its strategic role. This infor-
mation is provided by the Group controlling
system.
Management dialog
Regular management dialog supports the
strategic orientation of the Group pursued
by the board of management of the 
holding company by setting objectives. 
This dialog integrates local know-how with
the perspective of the holding company.
Communication is structured in three
phases:
> At the beginning of February the
board of management of the holding com-
pany discusses long-term strategic options
for the development of the Group. Central
performance targets for the next planning
period are also addressed. The operational
units are then requested to draw up appro-
priate sub-goals and measures for their 
sphere of operation.
> These are then discussed in the forum
of a strategic dialog towards the middle of
the year. The board of management of the
holding company and the operational units
then agree targets for the next planning
period.
> Planning discussions at Group com-
panies in late autumn ensure that the de-
tailed operational plans concur with the
agreed targets.
Benchmark – Economic Value Added
Our control process is supported by a report-
ing system that provides the most important
data for corporate decisions. The relevant
parameter here is the increase in corporate
value. Our reporting system is designed to
show not only where Economic Value Added
is generated or the amount. It also maps the
important control parameters and dem-
onstrates how they affect Economic Value
Added.
What do we understand by “Economic
Value Added”? It is defined as the difference
between the return on equity and the costs
of capital assigned to risk. Economic Value
Added shows us whether the result gene-
rated by a company exceeds the opportunity
costs of the shareholder.
Standardized internal reporting system
For a number of years now, our internal
reporting system has been based on proce-
dures that are comparable with the Inter-
national Accounting Standards. Fiscal year
1998 brings with it a new system where the
differences between internal and external
reporting recede. The financial statements
are being published on the basis of the
International Accounting Standards.
However, one important difference remains:
we are using a normalized performance
approach to determine the result from invest-
ments for purposes of Group controlling.
This yields information on how the average
annual value of investments is developing
over the medium term, and it means that
short-term fluctuations in capital markets no
longer play any role. This is a considerable
advantage if the aim is to assess the long-
term profitability of the Allianz Group and
plan the result.
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At the Allianz Group, this is particularly
relevant for underwriting risks and the risks
associated with investments. The imponder-
ables bound up with the “millennium bug”
are another potential risk area.
Underwriting risks. These mainly include
cumulative claims, damage arising from
natural hazards and big industrial claims.
The size and global nature of the insurance
business of the Allianz Group goes some
way to equalizing the risks within the port-
folio. Risks are continually analyzed on the
basis of data supplied to the Group by the
companies.
The Group uses this risk assessment to 
pass on a proportion of the risks to the
international reinsurance market in order 
to limit its own liability. Only companies
offering excellent security are used for this
purpose. Changing trends in claims and
market conditions are also important and
they are monitored on an ongoing basis.
Insurance claims that have not yet been
settled are another potential area of risk.
Reserves are created in line with experience
values to cover these risks. The develop-
ment of such claims is again subject to
continual monitoring. The accumulated
know-how is channeled back into current
assessments.
Risks in investments. Investment activity
forms part of the service of “insurance pro-
tection”. The function of investments is to
guarantee the promises for benefits made 
in insurance products over the long term.
With the aim of minimizing risk, the asset
portfolio is structured to achieve 
> maximum security and profitability
> with adequate liquidity
> and an appropriate mix and diversity.
We distinguish primarily between credit and
market risks.
Credit risks cover defaulting debtors and 
the possibility of deterioration in their
credit-worthiness. The objective of Allianz is
to limit these risks by applying high quality
requirements and diversification. Existing
commitment to individual debtors is co-
ordinated across the different categories of
investment and monitored by limit lists.
Market risks mainly arise as a result of
interest movements, fluctuations in ex-
change rates or changes in the market value
of securities arising for other reasons. The
effects of sustained negative developments
are monitored using sensitivity analyses and
stress tests. Currency fluctuations only play
a minor role as a risk factor in our invest-
ments because commitments to insurance
benefits and the investments covering them
must be in the same currency.
R ISK MANAGEMENT:  A law in Germany regulating control and
transparency in the corporate arena came into force on 1 May
1998. It introduced a requirement for insurance companies
with a stock-market listing to report on the risks of future 
development.
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Derivative financial instruments – like
swaps, options and futures – are also used
selectively to hedge against changes in the
risk profile of currencies or interest rates.
Here we are careful to comply with regula-
tory requirements and also follow internal
compliance guidelines that tend to be even
stricter. Allianz Group companies are end-
users of derivatives. They do not trade these
instruments in the same way as banks.
Details of volume are given in the Notes
under the item “Derivative Financial
Instruments”.
Market and credit risks arising from the
deployment of derivatives are subject to
particularly stringent checks. Credit risks
are monitored on the basis of measuring
new replacement values, while market risks
are assessed taking into account up-to-date
value-at-risk calculations, stress tests and
implementation of stop-loss limits.
Our organization limits risks by strict sepa-
ration of trading, settlement and controlling.
Risk controlling is carried out within the
Group at different levels that are in close
contact. Local financial departments are
responsible for managing and controlling
their local portfolio of assets. The principles
of risk control are established at Group level
and limits are assigned.
Risks from the "millennium bug". We recog-
nized this was a potential disaster area very
early on - in 1988! Since then, we have
been addressing the implications of year
2000 compliance, analyzing all the affected
areas, and taking preventive action. The
program for ensuring compliance of hard-
ware, software and applications programs is
now virtually complete.
Application tests (time travel) will have
been completed by the middle of 1999.
It is impossible to put reliable figures to the
claims burden that is likely to result from
the failure of year 2000 compliance. We are
addressing this risk by running a campaign
to alert as many customers as possible to
this subject. We have been carrying out
questionnaire campaigns and disseminating
comprehensive information. We have also
set up a hotline to deal with queries from
small and medium-sized companies. It is
hoped that our efforts will limit the effects
of transition to the year 2000 as much as
possible. 
Risk control in the context of the law
regulating control and transparency is the
responsibility of the individual Group com-
panies. Global risks with the potential for
exerting a cumulative effect on the entire
Allianz Group are managed at Group level
and monitored by dedicated risk-control
systems.
International rating agency Standard &
Poor’s awarded the maximum "AAA" rating
to the Allianz Group. 
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In addition to large projects, the Allianz Environment Foundation also sponsors the Aktion Blauer Adler. This campaign supports smaller projects, using our
extensive network of representatives for environmental initiative at a local level. Anybody actively involved in environmental issues can obtain a contribution
for this project from the Foundation via an Allianz representative. Photograph: Hubert Fleischmann (background) who, with head agent Hans-Peter Alkover
(Regensburg) and the Aktion Blauer Adler, laid out an ”educational ant path“ in the Upper Palatinate. This educational path explains the various connections
in the forest ecosystem and provides information about the important part ants play there as the ”ecology police“.
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This is why we are dedicated to preserving
our environment and our commitment
radiates in a number of directions. 
Environmental Foundation. The Allianz
Foundation for the Protection of the
Environment was founded on the occasion
of our centenary. The endowment of DM
100 million makes the foundation one of
the biggest private ventures of its kind in
Germany. Since 1990, the foundation has
provided grants amounting to a total of 
DM 50 million. Projects are only supported
if they are enduring, innovative and provide
inspiration.
Since 1998 we have only been continuing to
promote schemes where we know that our
investment will not only support the
environment but also help to create jobs.
This aim is fulfilled directly in the case 
of our projects aimed at reconstructing and
restoring historic gardens, parks and squares.
And an indirect benefit for employment is
provided by our projects on environmental
education. Anyone seeking our assistance 
in developing an environmental centre has
to provide guarantees that their initiative
will generate new jobs or secure existing
jobs over the long term. This year saw work
being sponsored for the “House on the
River” in Passau on the border between
Germany and Austria, and the International
Meeting Centre in St Marienthal where the
borders of Germany, Poland and the Czech
Republic converge.
Corporate Environmental Stewardship
Management of the environment is one of
our corporate objectives and we are gradu-
ally introducing environmental management
systems. Environmental bulletins regularly
chart the progress we have made and lay
down markers for what we hope to achieve
in the future. Our property and casualty 
insurers in Germany slashed electricity con-
sumption by 13 percent in the period from
1995 to 1997 and reduced the average ener-
gy expended on each employee for heating
by 10 percent. 
Product Ecology. The design of Allianz prod-
ucts combines with our service to reduce
environmental risks for our insurance
customers. Our risk managers play their part
alongside the Allianz Center for Technology
(AZT). The AZT is the leading research
institute carrying out investigations into the
cause and prevention of claims in the
international insurance industry. Naturally
enough, it is devoting some of its energies
to projects of relevance to the environment.
To take only one example, our researchers
have been developing an extinguisher
system that replaces halon with solid aero-
sols. This system puts out fires quickly with-
out producing emissions that bring about
climate change or lead to the production of
highly toxic substances. We are proud to
report that this system received an environ-
mental award.
E NVI RON M E NT.  Accurate risk assessment is our core compe-
tence. And that is a very good reason for our commitment to
preserving the environment. Upsetting the delicate ecological
balance and wanton exploitation of natural resources increase
the risks to the earth's human population and the natural world
which we all inhabit.
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This growth is largely as a result of the
merger between Allianz and the French
insurance group Assurances Générales de
France (AGF). The following table shows
the employment level at the Allianz Group
according to countries and geographical
segments:
Integration of our companies in individual
countries and closer cooperation within the
Allianz Group worldwide are becoming
increasingly important. A big initiative
addressed this area in Germany, Austria and
France during 1998. What were the central
challenges? We focused on the following
issues:
> presenting our appeal more effectively
as an employer active on the
international stage
> implementing a basic format for
application and selection procedures
that can be applied globally
> moving forward the career
development of our staff and
managers and
> harmonizing assessment and pay
systems.
We want to achieve uniform standards for
human resources in the Allianz Group while
retaining the flexibility of local units to
react to special conditions in their markets.
OU R STAF F.  What does global expansion mean for our work-
force? Human resources have been addressing this question
since 1998. The average number of employees rose to 105,676
in the year under review (1997: 76,951).
Employees by country
1997 1998
Germany 40,070 40,543
France 2,149 18,157
USA 9,406 10,233
Italy 6,112 6,668
Switzerland 4,297 4,322
Great Britain 3,376 4,312
Austria 4,046 3,921
Hungary 2,441 2,379
Other Countries 5,054 15,141
Total 76,951 105,676
To help young and talented university graduates set off on an attractive career, we offer
them in Germany to start as an assistant to a management member. In the photograph
(from left to right): Michael Diekmann, member of the Allianz AG Board of Management,
responsible for the Asia-Pacific region, former assistant to the manager of the Allianz Ver-
sicherungs-AG branch office in northern Germany; Torsten Wahl, currently assistent to 
Dr. Friedrich Wöbking (right), member of the Allianz Versicherungs-AG and Allianz Lebens-
versicherungs-AG boards of management, in charge of Information Systems and Internal
Services.
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Recruitment
Our information and contact program
underwent fast expansion during 1998. The
aim was to reach highly qualified potential
employees and get over the message that
working for an international insurance
group offers a wide range of interesting
activities and challenging roles.
> Internet Website. Our electronic job
markets in the USA and Germany were
expanded. The Internet site of our French
business units gained a new career section.
> Career fairs. We made extensive use of
career fairs in Italy, Spain, France, Turkey,
the USA and elsewhere. In Germany alone
our Group companies took part in 50 career
events.
> Cooperation with institutions of higher
education. We are in continual contact with
universities and business schools such as
INSEAD, Harvard and Wharton and actively
seek out suitable recruits among the
graduates of these institutions.
> Fast-track programs. Management
trainees with exceptional qualifications are
put on fast-track programs that involve
strategic challenges from an early stage.
These programs include a sales trainee
program in Austria and the opportunity to
join the company as an assistant to a
member of the Board of Management in
Germany.
Uniform selection processes
The selection processes for new staff in
many subsidiaries are based on assessment
centers and a series of interviews. Our
objective is to achieve minimum
requirements applicable worldwide that
facilitate exchange of human resources
across national frontiers within the Allianz
group of companies.
Personnel and management development
In 1998 we founded the Allianz Manage-
ment Institute (AMI) to foster the develop-
ment of international management.
Seminars and workshops are held under the
aegis of the institute with the objective of
addressing issues affecting the development
of the Allianz Group.
The AMI forum complements the qualifica-
tion programs of our local units. These offer
language courses, assessment centers,
specialist and communication seminars and
management programs, some of which have
been developed in conjunction with leading
business schools.
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Pay and performance
The Allianz Group paid salaries and wages
totaling DM 6.76 billion (5.69 without
AGF) worldwide in 1998. Our total outlay
on social security contributions, pensions
and employee assistance amounted to DM
2.71billion (1.62 without AGF).
As the Allianz Group becomes more inter-
national in character, we are encouraging
our staff to make career moves across
national borders. This is why we are aiming
to bring assessments and pay systems into
line and harmonize them.
The elements of our total compensation
package are geared towards linking indivi-
dual performance with commercial develop-
ment in the particular Group company.
Variable components include bonus pay-
ments for managerial staff, profit-sharing
schemes for employees, and the opportunity
for staff to acquire shares in their Allianz
company on preferential terms.
During the year under review, we devel-
oped an additional remuneration element
for the senior management. This Long-term
Incentive Plan for some 350 executives
completes our total compensation package
and will create a further incentive for man-
agement to bring about sustained increase
in corporate value. The plan will run from
spring 1999 and has been designed to cover
seven years. It is linked to the performance
of the Allianz share price. The additional
remuneration is paid out and is not in the
form of shares or options. 
However, entitlement only arises if – after a
period of two years – the Allianz share price 
>exceeds the development of the 
European Dow Jones Stoxx Price 
Index and 
>has increased by at least 20 percent.
The plan is particularly intended to increase
the appeal of the Allianz Group to inter-
national managers.
Thanks to staff
The Board of Management of the Allianz
Group would like to express their sincere
thanks to all the members of staff of each
company in the Group for their contribution
to a successful year in fiscal 1998 and for
the loyalty and commitment they have
shown to their company.
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after all, what has enabled them to build up
the reputation and trust they enjoy in their
local markets.
Global Image Campaign
The new logo has also been accompanied by
an advertising campaign that was launched
across the world in March 1999. The
campaign features the slogan “Allianz – the
power on your side” and is directed towards
raising the profile of our name and services
in the international arena.
The message is clear. If you are looking for
security that goes beyond straight insurance,
Allianz is the place for you. We have the
global resources a quality insurer needs to
justify the customer's trust at all times.
Allianz is a fair and trustworthy partner –
even when the going gets tough.
What roles are played by the Allianz Group
and its local companies in this campaign?
The international media features Allianz.
Our subsidiaries will build on this theme
under their own logos by running national
advertisements in their indigenous markets.
These local campaigns will emphasize the
link with the world-wide Allianz network.
The international campaign has been
designed on the basis of a long-term strat-
egy and is backed by a budget of around
DM 100 million.
The New Emblem
Our company logo has been revamped. The
visual impact of the streamlined emblem
and name “Allianz” is now more in keeping
with the times. Our aim is to show the out-
side world that we at Allianz are under-
going change and renewal.
Allianz is no longer predominantly at home
in the German market. We are now an insur-
ance company operating on the global stage
with a domestic market in Europe. We are
active in property and casualty insurance,
life and health insurance, and we also pro-
vide financial services. These core areas of
expertise – insurance, provision, invest-
ment – are symbolized in the new logo by
three stylized columns inside the circle.
The new emblem represents a move
forward, the development of a more con-
temporary symbol, and is the fourth
modification since Allianz was founded
more than a century ago.
We believe that the friendly approach, cos-
mopolitan outlook, expertise and reliability
of the Allianz Group should be communi-
cated more directly. That is why the revised
combination of word and image for the new
logo is more suited to promoting a global
corporate network. The great diversity of
logos among our subsidiaries is being re-
tained under the unifying umbrella of the
new symbol. The organic growth in the
identity of our subsidiaries over time is an
attribute that we wish to preserve. This is,
COMMUNICATION.  1998 was a landmark year for communica-
tion at Allianz: our logo was given a facelift and we laid the 
foundations for a global image campaign.
Risk. Covered by Allianz Group.
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Allianz Group. Europe’s leading global insurer
and provider of financial services. 
Wherever you are,  whenever you
need us, the Allianz Group is always
there for you. To us risk management means thinking the unthinkable
to prevent risk turning into loss. As one of the world’s leading insurers our financial strength
and technical expertise combine to make Allianz Group the partner you can trust whenever
and wherever you need us.  Allianz. The Power Beside You.
Logo 1922
Logo 1890
Logo 1977
Logo 1998
The year under review saw Allianz make the biggest acquisition in its history. We purchased 51 percent of the shares in Assurances Générales de France (AGF),
one of the most important insurance groups in France. By joining forces with AGF we have achieved a leading position in the insurance sector in seven of the eleven
countries that joined the European Monetary Union on 1 January 1999. This means that our domestic market is Europe. The picture shows: Antoine Jeancourt-
Galignani, President of the Allianz Group in France and AGF (right) and Henning Schulte-Noelle, Chairman of the Board of Management of Allianz AG, in the
board room of AGF. This was the venue for four of the eight meetings of the joint Group Steering Committee that is managing the integration of AGF and Allianz. 
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PROCESSES OF CHANGE. The acquisition and integration of AGF
was not the only issue driving Allianz forward during 1998. An
interview with Henning Schulte-Noelle, Chairman of the Board
of Management, and members of the Board, Diethart Breipohl
and Detlev Bremkamp.
Is it really possible to have a uniform Allianz
identity with that number of companies?
Schulte-Noelle: Identity is not an end in
itself. Identity creates confidence – and vice
versa. This holds true for the relationship
between the group companies and – most
importantly – for the relationship with our
clients. Satisfied customers mean good
business. Our group companies have made a
good name for themselves in their domestic
markets and most of them have a long
tradition – both assets that we intend to
nurture. At the same time, the fact that
their insurance company is part of a power-
ful international Group is becoming an
increasingly important factor for a large
number of clients.
Is that the reason for the current international
advertising campaign to the tune of DM 100
million – the first of its kind?
Schulte-Noelle: Yes, what I’ve just outlined
lies at the heart of the campaign. The
individual Allianz companies are addressing
a wide public for the first time. They’re
telling the world that they are part of a
powerful and customer-oriented network –
part of the Allianz Group. As globalization
proceeds in our sector, we’re moving
towards a position where there will be 
no more than perhaps a dozen big names in
the global financial services market. We’re
preparing for that. And in our group com-
panies we’re strengthening the feeling
among all the staff that they belong to a
global Allianz.
Young people on the front cover of the Annual
Report. A trendy gimmick? Or is there more to
it than that?
Schulte-Noelle: These are people from differ-
ent countries working at Allianz. And they
represent their colleagues all over the world.
They’re part of the network of companies
that has developed into an international
group with Europe as its home market. It is
now a group in which people with different
nationalities, religions and cultures work
together successfully.
Has the acquisition of French insurance group
AGF turned Allianz from Germany into a truly
international company?
Bremkamp: No. The acquisition and integra-
tion of AGF is certainly a milestone in the
process of making Allianz an international
force, but we had already started this pro-
cess at the end of the seventies. Now
Allianz has around 700 companies in 68
countries. More than 65 000 employees of
the Group work outside Germany and gen-
erate 55 percent of the premiums written.
And that trend is rising!
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Allianz aims to be among the Top Five in
important markets or in particular segments. 
Is ranking by premiums written so important?
Breipohl: Our prime concern is not rankings.
We’re concerned with attaining a size and
presence in individual markets that makes
sense in commercial terms. This strategy
permits us to achieve cost benefits that we
can deploy in structuring prices and gaining
acceptance for our prices among our clients.
Size is essential in our sector if we wish to
achieve a high level of competitiveness and
profitable growth. Ranking by quality is
quite another matter …
In 1998 Allianz was ranked by Standard and
Poor’s and Moody’s for the first time …
Breipohl: … and achieved the maximum
“AAA” rating for the Group and for subsi-
diaries in Germany, France, Italy, Austria
and the USA at first go.
Should Allianz not make the most of this recog-
nition by getting a listing on international stock
markets? Otherwise it doesn’t really make
sense to prepare financial statements in
accordance with the International Accounting
Standards (IAS), does it?
Schulte-Noelle: Preparing financial state-
ments in accordance with the International
Accounting Standards means that we’re
more transparent and that our results can be
compared more easily with those of other
international insurers. The work of analysts
and investors is then much easier. Investors
and clients benefit both from that transpar-
ency and from the fact that valuation
reserves are documented. There’s no doubt
that we meet most of the requirements for a
listing on the New York Stock Exchange or
other international financial centers. But
this is unlikely to be on the agenda for 1999,
and we’re not under any time pressure.
What opportunities do you see for Allianz
shares in the arena of international stock
exchanges?
Breipohl: Our solid foundation would appear
to be a great advantage in view of the latest
developments in Asia and Latin America. 
I believe that Allianz is the right choice for
investors interested in sustained growth.
And, speaking of growth, is significant 
internal growth still possible in the established 
markets?
Schulte-Noelle: The situation has clearly
become more difficult. But we’re making
the most of the opportunities for growth
both in saturated markets and in emerging
markets. In what one might call “mature”
markets we’re achieving this goal by opti-
mizing the competitiveness of our rates
through cost management and by develop-
ing new innovative products. In most of 
the important emerging markets Allianz is
already in a good starting position. Take-
overs and joint ventures naturally play an
important role.
Bremkamp: Yes, for example we’ve teamed
up with the leading bank in Croatia to form
a company, in Bulgaria we bought up a ma-
jority holding in one of the most dynamic
insurance companies in the country, and in
Greece we’ve formed the first banking joint
venture in the country with Piraeus Bank.
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These are all growth markets with consider-
able potential.
Schulte-Noelle: We’ve also formed a solid
foundation in the Asia-Pacific region by
entering a joint venture with the Pioneer
Group on the Philippines and taking over 
all the shares in Australian insurer MMI.
We were the first European insurance
company to form a joint venture in China
and it started operating in Shanghai at the
beginning of 1999.
Is it still possible to control all these new
subsidiaries and joint ventures?
Schulte-Noelle: Yes, because decisions are
only taken by senior managers who have
extensive knowledge of their individual
market, its structures and the requirements
of their customers. We’re keeping to the
principle of local management and giving
our group companies the necessary entre-
preneurial room for maneuver. At the same
time we’re also using strategic objectives,
planning and controlling systems and
regular management dialog across the
Group to provide the right level of uniform
group control. Our International Executive
Committee also plays an important role in
group control and knowledge management.
This Committee comprises the chairmen of
all the big group companies and the Board
of Management of Allianz AG.
In the general takeover fever it’s easy to forget
that most mergers fail in commercial terms. 
Is Allianz luckier than all the others?
Schulte-Noelle: There’s no doubt that a
certain amount of luck played a part given
that the nineties alone saw ten successful
acquisitions. We’ve been helped by three
main factors: clear and realistic objectives,
open and fair-minded cooperation with the
individuals involved, and speed. 
Bremkamp: The takeover of AGF is a good
example of our approach. AGF is a success-
ful international insurance company that
looks back with pride on a long tradition.
It’s a company for which we have a great
deal of respect. This is the atmosphere in
which we’re developing future goals and
working together in the Group Steering
Committee to ensure the successful inte-
gration and future of our companies.
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How much of AGF will still be left after this
integration?
Schulte-Noelle: AGF will also emerge from
this merger with renewed vigor. It is res-
ponsible for the business of the Allianz
Group in France under its own name. 
of currently more than 330 billion euro
we're one of the biggest players in the
global investment market. AAM has been
giving all our customers the benefit of this
know-how since October of last year, with
products to suit every budget and risk profile.
We’ve also transferred the management 
role in Benelux, North Africa, the Near East
and South America to AGF. These are
regions where AGF already has a stronger
presence than Allianz. This demonstrates
our confidence in AGF and our attitude
towards cooperation with partners in the
Allianz Group.
Plans for growth at Allianz since 1998 aren't
simply restricted to personal and property
insurance. What are your aims as far as the
new range of investment services is concerned?
Breipohl: Setting up Allianz Asset Manage-
ment GmbH (AAM) has created a third 
core business area with great potential for
profits. We're also offering our customers 
an attractive range of services that's best
represented by our three key concepts:
insurance, provision and investment. Allianz
has been investing money successfully for
108 years and with an investment portfolio
Many analysts were trumpeting an “Allfinanz”
link-up between Allianz and Dresdner Bank in
the area of asset management with a full range
of financial services. But all that emerged was a
small ADAM.
Breipohl: Provision of the full range of
financial services under one roof is not one
of our strategic objectives at Allianz. We
are, however, interested in taking an active
role in asset management - a market of the
future. This makes it quite logical and
consistent that both partners decided to
offer their own range of services. Both
partners have their own profile and custo-
mer potential that they’re best able to
exploit independently. Allianz Dresdner
Asset Management GmbH (ADAM) allows
both partners to cut costs because they
share investment in information technology.
Our customers and shareholders benefit
from this efficient initiative because AAM is
scheduled to start earning money as early 
as the year 2001 – and annual growth in
double figures is projected. 
In conversation: 
Henning Schulte-Noelle
(left), Detlev Bremkamp
(center) and Diethart
Breipohl (right).
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With so much dynamism about what is the
ultimate aim of Allianz? Is global leadership on
the agenda?
Schulte-Noelle: Performance for customers
and shareholders, satisfaction for our staff -
market leadership in that sense is definitely
our objective. This is an aim for all our core
business areas and in all important markets.
Size alone is no guarantee of success.
What are you doing in 1999 to achieve this
aim?
Schulte-Noelle: Each group company is
working on this aim with its own range of
products and services. Priorities for the
Group this year are successful integration of
AGF, moving forward the development of
AAM and putting a new structure for
industrial insurance in place. We’ll be
continuing to push for international growth
of Allianz and will strike to close any gaps
in individual markets and segments. 
Customers and shareholders will be pleased to
hear that. What about the other stakeholders –
employees and society?
Schulte-Noelle: The commercial success of
Allianz is an essential condition for the 
well-being of our employees and society in
general. We employ 100 000 people world-
wide and these individuals have very secure
jobs by today’s standards. And don’t forget
the company’s tax bill – DM 2.1 billion in
Germany alone for 1998. Only successful
companies are able to make a positive
contribution to society. Quite apart from
supporting a plethora of individual projects
right across the board, we’ve endowed the
Allianz Foundation for the Protection of 
the Environment with capital of DM 100
million. Since 1990 the foundation has
already provided grants for innovative
environmental projects amounting to a total
of DM 50 million from the interest on this
endowment. This means that society at
large is also benefiting from the fruits of 
our corporate strategy to create a more
sustainable world.
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ASSETS
Note 1998 1998 1997
D mn DM mn DM mn
A. Intangible assets
I. Goodwill 3,010.4 5,887.8 3,507.8
II. Other intangible assets 864.4 1,690.7 1,058.5
Total A. 3,874.8 7,578.5 4,566.3
B. Investments
I. Real estate 14,985.0 29,308.2 19,662.3
II. Investments in affiliated enterprises, joint ventures and
associated enterprises 5,746.1 11,238.5 6,635.3
III. Mortgages and other loans 17,575.2 34,374.2 32,482.6
IV. Other securities
1. Held to maturity 4,163.7 8,143.5 5,390.4
2. Available for sale 220,314.6 430,897.9 304,975.4
3. Trading 479.5 937.8 9.4
Total IV. 224,957.8 439,979.2 310,375.2
V. Other investments 8,026.3 15,697.8 13,918.3
Total B. 271,290.4 530,597.9 383,073.7
C. Investments held on account and at risk of
life insurance policyholders 15,684.7 30,676.7 24,007.7
D. Receivables 31,965.3 62,518.7 20,801.4 
E. Cash with banks, checks and cash on hand 1,911.5 3,738.5 1,900.9
F. Deferred acquisition costs 9,187.4 17,968.9 16,023.9
G. Deferred tax assets 4,935.4 9,652.7 4,491.4
H. Other assets 3,838.2 7,507.0 6,811.7
Total assets 342,687.7 670,238.9 461,677.0
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EQUIT Y AND LIAB ILIT I ES
Note 1998 1998 1997
D mn DM mn DM mn
A. Shareholders’ equity
I. Issued capital and capital reserve 7,720.6 15,100.2 11,181.0
II. Revenue reserves 5,190.4 10,151.5 7,088.9
III. Other reserves 8,972.4 17,548.5 14,495.2
IV. Consolidated unappropriated profit 348.8 682.2 588.5
Total A. 22,232.2 43,482.4 33,353.6
B. Minority interests in shareholders’ equity 11,958.0 23,387.8 14,700.5
C. Insurance reserves (net)
I. Unearned premiums 8,772.9 17,158.3 13,750.8
II. Aggregate policy reserve 142,021.8 277,770.5 199,167.4
III. Reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses 38,323.5 74,954.2 56,285.5
IV. Other insurance reserves 27,698.5 54,173.6 36,934.1
Total C. 216,816.7 424,056.6 306,137.8
D. Insurance reserves for life insurance
where the investment risk is carried by policyholders (net) 15,681.0 30,669.4 24,053.1
E. Other accrued liabilities
I. Pensions and similar reserves 3,387.1 6,624.5 5,731.2
II. Accrued taxes 824.7 1,612.9 1,095.6
III. Miscellaneous accrued liabilities 2,489.7 4,869.5 1,712.2
Total E. 6,701.5 13,106.9 8,539.0
F. Liabilities
I. Participating certificates and post-ranking liabilities 1,159.4 2,267.5 961.4
II. Bonds and loans payable 10,759.1 21,043.0 4,263.0
III. Other liabilities 37,343.7 73,038.0 40,832.6
Total F. 49,262.2 96,348.5 46,057.0
G. Deferred tax liabilities 19,838.7 38,801.4 28,469.7
H. Deferred income 197.4 385.9 366.3
Total equity and liabilities 342,687.7 670,238.9 461,677.0
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for the year ended December 31, 1998
Note 1998 1998 1997
D mn DM mn DM mn
1. Gross premiums written 46,207.1 90,373.3 75,575.8
2. Premiums earned (net) 39,781.3 77,805.4 64,956.4
3. Investment income (net)
a) Income from affiliated enterprises,
joint ventures and associated enterprises 976.3 1,909.5 1,088.2
b) Other investment income 13,320.6 26,052.9 20,707.5
Total 3. 14,296.9 27,962.4 21,795.7
4. Other income 4,276.3 8,363.6 3,783.7
Total income (2. - 4.) 58,354.5 114,131.4 90,535.8
5. Benefits (net) payable to policyholders
a) Life/Health – 20,579.4 – 40,249.8 – 33,937.1
b) Property/Casualty – 19,401.6 – 37,946.2 – 30,441.8
Total 5. – 39,981.0 – 78,196.0 – 64,378.9
6. Underwriting costs (net) – 9,020.5 – 17,642.5 – 13,985.6
7. Amortization of goodwill – 246.4 – 481.9 – 302.2
8. Other expenses – 5,021.2 – 9,820.8 – 5,494.5
Total expenses (5. - 8.) – 54,269.1 – 106,141.2 – 84,161.2
9. Earnings from ordinary activities before taxation 4,085.4 7,990.2 6,374.6
10. Taxes – 1,527.6 – 2,987.7 – 2,814.9
11. Minority interests in earnings – 738.7 – 1,444.7 – 853.5
12. Net income 1,819.1 3,557.8 2,706.2
1998 1998 1997
D DM DM
Earnings per share 7.50 14.67 11.57
Earnings per share, diluted 7.50 14.67 11.4731
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
1998
DM mn
Net income for the year 3,557.8
Change in unearned premiums – 101.5
Change in aggregate policy reserve 1) 22,120.4
Change in reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses 3,577.1
Change in other insurance reserves 4,278.6
Change in deferred acquisition costs 250.7
Change in funds held by others under reinsurance business assumed 43.9
Change in funds held under reinsurance business ceded 1,685.5
Change in accounts receivable/payable on reinsurance business – 749.5
Change in trading securities – 780.7
Change in other receivables – 5,719.1
Change in other liabilities 2,835.5
Change in deferred tax assets/liabilities 2) – 1,388.0
Adjustment for investment income/expenses not involving movements of cash – 4,023.1
Adjustment for amortization of goodwill 481.9
Miscellaneous 960.3
Net cash flow from normal operating activities 27,029.8
Change in fixed income securities available for sale – 24,208.3
Change in variable income securities available for sale – 8,965.9
Change in investments held to maturity 565.0
Change in real estate 1,277.7
Change in other investments 3,242.5
Change in investments held on account and at risk of life insurance policyholders – 1,530.3
Change in cash and cash equivalents from acquisition of consolidated affiliated enterprises – 8,374.8
Miscellaneous – 534.2
Net cash flow from investing activities – 38,528.3
Change in bonds, loans, participating certificates and post-ranking liabilities 7,880.5
Proceeds from increases in capital 3,919.3
Dividends paid – 756.4
Miscellaneous 3) 2,317.0
Net cash flow from financing activities 13,360.4
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents – 24.3
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 1,900.9
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 3,738.5
Change in cash and cash equivalents 1,837.6
1) including insurance reserves for life insurance where the risk is carried by policyholders
2)   excluding change in deferred tax assets/liabilities from unrealized investment gains/losses
3) excluding change in revenue reserves from unrealized investment gains/losses
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The Allianz Group’s cash balances include an
amount of DM 0.1 million from the proportional
consolidation of joint ventures.
The cash flow statement excludes the effects of
the first-time consolidation of Assurances Géné-
rales de France and Royal Nederlande in 1998.
These acquisitions increased the value of invest-
ment held (excluding funds held by others) by
DM 110,473.8 million, insurance reserves by 
DM 98,524.3 million, goodwill by DM 2,882.2 mil-
lion, and decreased the net total of other assets
and liabilities by DM 6,457.0 million. Liquid funds
of DM 2,039.2 million included in the consolida-
ted financial statements as a result of these first-
time consolidations contrasted with cash outlays
of DM 9,064.0 million and DM 1,350.0 million for
the acquisitions of AGF and Royal Nederlande 
respectively.
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ASSETS Life/H
12/31/1998
DM mn
A. Intangible assets 1,144.7
B. Investments
I. Real estate 13,330.1
II. Investments in affiliated enterprises,
joint ventures and associated enterprises 10,172.8
III. Mortgages and other loans 28,365.7
IV. Other securities
1. Held to maturity 4,307.3
2. Available for sale 279,442.3
3. Trading —
Total IV. 283,749.6
V. Other investments 8,015.1
Total B. 343,633.3
C. Investments held on account and at risk of life insurance policyholders 30,676.7
D. Other segment assets 33,821.5
Total segment assets 409,276.2
Health Property/Casualty Financial Services Consolidation Adjustments Group
12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
694.3 6,375.1 3,857.2 58.7 14.8 — — 7,578.5 4,566.3
9,482.9 13,852.3 10,179.4 2,125.8 — — — 29,308.2 19,662.3
6,461.4 23,569.3 14,772.2 358.3 5.5 – 22,861.9 – 14,603.8 11,238.5 6,635.3
27,089.6 5,694.6 5,388.5 401.8 4.5 – 87.9 — 34,374.2 32,482.6
4,313.9 1,735.0 975.2 2,109.2 101.3 – 8.0 — 8,143.5 5,390.4
199,400.0 147,758.3 104,551.5 3,829.7 1,023.9 – 132.4 — 430,897.9 304,975.4
— — — 937.8 9.4 — — 937.8 9.4
203,713.9 149,493.3 105,526.7 6,876.7 1,134.6 – 140.4 — 439,979.2 310,375.2
2,873.3 20,802.2 20,332.5 10,681.2 1,802.6 – 23,800.7 – 11,090.1 15,697.8 13,918.3
249,621.1 213,411.7 156,199.3 20,443.8 2,947.2 – 46,890.9 – 25,693.9 530,597.9 383,073.7
24,007.7 — — — — — — 30,676.7 24,007.7
24,600.8 38,327.8 22,668.8 32,556.2 4,176.8 – 3,319.7 – 1,417.1 101,385.8 50,029.3
298,923.9 258,114.6 182,725.3 53,058.7 7,138.8 – 50,210.6 – 27,111.0 670,238.9 461,677.0
LIABILITIES Life/Hea
12/31/1998
DM mn
A. Insurance reserves (net)
I. Unearned premiums 1,981.2
II. Aggregate policy reserve 253,192.4
III. Reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses 4,198.7
IV. Other insurance reserves 49,536.1
Total A. 308,908.4
B. Insurance reserves for life insurance where the 
investment risk is carried by policyholders (net) 30,669.4
C. Other accrued liabilities 1,744.5
D. Other segment liabilities 45,797.3
Total segment liabilities 387,119.6
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lth Property/Casualty Financial Services Consolidation Adjustments Group
12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
1,941.1 15,176.5 11,799.0 — — 0.6 10.7 17,158.3 13,750.8
178,939.2 24,578.1 20,065.3 — — — 162.9 277,770.5 199,167.4
2,691.5 70,736.3 53,606.3 — — 19.2 – 12.3 74,954.2 56,285.5
34,257.6 4,637.5 2,676.5 — — — — 54,173.6 36,934.1
217,829.4 115,128.4 88,147.1 — — 19.8 161.3 424,056.6 306,137.8
24,053.1 — — — — — — 30,669.4 24,053.1
876.9 10,342.2 7,469.5 1,020.2 192.6 — — 13,106.9 8,539.0
39,246.3 67,663.2 41,633.1 49,190.7 6,477.8 – 27,115.4 – 12,464.2 135,535.8 74,893.0
282,005.7 193,133.8 137,249.7 50,210.9 6,670.4 – 27,095.6 – 12,302.9 603,368.7 413,622.9
Equity* 66,870.2 48,054.1
Total liabilities 670,238.9 461,677.0
*  Shareholders’ equity and minority interests
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Consolidated Income Statement for the year ended December 31, 1998 Life/Health
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
1. Gross premiums written 31,062.6 27,398.9
2. Income
Premiums earned (net) 27,740.6 23,856.3
Investment income (net) 19,342.7 15,215.6
Other income 1,756.3 1,112.7
Total income 48,839.6 40,184.6
3. Expenses
Benefits (net) payable to policyholders – 39,072.6 – 32,730.6
Underwriting costs (net) – 4,441.8 – 3,487.9
Amortization of goodwill – 1.4 – 1.3
Other expenses – 3,342.1 – 2,430.4
Total expenses – 46,857.9 – 38,650.2
4. Earnings from ordinary activities before taxation 1,981.7 1,534.4
5. Taxes – 619.2 – 676.5
6. Minority interests in earnings – 574.5 – 337.5
7. Net income 788.0 520.4
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Property/Casualty Financial Services Consolidation Adjustments Group
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
60,372.7 49,394.0 — — – 1,062.0 – 1,217.1 90,373.3 75,575.8
50,053.2 41,083.3 — — 11.6 16.8 77,805.4 64,956.4
9,636.2 6,853.0 – 397.0 113.3 – 619.5 – 386.1 27,962.4 21,795.8
4,126.8 3,204.9 3,735.4 945.1 – 1,254.9 – 1,479.1 8,363.6 3,783.6
63,816.2 51,141.2 3,338.4 1,058.4 – 1,862.8 – 1,848.4 114,131.4 90,535.8
– 39,112.7 – 31,619.9 — — – 10.7 – 28.4 – 78,196.0 – 64,378.9
– 13,198.4 – 10,494.4 — — – 2.3 – 3.3 – 17,642.5 – 13,985.6
– 480.5 – 300.9 — — — — – 481.9 – 302.2
– 5,118.4 – 3,718.5 – 3,103.4 – 839.2 1,743.1 1,493.6 – 9,820.8 – 5,494.5
– 57,910.0 – 46,133.7 – 3,103.4 – 839.2 1,730.1 1,461.9 – 106,141.2 – 84,161.2
5,906.2 5,007.5 235.0 219.2 – 132.7 – 386.5 7,990.2 6,374.6
– 2,285.7 – 2,132.7 – 105.6 – 121.2 22.8 115.5 – 2,987.7 – 2,814.9
– 754.0 – 535.8 – 89.5 – 47.7 – 26.7 67.5 – 1,444.7 – 853.5
2,866.5 2,339.0 39.9 50.3 – 136.6 – 203.5 3,557.8 2,706.2
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Life/Health
Gross premiums written Net expense ratio Investments Net income
1998 1997 1998 1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn % % DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
1. Europe
Germany 20,304.8 19,871.9 10.1 11.4 210,549.5 195,434.4 261.6 211.1
France 2,054.8 206.3 41.5 45.1 72,447.9 9,382.0 175.9 12.4
Italy 2,565.6 2,473.3 14.5 14.0 23,663.2 20,057.9 162.2 151.3
Switzerland 1,292.8 1,123.5 15.8 15.0 13,329.3 12,028.2 21.0 8.7
2. USA 2,457.2 2,519.9 39.5 39.4 6,466.8 6,538.3 164.4 172.0
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Property/Casualty
Gross premiums Net loss Net expense Net
written ratio ratio Investments income
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
2,033.2 1,625.5
169.4 40.7
– 30.0 86.0
177.2 167.9
21.2 30.4
172.0 19.9
– 37.3 11.0
383.7 246.3
9.5 8.8
0 4.0
1. Europe
Germany
France
Britain
Italy
Austria
Switzerland
Spain
2. America
NAFTA
South America
3. Asia
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 12/31/1998 12/311997
DM mn DM mn % % % % DM mn DM mn
22,663.3 23,130.8 68.4 69.5 23.9 23.2 126,829.2 108,455.0
7,743.7 1,699.3 77.6 76.2 27.2 28.0 38,655.7 6,697.3
3,449.8 2,976.2 74.4 70.6 34.6 33.8 5,265.5 4,349.0
7,507.1 6,809.5 83.2 82.9 23.8 23.2 17,833.7 15,630.2
1,594.6 1,633.4 76.8 72.8 31.7 28.4 3,172.8 3,381.7
3,482.4 3,055.3 71.3 75.1 32.7 31.5 9,175.9 8,222.3
1,575.2 775.3 83.4 78.1 29.5 26.7 3,235.4 977.0
9,026.2 8,811.1 78.2 79.6 27.4 27.0 25,281.7 26,364.8
901.1 298.5 67.8 55.6 28.2 51.9 673.9 203.8
238.7 183.2 57.1 60.0 40.3 37.2 143.7 166.3
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New accounting regulations
The consolidated financial statements for 1998 have been
drawn up in conformity with International Accounting
Standards (IAS) for the first time. The previous year’s
figures in the balance sheet, income statement and notes
to the financial statements have been restated accordingly.
All the Standards currently in force for the year under
review have been adopted in the presentation of the
consolidated financial statements.
IAS do not contain any guidelines governing the account-
ing treatment of transactions which are specific to the
insurance industry. In such cases, as envisaged in the IAS
Framework, the provisions embodied in American gener-
ally accepted accounting principles (US GAAP) have been
applied.
The financial statements were drawn up in DM.
Consolidation
Scope of the consolidation 
In principle, all domestic and foreign subsidiaries are in-
cluded in the consolidation. In addition to Allianz AG, 97
(1997: 61) German and 491 (1997: 261) foreign enter-
prises have been consolidated in full and 72 (1997: 58)
subsidiaries included at equity.
An additional 97 (1997: 83) affiliated enterprises have 
not been included in the consolidation or accounted for 
at equity as their aggregate value is not material to the
presentation of the financial statements as a whole.
One (1997: 1) of the 10 (1997: 4) joint ventures has been
consolidated on a proportional basis; each of these enter-
prises is managed by Allianz AG together with a company
not included in the consolidation. Nine (1997: 3) joint
ventures have not been consolidated on a proportional
basis but have been included at equity because their
aggregate value is not material.
71 of the 95 (1997: 71) associated enterprises have been
accounted for by the equity method and 24 associated
enterprises recorded at historical cost because their aggre-
gate value is not material.
2
1 The principal affiliated enterprises, joint ventures and
associated enterprises are listed on pages 137 through
140. All affiliated enterprises, joint ventures and associated
enterprises, whether included in the consolidated financial
statements or not, are listed individually in the disclosure
of equity investments filed with the Commercial Register in
Munich.
Assurances Générales de France (AGF), Paris, and its
subsidiaries were consolidated for the first time in the year
under review. Allianz acquired a 51.6 percent equity
interest in AGF during the year. AGF and its subsidiaries
comprise property and casualty insurance enterprises and
life and health insurance enterprises, as well as enterprises
in the financial services sector. The cost of the acquisition
was DM 9,064.0 million, paid in cash. At April 1, 1998,
when AGF and its subsidiaries were first consolidated, the
assets and liabilities attributable to the Allianz Group were
included at their fair value; pre-acquisition carrying
amounts were used for the proportion attributable to
minority interests.
As a result of the consolidation of enterprises for the first
time in the year under review gross premiums written
increased by DM 13,473 million, and goodwill on
consolidation amounted to DM 2,518 million, of which 
DM 151 million was amortized during the year. The
contribution of the AGF group to net income for the year
was DM 354 million.
Consolidation principles
The financial statements of Allianz AG and of its subsid-
iaries and joint ventures included in the consolidation
provide the basis for the consolidated financial statements.
All the financial statements included are uniformly pre-
pared as of December 31, 1998. Interim financial state-
ments have been used for those entities whose accounting
periods end on a different date.
The equity consolidation combines the net assets attribut-
able to the Allianz Group at their fair value at the date of
acquisition of the subsidiary enterprises or joint ventures;
for the proportion attributable to minority interests the
pre-acquisition carrying amounts were used. When foreign
subsidiaries or joint ventures are consolidated for the first
time their net assets are translated at the exchange rates in
force at the date of their acquisition. 
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The principal exchange rates are summarized in the 
following table:
DM closing rates
Currency 1998 1997
Euro (5) 1.956
French franc (FRF) 0.298 0.299
Italian lire in thousands (ITL) 1.010 1.018
Austrian schilling (ATS) 0.142 0.142
Pound Sterling (GBP) 2.798 2.982
Swiss franc (CHF) 1.222 1.233
Spanish peseta (ESP) 0.012 0.012
US dollar (USD) 1.673 1.792
Accounting and valuation policies
For consolidation purposes the financial statements of
Allianz AG and its consolidated German and foreign sub-
sidiaries and joint ventures have been drawn up uniformly
in conformity with IAS accounting and valuation standards.
Intangible assets comprise goodwill and other intangible
assets.
Goodwill represents the difference between the purchase
price of subsidiaries or joint ventures and the proportion-
ate share of their net assets after writing back any hidden
reserves attributable to the Allianz group at the time of
acquisition. Goodwill is amortized over its useful life,
which is normally 20 years in the case of life and health
insurance enterprises and 10 years in the case of property
and casualty insurance enterprises.
Other intangible assets include software purchased from
others or developed in-house and real property rights,
which are amortized on a straight-line basis over their
useful service life or contractual term. They also include
the capitalized value of life insurance portfolios where
enterprises have been consolidated for the first time after
January 1, 1995. The capitalized value of life insurance
portfolios is amortized over the lives of the policies
concerned.
Real estate (i.e. real property and equivalent rights and
buildings including buildings on leased land) is carried at
cost less accumulated scheduled and unscheduled
depreciation.
3
Positive differences arising on first-time consolidation are
capitalized as goodwill and amortized on a straight-line
basis. In the case of acquisitions prior to January 1, 1995,
such differences have been taken to revenue reserves in
accordance with the transitional provisions in force.
The reserves generated by subsidiaries and joint ventures
after their first-time consolidation or, where appropriate,
their acquisition has been allocated to the revenue re-
serves of the Group, as have the Group’s portion of the
unappropriated retained earnings of subsidiaries and joint
ventures and the effects of consolidation procedures on
earnings.
The proportion of net income or losses attributable to
minority interests has been calculated on the basis of the
consolidated net income or losses of those enterprises for
the year.
Intra-Group receivables and payables, income and expen-
ses, and intercompany profits have been eliminated unless
they were not material.
Financial statements of foreign currency translation
Allianz AG’s reporting currency is the German Mark (DM).
The net income of all foreign subsidiaries which do not
report in DM are translated at the closing exchange rate
on the balance sheet date. Any translation differences
arising in the process are taken to shareholders’ equity
without affecting earnings.
Assets and liabilities of the Group which are subject to
exchange rate fluctuations are normally safeguarded by
the fact that individual foreign subsidiaries have most of
their liabilities in local currency and invest only in the
same currency in capital markets.
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Investments in affiliated enterprises, joint ventures and
associated enterprises are valued by the equity method
at the Group’s proportionate share of their net assets at
the end of the previous year. In the case of investments 
in enterprises which prepare consolidated financial state-
ments of their own the valuation is based on the sub-
group’s consolidated net assets.
Associated enterprises are all those enterprises, other than
affiliated enterprises, in which the Group has an interest of
between 20 percent and 50 percent, regardless of whether
a significant interest is actually exercised or not.
Investments in unconsolidated affiliated enterprises or
joint ventures, and investments in associated enterprises
which are not valued by the equity method because they
are not material, are stated at historical cost.
Mortgages and other loans are stated at face value; dis-
counts and premiums are written off over the term of the
loans. As well as mortgage loans this heading also includes
policy loans, loan notes and other loans advanced by
Group enterprises.
Other securities held to maturity comprise debt securities
held with the intent and ability that they will be held to
maturity. They are valued “at amortized cost”, i.e. the
difference between the acquisition cost and redemption
value is added to or subtracted from the original cost
figure over the period from acquisition to maturity and
credited or charged to income over the same period.
Other securities available for sale are shown at their
market value at the balance sheet date. Positive and
negative differences between market value and cost 
(“at amortized cost” in the case of fixed income securities)
are taken to a separate component of shareholders’ equity
net of deferred tax.
Other securities trading comprises all fixed and variable
income securities which have been required solely for sale
in the near term. They are stated at market value at the
balance sheet date. Changes in market value are credited
or charged to income.
Other investments are stated at face value.
Investments held on account and at risk of life
insurance policyholders (primarily variable annuities) 
are stated at market value at the balance sheet date.
Unrealized holding gains and losses are matched by a
corresponding increase or decrease in the insurance
reserves for life insurance business to the extent that the
investment risk is carried by policyholders.
Receivables are recorded at face value less any payments
made or appropriate valuation allowances.
Cash with banks, checks and cash on hand are shown 
at their full face value.
Deferred acquisition costs, which are incurred in connec-
tion with the acquisition or renewal of insurance policies,
are capitalized and written off against income over the
term of the policies. In the case of policies acquired 
since January 1, 1995, life insurance enterprises show the
present value of future surpluses on the portfolios ac-
quired instead of acquisition costs. The present value is
written off as the surpluses are realized.
Property, plant and equipment and inventories included
in other assets are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation.
Impairment of assets
All assets are reviewed regularly to check that they have
maintained their value. Valuation write-downs are charged
in the income statement if any permanent diminution in
value is established.
Insurance reserves
Unearned premiums are calculated separately for each
individual policy and for every day that the premium has
to cover.
The aggregate policy reserve, including the reserve 
for advancing age in health insurance, is calculated on
actuarial principles from the present value of future bene-
fits less the present value of premiums still to be paid.
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One exception to this is the aggregate reserve for life
insurance products where the full investment risk is carried
by policyholders, which is calculated from the amounts
paid by policyholders, changes in the market value of the
corresponding investments less amounts redeemed for
insurance purposes, and management expenses.
The reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses is 
for future payment obligations under insurance claims,
where normally either the amount of benefits to be paid
or the date when payments are to be made is not yet
fixed. It includes:
a) claims reported at the balance sheet date
b) claims incurred but not yet reported at the
balance sheet date
c) claims settlement expenses.
The reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses is cal-
culated at the realistically estimated amount considered
necessary to settle the claims in full. It is calculated using
recognized actuarial methods for claims portfolios.
Particularly unusual cases are calculated individually. 
Past experience is taken into account as well as current
and future expected social and economic factors. With 
the exception of annuity reserves, claims reserves are not
discounted. Circumstances peculiar to the insurance
industry can mean that the payment obligations calculated
may differ from the ultimate cost.
Other insurance reserves
The reserve for premium refunds includes experience-
rated and other premium refunds in favor of policy-
holders.
It is calculated in accordance with the relevant local statu-
tory or contractual regulations.
Unrealized gains and losses in connection with the valua-
tion of investments are recognized in an undisclosed
reserve for premium refunds to the extent that the policy-
holder will participate in such gains and losses on the
basis of statutory or contractual regulations when they are
realized.
The contingency reserve for anticipated losses is calcu-
lated individually for each insurance portfolio on the basis
of estimates of future claims, costs, premiums earned and
proportionate investment income.
Reinsurance
The assets and liabilities for insurance business calculated
in accordance with the accounting and valuation policies
described above are stated net of amounts ceded in
reinsurance.
Other accrued liabilities
The pension and similar reserves are calculated taking
local circumstances into account as well as current mortal-
ity, morbidity and turnover projections. Expected future
trends in salaries and wages, retirement rates and pension
increases are also taken into account.
The notional interest rate used is based on the rate for
long-term first-class corporate or government bonds.
Accrued taxes are calculated in accordance with the
relevant local tax regulations.
Miscellaneous accrued liabilities are recorded as
projected.
Liabilities and other liability headings are stated at the
amounts due on repayment.
The calculation of deferred tax is based on temporary
differences between the carrying amounts of assets or
liabilities in the published balance sheet and their tax 
base, and on differences arising from the application of
uniform valuation policies for consolidation purposes. 
The tax rates used for the calculation are the local rates
applicable in the countries concerned.
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SUPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATION ON G ROUP
ASSETS
Goodwill
The amount capitalized under this heading changed
during the year under review as follows:
DM mn
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1997 4,053.4
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1997 – 545.6
Value stated at 12/31/1997 3,507.8
Translation differences – 20.3
Value stated at 1/1/1998 3,487.5
Additions 2,882.2
Amortization – 481.9
Value stated at 12/31/1998 5,887.8
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1998 – 1,027.5
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1998 6,915.3
DM 2,517.8 million of the additions are attributable to the
AGF Group.
The amortization charge is shown under a separate 
heading in the income statement.
Other intangible assets
Other intangible assets totaling DM 1,690.7 million include
software (DM 712.9 million) and the capitalized value of
life insurance portfolios (DM 878.5 million). Software is
written off over five years according to its useful life and
the capitalized value of life insurance portfolios is amor-
tized over the lives of the policies concerned.
Scheduled and unscheduled amortization of software is
apportioned between the relevant cost headings in the
income statement. Amortization written back is included in
other income. 
Amortization on the capitalized value of life insurance
policies is included in other expenses.
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Other intangible asset values changed during the year
under review as follows:
Software DM mn
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1997 1,211.0
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1997 – 678.0
Value stated at 12/31/1997 533.0
Translation differences – 1.5
Value stated at 1/1/1998 531.5
Additions 459.9
Changes in the Group 27.3
Disposals – 55.2
Amortization charge – 250.6
Value stated at 12/31/1998 712.9
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1998 – 897.0
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1998 1,609.9
Capitalized value of life insurance portfolios DM mn
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1997 531.4
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1997 – 77.3
Value stated at 12/31/1997 454.1
Translation differences – 3.8
Value stated at 1/1/1998 450.3
Additions 540.5
Amortization charge – 112.3
Value stated at 12/31/1998 878.5
Accumulated amortization 12/31/1998 – 193.4
Gross amount capitalized 12/31/1998 1,071.9
The additions relate exclusively to the AGF Group.
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Real estate
The capitalized cost of buildings is depreciated over 50
years at most in accordance with their useful lives. 
The gross capitalized values at the beginning of the year
totaled DM 25,052.1 million and at the end of the year 
DM 35,381.0 million. Accumulated depreciation amounted
to DM 5,389.8 million at the beginning of the year and 
DM 6,072.8 million at the end of the year. Assets pledged
as security and other restrictions on title amount to DM
1,395.9 million.
Restoration costs are capitalized if they extend the useful
life of the asset, otherwise they are recognized as an
expense.
Commitments outstanding at the balance sheet date to
purchase real estate amounted to DM 36.7 million.
Unscheduled depreciation is charged in the income
statement under investment expenses, amounts written
back are credited to investment income.
Changes in the total carrying value of real estate during
the year:
DM mn
Value stated at 12/31/1997 19,662.3
Translation differences – 111.0
Value stated at 1/1/1998 19,551.3
Additions 2,442.7
Changes in the Group 9,050.9
Disposals – 816.5
Revaluation 5.9
Depreciation
scheduled – 537.0
unscheduled – 389.1
Value stated at 12/31/1998 29,308.2
Land and buildings owned by the Allianz Group and used
for its own activities were stated at DM 5,955.4 million.
The market value of real estate at the balance sheet date
totaled DM 37,616.1 million (1997: 27,508.2 million).
6 Investments in affiliated enterprises, joint
ventures and associated enterprises
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
Investments DM mn DM mn
in affiliated enterprises 884.4 263.6
in joint ventures 24.4 18.5
in associated enterprises 10,329.7 6,353.2
Total stated value 11,238.5 6,635.3
Total market value 37,176.5 30,147.3
Unscheduled write-downs amounting to DM 169.1 million
were charged in the year under review.
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Mortgages and other loans
These loans advanced by Group enterprises comprise the
following:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Mortgage loans 20,499.8 19,074.4
Debentures and loans 11,891.9 10,989.0
Loans and advance payments 
on insurance policies 1,787.2 2,329.7
Other loans 195.3 89.5
Total 34,374.2 32,482.6
Other securities
Other securities are classified into the following three
categories depending on the purpose and/or period for
which they are held:
held to maturity
available for sale
trading.
Other securities held to maturity
The fair value of individual securities can fall temporarily
below their carrying value but, provided they are certain to
be redeemed at par, such securities are not written down
in value.
Other securities held Amortized
to maturity cost
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
Investment group DM mn DM mn
Government bonds 519.6 375.2
Corporate bonds 7,623.9 5,015.2
Total 8,143.5 5,390.4
9
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Proceeds Realized Realized 
of sale gains losses
Investment 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
group DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Equity securities 28,379.0 9,104.9 4,623.3 1,716.3 906.9 203.7
Government bonds 32,765.8 40,025.0 626.0 894.4 503.5 195.2
Corporate bonds 18,462.8 10,012.5 333.7 278.7 62.3 41.6
Other 1,287.6 58.5 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.0
Total 80,895.2 59,200.9 5,583.0 2,892.5 1,472.7 440.5
Realized gains and losses have been calculated 
on the basis of average values.
Contractual term Amortized Market
to maturity cost values
12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
up to 1 year 20,454.8 17,811.5 20,479.0 17,635.6
over 1 year through 5 years 104,532.7 83,957.9 110,691.8 87,149.4
over 5 years through 10 years 117,214.3 84,714.4 128,153.3 90,810.3
over 10 years 27,150.9 10,662.7 31,476.8 12,764.3
Total* 269,352.7 197,146.5 290,800.9 208,359.6
* excluding equity securities
Other trading securities
Market Unrealized gains/losses recognized 
values in net income for the year
Gains Losses
Investment 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
group DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Equity securities 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
Fixed income securities 937.5 9.2 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.4
Total 937.8 9.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.7
Other securities available for sale
Amortized Unrealized Market
cost gains/losses values
Investment 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
group DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Equity securities 89,299.6 52,300.3 50,797.4 44,315.5 140,097.0 96,615.8
Government bonds 136,178.4 104,438.7 9,976.2 5,266.0 146,154.6 109,704.7
Corporate bonds 132,423.6 92,124.1 11,468.7 5,709.4 143,892.3 97,833.5
Other 750.7 583.7 3.3 237.7 754.0 821.4
Total 358,652.3 249,446.8 72,245.6 55,528.6 430,897.9 304,975.4
The notional principal amount of all positions open at 
the end of the year under review was DM 5,346.6 million
(1997: DM 6,355.7 million), or 0.8 percent (1997: 1.4 per-
cent) of the total assets of the Group. The use of deriva-
tives is therefore relatively insignificant. The emphasis 
was on equity and index options with less than a year to
run and interest rate swaps with more than five years to
maturity. Transactions in derivatives resulted in a net loss
overall of DM 12.0 million (1997: DM 11.1 million)
recognized in the consolidated income statement.
Equity and index options were used by Group enterprises
primarily for selective hedging of parts of their equity
portfolios, whilst interest rate swaps were used mainly to
manage the maturities mix. A small volume of exchange
rate related derivative transactions have also been used to
hedge against foreign currency risks. Such risks were
limited in extent anyway owing to the requirement, mainly
from supervisory regulations, for the currency in which
insurance benefits are payable to match the currency in
which the investments funding the insurance are denom-
inated.
Derivatives used by individual Group enterprises always
comply with the relevant supervisory regulations and 
the Group’s own internal guidelines. In addition to local
management supervision, financial and risk management
systems are in force throughout the Group. Further in-
formation on the risks to be safeguarded against and the
Group’s risk management systems is contained in the
Management Report under “Risk Management”. 
Derivative financial instruments
Derivative financial instruments – derivatives for short –
are financial contracts, the values of which move in rela-
tionship to the price of an underlying asset. The underlying
asset is normally a security, a currency, an interest rate
product or even an index. Options, futures, forwards and
swaps are common examples of derivative financial
instruments.
Derivatives are either traded on an exchange in the form
of standardized products or traded individually between
two counterparties (over-the-counter or OTC products).
Whereas most exchange-traded products are either
options or futures, OTC products comprise forwards and
swaps as well as options. Derivative financial instruments
are used by various Allianz subsidiaries, primarily to hedge
against exchange or interest rate risks. The table below
summarizes the notional principal amounts outstanding –
classified by product type and maturity – in the open
derivative positions in the investment portfolios of Group
enterprises at the balance sheet date. The figures do not
include derivative positions in specialist funds managed
for Group enterprises amounting to DM 135.7 million
(1997: DM 347.7 million).
The notional principal amounts of open derivative
positions are off-balance-sheet figures taken from the
internal management accounting system. They represent
the value of the assets underlying the derivatives and
therefore illustrate indirectly the extent of the use of
derivative financial instruments and the relative weighting
of the types of product used.
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Notional principal amounts of open derivative positions
Period to maturity
in DM mn less than 1 year 1 – 5 years over 5 years 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
Interest rate contracts 36.6 40.0 3,090.0 3,166.6 6,077.3
OTC
Forwards 18.6 0.0 0.0 18.6 1,797.3
Swaps 15.0 40.0 3,090.0 3,145.0 4,280.0
Exchange traded
Futures 3.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0
Equity/Index contracts 1,878.7 201.3 28.6 2,108.6 109.4
OTC
Options 1,878.7 201.3 28.6 2,108.6 109.4
Foreign exchange contracts 39.5 14.3 17.6 71.4 169.0
OTC
Forwards 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 126.7
Swaps 39.5 14.3 17.6 71.4 42.3
Total 1,954.8 255.6 3,136.2 5,346.6 6,355.7
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Other investments
Other investments include bank deposits of DM 9,500.3
million (1997: DM 8,367.2 million) and funds held by
others under reinsurance contracts assumed amounting 
to DM 6,137.3 million (1997: DM 5,528.1 million).
Investments held on account and at risk of life
insurance policyholders
comprise mainly investments funding variable annuities
plus investments to cover obligations under policies where
the benefits are index-linked.
Group enterprises keep these investments separate from
other investments and invest them separately as well.
Policyholders are entitled to all the gains recorded and
therefore to the total amount of all the investments shown
under this heading, but they also have to carry any losses.
For this reason the liability heading “Insurance reserves 
for life insurance where the investment risk is carried by
policyholders” moves in parallel.
Receivables
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Accounts receivable on 
direct insurance business 12,189.2 8,179.9
Policyholders 7,229.7 5,023.1
Agents 4,959.5 3,156.8
Accounts receivable 
on reinsurance business 4,155.2 2,814.1
Loans and advances  
to banking customers 31,584.3 3,474.0
Other receivables 14,590.0 6,333.4
Total 62,518.7 20,801.4
Receivables due within a year total DM 44,782.2 million
(1997: DM 14,900.0 million), those due after more than 
a year DM 17,736.5 million (1997: DM 5,901.4 million).
Other receivables include amounts receivable under
finance leases at their net investment value totaling 
DM 4,691.4 million (1997: DM 306.4 million). The corre-
sponding gross investment value of these leases amounts
to DM 6,917.1 million (1997: DM 331.3 million), the 
associated unrealized finance income DM 7.1 million
(1997: DM 0.0 million), the unguaranteed residual values
DM 1.0 million (1997: DM 0.9 million). Lease payments
received have been recognized as income to the extent of
DM 332.7 million (1997: DM 31.1 million). The allowance
for uncollectible lease payments receivable at the balance
sheet date amounted to DM 20.3 million (1997: DM 5.9
12
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10 million). The total amounts receivable under leasing
arrangements include DM 763.6 million (1997: DM 151.5
million) due within a year, DM 2,370.5 million (1997: 
DM 179.3 million) due within one through five years, and
DM 3,783.0 million (1997: DM 0.5 million) due after more
than five years.
Deferred acquisition costs
Acquisition costs are capitalized at the beginning of the
period for which the premiums are paid, and written off
over the term of the policies to which they relate.
Acquisition costs include the commissions paid and other
costs directly related to the acquisition or renewal of
insurance policies.
The amortization period is calculated by property and cas-
ualty insurance enterprises for each insurance portfolio,
based on the average term of the relevant policies, and
varies between one and five years. In life insurance busi-
ness amortization costs are expensed according to the
categorization of the underlying life insurance products
(see Note 17).
The total expense in the year under review was DM
3,679.6 million (1997: DM 2,855.4 million).
Other assets
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Property, plant and equipment
and inventories 1,802.1 983.2
Sundry assets 1,158.5 1,371.3
Prepaid expenses 4,546.4 4,457.2
Total 7,507.0 6,811.7
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated over 
5 to 10 years according to their useful lives. The gross
capitalized values at the beginning of the year totaled 
DM 3,420.6 million and at the end of the year DM 5,048.0
million. Accumulated depreciation amounted to 
DM 2,437.4 million at the beginning of the year and 
DM 3,245.9 million at the end of the year. Restoration
costs are capitalized if they extend the useful life of the
asset, otherwise they are recognized as an expense.
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Commitments outstanding at the balance sheet date to
purchase items of property, plant and equipment
amounted to DM 39.4 million. 
Depreciation is apportioned between the relevant cost
headings in the income statement. Depreciation written
back is credited to other income.
SUPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATION ON G ROUP
LIABILIT I ES
Equity
During the year under review the issued capital was in-
creased by warrant options being exercised for shares with
a nominal value of DM 22,254,500. In March 1998 the
issued capital was increased by DM 35,000,000 in the ratio
of 1-for-34. The new shares were offered to existing share-
holders of Allianz AG at a subscription price of DM 220. 
In April 1998 the issued capital was increased by a further
DM 12,310,030, with the pre-emptive rights of existing
shareholders excluded. A further 214,000 shares with a
nominal value of DM 1,070,000 (0.1 percent of the capital)
were issued at a price of DM 500 each, enabling employ-
ees of Group enterprises in Germany to take up 113,150
employee shares at a price of DM 300. The remaining
100,850 shares with a nominal value of DM 504,250 were
sold on the stock market at an average price of DM 552.14.
Allianz AG did not hold any of its own shares at the end of
1998. The issued capital at December 31, 1998 amounted
to DM 1,224,570,000, divided into 244,914,000 registered
shares. The shares have no par value as such but a
mathematical value of DM 5 each as a proportion of the
issued capital.
At the end of the year under review there was authorized
unissued capital with a nominal value of DM 265 million
which can be issued at any time up to September 30, 2000.
The pre-emptive rights of shareholders can be excluded 
up to an amount of DM 24,593,825 in order to utilize
fractions arising from smoothing the amount of the
increase or of the capital and offer new shares to the
holders of shares issued against options exercised during
the period between adoption of the resolution to increase
the capital and publication of the subscription offer. 
There was a further DM 60 million of authorized unissued
capital II which can be utilized up to July 7, 2003. The pre-
emptive rights of shareholders can be excluded in order to
issue the new shares at a price not materially below the
quoted market value. Authorized unissued capital I II can
be used at any time up to July 7, 2003 to issue shares with
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a nominal value of DM 100 million for a non-cash consid-
eration. The pre-emptive rights of shareholders are
excluded. Authorized unissued capital IV of DM 6,612,430
is available for issue at any time up to July 10, 2002, which
can be used – with the pre-emptive rights of existing
shareholders excluded – to issue shares to employees of
Allianz AG or of other companies in the Group. Authorized
unissued capital V of DM 5 million is available for issue up
to July 7, 2003 and can be used to protect the holders of
conversion or subscription rights from dilution in the event
of future capital increases for cash by granting them a pre-
emptive right to subscribe for new shares. To that extent
the pre-emptive rights of shareholders are excluded.
The Company had conditionally authorized capital with a
nominal value of DM 20 million on which subscription or
conversion rights, with pre-emptive rights for shares, can
be issued up to June 30, 2003.
After the end of the year under review the issued capital 
of Allianz AG and all other DM amounts in the statutes of
Allianz AG were restated in euros. The issued capital now
consists of 626,112,698.96 euros divided into 244,914,000
no-par-value shares. The authorized unissued capital and
the conditionally authorized capital are now expressed in
euros as follows:
> authorized unissued capital I:
3 135,492,348.52
> authorized unissued capital II:
3 30,677,512.87
> authorized unissued capital III:
3 51,129,188.12
> authorized unissued capital IV:
3 3,380,881.77
> authorized unissued capital V:
3 2,556,459.41
> conditionally authorized capital:
3 10,225,837.62
In connection with the issue of warrant options by Allianz
AG, Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft Aktien-
gesellschaft (Munich Re), Munich, which traditionally owns
25 percent of the capital stock of Allianz AG, has increased
its shareholding temporarily to just over 25 percent.
The heading issued capital and capital reserve comprises
the capital stock, the premium received on the issue of
shares, and amounts allocated when option rights have
been exercised.
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In addition to the reserves required by law in the financial
statements of Allianz AG, revenue reserves include 
the retained earnings of consolidated subsidiaries and
amounts transferred out of consolidated net income.
Revenue reserves also include foreign currency translation
adjustments in the equity section. In the case of acquisi-
tions prior to January 1, 1995, differences arising on first-
time consolidation have been taken to revenue reserves.
Other reserves comprise the component of shareholders’
equity representing unrealized holding gains and losses of
investments available for sale.
The consolidated unappropriated profit is derived from
consolidated net income as follows:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Consolidated net income for the year 3,557.8 2,706.2
Transfers to revenue reserves 
(appropriated retained earnings) 2,875.6 2,117.7
Consolidated unappropriated profit 682.2 588.5
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Minority interests in equity/earnings
The main subsidiaries in question are the AGF group,
Paris, the RAS group, Milan, Allianz Lebensversicherungs-
AG, Stuttgart, Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG, Frankfurt/-
Main, and Bayerische Versicherungsbank AG, Munich.
16 The interests of minority shareholders are made up as
follows:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Other reserves
Unrealized gains and losses 7,770.0 6,700.8
Share of earnings 1,444.7 853.5
Other equity components 14,173.1 7,146.2
Total 23,387.8 14,700.5
Movements in shareholders’ equity:
Paid-in Appropriated Unrealized Consolidated Share-
capital retained gains unapprop- holders’
earnings and losses riated profit equity
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
12/31/1996 10,818.1 3,967.4 8,786.2 390.1 23,961.8
Currency translation adjustments 631.1 631.1
Changes in the Group 396.3 396.3
Capital paid in 188.2 188.2
Amounts allocated from 
exercise of option rights 174.7 174.7
Unrealized investment 
gains and losses 5,709.0 5,709.0
Net income for the year 2,117.7 588.5 2,706.2
shareholders’ dividend – 390.1 – 390.1
Miscellaneous – 23.6 – 23.6
12/31/1997 11,181.0 7,088.9 14,495.2 588.5 33,353.6
Currency translation adjustments – 653.0 – 653.0
Changes in the Group 753.6 753.6
Capital paid in 3,022.4 3,022.4
Amounts allocated from 
exercise of option rights 896.8 896.8
Unrealized investment 
gains and losses 3,053.3 3,053.3
Net income for the year 3,025.6 532.2 3,557.8
shareholders’ dividend – 438.5 – 438.5
Miscellaneous – 63.6 – 63.6
12/31/1998 15,100.2 10,151.5 17,548.5 682.2 43,482.4
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Aggregate policy reserve
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
Aggregate policy reserve DM mn DM mn
Gross 295,607.0 215,126.8
Amounts ceded in reinsurance 17,836.5 15,959.4
Net 277,770.5 199,167.4
The calculation of aggregate policy reserves depends on
the extent to which policyholders benefit from any sur-
pluses earned on insurance policies. A distinction has to
be made between the following:
> policyholders participate in surpluses in the same
proportion as their policies have contributed to a
surplus; policyholders do not participate in losses;
referred to as the “contribution principle”;
> policyholders participate in a surplus on the basis of
a mechanical or non-contributory system;
> policyholders are guaranteed fixed benefits and do
not participate in any profits; all other benefits and
risks are carried by the insurer;
> policyholders carry only the investment risk and
corresponding benefits, but also any losses
(“variable annuities”); the aggregate reserve for
these policies is shown under a separate liability
heading “Insurance reserves for life insurance where
the investment risk is carried by policyholders”;
> policyholders are entitled within certain limits to 
vary the level of premium payments, and the life
insurance enterprise does not give any contractual
guarantees about minimum rate of return or the
level of management fees (“universal life” policies).
The calculation of aggregate policy reserves is regulated 
by various Financial Accounting Standards (FAS); the first
case above by FAS 120, the second and third cases by FAS
60, and the fourth and fifth cases by FAS 97. The assumpt-
ions on which the calculation is based vary, particularly
with regard to mortality, morbidity, interest rates and the
treatment of acquisition costs.
The assumptions used in the first case are conservative
and contractually agreed, so there is a strong probability
that surpluses will arise, most of which are to be distrib-
uted to policyholders.
Acquisition costs are deferred over the term of the policies
in the same proportion as the surpluses in individual years
contribute to the surplus on the portfolio concerned.
17 In the second and third cases assumptions including safety
margins are used which are based on figures at the time
when the policy is taken out. In health insurance the
insurer has the option of adjusting premiums when the
assumptions change.
Here, too, acquisition costs are spread over the term of the
policies but in the same proportion as premiums written
for the year concerned bear to the total premium income.
The interest rates used for the assumptions were 
as follows:
Policies Other
using the policies
contribution
principle
(FAS 120) (FAS 60)
% %
Aggregate policy reserve 3 7
Deferred acquisition costs 7 7
In the fourth and fifth cases the aggregate reserve is not
calculated actuarially; in the fourth case it moves in line
with the value of the investments and in the fifth case with
the premiums paid by policyholders plus interest. 
Acquisition costs are deferred over the term of the policies
in the same proportion as the surpluses in individual years
contribute to the surplus on the portfolio concerned.
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When a subsidiary is consolidated for the first time it also
has to be remembered that the aggregate reserve for the
proportion acquired by the Group since January 1, 1995
has been calculated using the assumptions in force at the
time of the acquisition; and that the present value of
future surpluses on the portfolio acquired is used for that
proportion instead of acquisition costs.
Reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Gross 94,147.5 70,428.8
Amounts ceded in reinsurance 19,193.3 14,143.3
Net 74,954.2 56,285.5
The net reserve for loss and loss adjustment 
expenses is divided between the two main categories 
of the Group’s insurance business as follows:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Life/Health 4,286.5 2,762.7
Property/Casualty 70,667.7 53,522.8
Total 74,954.2 56,285.5
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Calculation of the reserve
The reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses (claims
reserve) is calculated for reported claims at the amount
considered to be adequate to meet the estimated ultimate
cost of settling the claims in full. The resultant claims
reserves have been verified by each Group enterprise
using the recognized actuarial methods. Depending on 
the lines of insurance concerned, the calculation has to
include estimates of the incidence of claims and future
payments. These estimates are based on past experience.
This procedure is designed to ensure that no losses arise
in the run-off of claims reserves, either at individual 
Group enterprise level or in individual lines of insurance.
The reserve for incurred but not reported claims is
calculated on the basis of past experience, adjusted for
current and future estimated trends such as rising prices.
The reserve for claims settlement expenses is calculated 
at fixed percentages of the claims reserves.
The net aggregate policy reserve at the balance 
sheet date – based on the various profit participation 
systems – was as follows:
Contribution variable  Other
principle annuities
(FAS 120) (FAS 97) (FAS 60)
12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Life/Health 162,412.8 155,468.6 76,510.1 33,963.2 56,145.0 21,670.6
Property/Casualty 11,708.2 11,896.6 0.0 0.0 1,657.3 221.5
Total 174,121.0 167,365.2 76,510.1 33,963.2 57,802.3 21,892.1
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There is as yet no adequate statistical data available for
some risk exposures in liability insurance, such as environ-
mental and asbestos claims and large-scale individual
claims, because some aspects of these types of claim are
still evolving. Appropriate provision has been made for
such cases following an analysis of the portfolio in which
such risks occur.
No retrospective back-payments of premiums have been
demanded.
No exceptional events insured against have occurred since
the balance sheet date which would materially affect the
net worth, financial position or results of the Group.
The balance sheet figure includes annuity reserves (gross)
of DM 11,212.4 million for existing annuity agreements; 
the discount rate for such cases varies between 3.5 per-
cent and 5 percent.
Other insurance reserves
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Gross 54,627.7 37,191.3
Amounts ceded in reinsurance 454.1 257.2
Net 54,173.6 36,934.1
The other net insurance reserves comprise the 
following:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Reserve for premium refunds 51,189.3 35,185.9
Reserve for anticipated losses 1,588.4 1,044.2
Miscellaneous 1,395.9 704.0
Total 54,173.6 36,934.1
The reserve for premium refunds contains, firstly, the
amounts to which policyholders are entitled under the
relevant local statutory or contractual regulations in the
form of experience-rated or other participation in profits
and, secondly, amounts arising from the valuation of
certain assets and liabilities of the Group’s life and health
insurance enterprises at fair market value (the
“undisclosed” reserve for premium refunds).
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The reserve for premium refunds has changed as 
follows:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
a) Amounts already allocated
under local regulations (gross)
At January 1 13,856.4 10,127.7
Changes in the Group 1,595.6 2,041.9
Change – 766.2 1,696.4 
At December 31 14,685.8 13,866.0 
b) Market valuation undisclosed 
reserve (gross)
At January 1 21,554.5 12,633.2
Change owing to fluctuations 
in market value 8,565.8 5,422.6
Changes in the Group 7,209.9 3,599.0
Changes owing to valuation
differences charged or
credited to imcome – 540.8 – 84.8
At December 31 36,789.4 21,570.0 
c) Total (gross) 51,475.2 35,436.0
d) Amounts ceded in reinsurance 285.9 250.1
e) Total (net) 51,189.3 35,185.9
In addition to the amounts allocated at a), policyholders 
of the Allianz Group were credited amounts totaling 
DM 5,792.7 million from the surplus direct.
The reserve for anticipated losses contains the portions of
premiums not yet earned to cover natural catastrophe risks
such as earthquakes and storms.
Pension and similar reserves
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Reserves for pensions 5,973.7 5,089.1
Reserves for similar obligations 650.8 642.1
Total 6,624.5 5,731.2 
Allianz Group enterprises normally give their employees 
– and, in Germany, their agents – pension undertakings; 
in Germany these are based on fixed benefits (defined
benefit pension plans), whilst in other countries pension
plans are normally on the defined contribution basis.
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Under defined benefit pension plans the beneficiary is
promised a particular level of retirement benefit by the
enterprise or by a pension fund. The premiums payable 
by the enterprise, in contrast, are not fixed in advance.
Funded status of the main defined benefit pension
plans:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Actuarially calculated present 
value of pension rights accrued
Direct commitments 
of Group enterprises 6,469.5 5,532.4
Commitments through 
pension funds 7,362.6 6,517.0
Total 13,832.1 12,049.4
Fund assets 7,609.3 6,960.3
Pension obligations 
less fund assets 6,222.8 5,089.1
Unrecognized gains/losses – 249.1 0
Unrecognized (past) service cost 0 0
The main pension fund is Allianz Versorgungskasse VVaG,
Munich, which insures the employees of all Group enter-
prises in Germany and is not included in the consolidated
financial statements.
The fund assets are invested mainly in equity stocks, in-
vestment fund units, fixed income securities and registered
bonds.
The need to recognize actuarial gains or losses is reviewed
using the corridor approach for each individual pension
plan.
The reserve for defined benefit pension plans changed
in the year under review as follows:
DM mn
Value stated at 1/1/1998 5,088.0
Change in consolidation 701.3
Expenses 552.2
Payments – 367.8
Value stated 12/31/1998 5,973.7
Income and expenses recognized in the income 
statement:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Current service cost 277.4 293.6
Interest cost 766.5 721.2
Expected return on
pension fund assets – 486.9 – 447.7
Gains/losses recognized 0 0
Past service cost recognized 0 0
Income/Expenses of plan 
curtailments or settlements – 4.8 0
Total 552.2 567.1
Most of the amounts expensed are charged in the in-
come statement as underwriting costs or loss and loss
adjustment expenses (claims settlement expenses). The
income is included in other income. The actual income
from the pension funds amounted to DM 727.7 million
(1997: DM 735.0 million).
The assumptions for actuarial computation of the obliga-
tions depend on the circumstances in the particular
country where a plan has been established. 
The actuarial assumptions for the main pension plans
are as follows: 
1998 1997
% %
Discount rate 6 - 7 6 - 7
Expected rate of return
on fund assets 7 - 8 7 - 8
Retirement rates 3 - 5 3 - 5
Benefit levels 2 - 5 3 - 5
The calculations are based on up-to-date actuarially
calculated mortality estimates. Projected fluctuations
depending on age and length of service have also been
used, as well as internal Group retirement projections.
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Other liability headings
These include miscellaneous items of deferred income
amounting to DM 385.9 million (1997: DM 366.3 million).
22Defined contribution pension plans are funded through
independent pension funds or similar organizations.
Contributions fixed in advance, based e.g. on salary, are
paid to these institutions and the beneficiary’s right to
benefits exists against the pension fund. The employer 
has no obligation beyond payment of the contributions
(premiums).
Amounts totaling DM 133.5 million (1997: DM 51.5 mil-
lion) were expensed in the year under review.
Liabilities
The total under this heading comprises:
12/31/1998 12/31/1997
DM mn DM mn
Participating certificates 924.2 909.9
Post-ranking liabilities 1,343.3 51.5
Bonds and loans payable 21,043.0 4,263.0
Other liabilities
Funds held under
reinsurance business ceded 15,219.0 12,584.1
Accounts payable on
direct insurance business 11,796.9 10,346.7
Accounts payable on
reinsurance business 2,451.5 1,720.3
Liabilities to banks 20,726.4 2,811.3
Miscellaneous liabilities 22,844.2 13,370.2
Total 96,348.5 46,057.0
Participating certificates include DM 879.2 million (1997:
DM 865.0 million) in respect of those issued by Allianz
AG. Post-ranking liabilities include DM 1,291.8 million in
respect of those of the AGF group.
Bonds amounting to DM 19,392.1 million (1997: DM
4,034.4 million) include DM 11,261.4 million issued by the
AGF group and a total of DM 8,110.8 million (1997: DM
3,991.4 million) issued by the Dutch subsidiaries Allianz
Finance B.V. and Allianz International Finance N.V.,
Amsterdam.
Liabilities due within a year amount to DM 73,051.4 mil-
lion (1997: DM 35,040.2 million) and those due after
more than a year DM 23,297.1 million (1997: DM 11,016.8
million).
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SUPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATION ON 
THE CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
Premiums
Life/Health* Property/Casualty* Total
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Gross premiums written 31,053.3 27,389.5 59,320.0 48,186.3 90,373.3 75,575.8
Premiums ceded in reinsurance – 2,247.7 – 2,236.5 – 9,973.4 – 8,041.4 – 12,221.1 – 10,277.9
Change in unearned premiums (net) 18.7 – 168.9 – 365.5 – 172.6 – 346.8 – 341.5
Premiums earned (net) 28,824.3 24,984.1 48,981.1 39,972.3 77,805.4 64,956.4
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* after eliminating intra-Group transactions between segments
In the case of life insurance products where the policy-
holder carries the investment risk (e.g. variable annuities),
only those parts of the premiums used to cover the risks
insured and costs involved are treated as premium
income.
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Investment income (net)
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
a) Income from affiliated 
enterprises, joint ventures
and associated enterprises 1,909.5 1,088.2
b) Other investment income
1. Real estate 1,136.2 1,172.7
2. Mortgages and other loans 2,294.2 2,256.3
3. Other securities held
to maturity
Government bonds 34.7 26.1
Corporate bonds 508.6 348.2
Other 0.0 0.0
Total 3. 543.3 374.3
4. Other securities 
available for sale
Equity securities 8,401.9 6,078.6
Government bonds 8,074.5 6,508.4
Corporate bonds 7,823.4 5,695.6
Other 40.2 48.4
Total 4. 24,340.0 18,331.0
5. Other trading securities 29.1 16.2
6. Other investments 1,674.0 946.8
c) Investment management,
interest charges
and other expenses – 2,982.3 – 1,479.1
d) Total before allocated
investment return 28,944.0 22,706.4
Allocated investment return
transferred to the underwriting
account for property and 
casualty insurance business – 981.6 – 910.7
Total 27,962.4 21,795.7
24 The income (net) from affiliated enterprises, 
joint ventures and associated enterprises is made up as
follows:
1998 1997
Income (net) from investments in: DM mn DM mn
affiliated enterprises – 40.1 140.3 
joint ventures 0.9 1.3 
associated enterprises 1,948.7 946.6
Total 1,909.5 1,088.2
Investment income is shown net. Depreciation and write-
downs on investments amounting to DM 1,249.6 million
(1997: DM 872.3 million) and realized investment losses
of DM 1,741.5 million (1997: DM 466.8 million) have been
deducted.
Realized investment gains amounted to DM 5,847.0 million
(1997: DM 3,185.6 million).
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Benefits payable to policyholders
Benefits payable in life and health insurance* 
comprise the following:
Gross Ceded in Net
reinsurance
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Benefits paid – 22,818.9 – 19,118.4 1,745.5 – 497.7 – 21,073.4 – 19,616.1
Change in reserves
Aggregate policy reserve – 10,773.2 – 11,051.2 510.6 2,526.2 – 10,262.6 – 8,525.0
Other – 1,082.5 – 305.5 125.9 131.1 – 956.6 – 174.4
Total – 11,855.7 – 11,356.7 636.5 2,657.3 – 11,219.2 – 8,699.4
Expenses of premium refunds – 8,007.8 – 5,705.8 50.6 84.2 – 7,957.2 – 5,621.6
Total – 42,682.4 – 36,180.9 2,432.6 2,243.8 – 40,249.8 – 33,937.1
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* After the elimination of internal Group business transactions across segments.
Other income
Other income amounting to DM 8,363.6 million (1997: 
DM 3,783.7 million) includes primarily income from
Financial Services, foreign currency gains, interest and
similar income, gains realized on disposal of furniture 
and equipment, income from releasing or reducing
miscellaneous accrued liabilities and allowances for
uncollectible receivables, and debt enforcement fees and
default interest recoverable from policyholders.
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Investment income/expenses
Life/Health* Property/Casualty* Financial Services* Total
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Income from investments
Current income 18,455.8 14,854.5 10,069.4 7,331.0 519.4 145.2 29,044.6 22,330.7
Income from revaluations 23.9 7.7 0.1 0.6 1.8 0.0 25.8 8.3
Realized investment gains 2,638.4 1,653.0 3,184.6 1,520.5 24.0 12.1 5,847.0 3,185.6
Subtotal 21,118.1 16,515.2 13,254.1 8,852.1 545.2 157.3 34,917.4 25,524.6
Investment expenses
Depreciation and write-downs
on investments – 425.8 – 394.5 – 754.5 – 477.3 – 69.3 – 0.5 – 1,249.6 – 872.3
Realized investment 
losses – 885.7 – 241.9 – 805.0 – 224.3 – 50.8 – 0.6 – 1,741.5 – 466.8
Investment management,
interest charges and
other investment expenses – 501.2 – 637.0 – 2,293.8 – 1,709.9 – 1,168.9 – 42.9 – 3,963.9 – 2,389.8
Subtotal – 1,812.7 – 1,273.4 – 3,853.3 – 2,411.5 – 1,289.0 – 44.0 – 6,955.0 – 3,728.9
Total 19,305.4 15,241.8 9,400.8 6,440.6 – 743.8 113.3 27,962.4 21,795.7
* After the elimination of internal Group business transactions across segments.
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Benefits payable in property and casualty insurance* 
are made up as follows:
Gross Ceded in Net
reinsurance
1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Current year claims
Claims paid – 42,448.0 – 32,619.0 7,622.7 5,143.6 – 34,825.3 – 27,475.4
Change in reserve for loss and
loss adjustment expenses – 2,427.2 – 3,501.0 764.9 1,477.1 – 1,662.3 – 2,023.9
Total – 44,875.2 – 36,120.0 8,387.6 6,620.7 – 36,487.6 – 29,499.3
Change in other reserves
Aggregate policy reserve – 285.0 – 420.5 – 32.6 10.8 – 317.6 – 409.7
Other – 298.8 – 104.5 – 4.4 – 2.4 – 303.2 – 106.9
Total – 583.8 – 525.0 – 37.0 8.4 – 620.8 – 516.6
Expenses of premium refunds – 961.1 – 529.3 123.3 103.4 – 837.8 – 425.9
Total – 46,420.1 – 37,174.3 8,473.9 6,732.5 – 37,946.2 – 30,441.8
Underwriting costs
Life/Health* Property/Casualty*
1998 1997 1998 1997
DM mn DM mn DM mn DM mn
Acquisition costs
Amounts paid – 3,798.0 – 3,034.4 – 9,467.6 – 7,202.9
Change in deferred acquisition costs 518.0 406.5 182.1 136.8
Total – 3,280.0 – 2,627.9 – 9,285.5 – 7,066.1
Administrative expenses – 1,585.6 – 1,331.3 – 6,323.6 – 5,544.0
Underwriting costs (gross) – 4,865.6 – 3,959.2 – 15,609.1 – 12,610.1
less commissions and profit-sharing received on 
reinsurance business ceded 318.2 356.3 2,514.0 2,227.4
Underwriting costs (net) – 4,547.4 – 3,602.9 – 13,095.1 – 10,382.7
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* After the elimination of internal Group business transactions across segments.
* After the elimination of internal Group business transactions across segments.
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Unused tax losses carried forward at the balance sheet
date amounted to DM 3,172.4 million in respect of which
deferred tax assets have been recognized where there is
sufficient certainty that the unused tax losses will be
utilized; DM 782.9 million of the tax losses carried forward
can be utilized without restriction.
The current tax charge for 1998 is DM 315.3 million less
than the anticipated tax charge on income which would
have been incurred based on an estimated weighted
average tax rate for the Group on earnings before taxation.
The difference is due mainly to tax-free income, the effects
of utilizing losses brought forward, and other off-balance-
sheet additions and deductions.
Reconciliation statement 1998
DM mn
Anticipated tax charge on income 3,303.0
+ municipal trade tax and similar taxes 390.2
– tax-free income – 416.1
– effects of tax losses – 313.0
– other tax settlements – 39.5
+ other taxes 63.1
= current tax charge 2,987.7
Effective tax rate % 37.4
Trading capital tax was abolished and the solidarity
surcharge was reduced during fiscal 1998 in Germany
which affected net income for the year by DM 25.6 million. 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities represent 
the following:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Deferred tax assets
Unrealized losses 750.4 291.4
Tax losses carried forward 1,060.5 296.6
Miscellaneous 7,841.8 3,903.4
Total 9,652.7 4,491.4
Deferred tax liabilities
Unrealized profits 22,844.0 18,343.0
Miscellaneous 15,957.4 10,126.7
Total 38,801.4 28,469.7
Other expenses
Other expenses amounting to DM 9,820.8 million (1997:
DM 5,494.5 million) include primarily expenses from
Financial Services, foreign currency losses, interest and
similar charges, losses realized on disposal of furniture
and equipment, the expense of increasing allowances for
uncollectible receivables, and valuation write-downs.
Taxes
The tax charge shown in the income statement comprises
the taxes actually charged to individual Group enterprises
and changes in deferred tax assets and liabilities.
Tax charge:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Current taxes – 3,818.0 – 2,275.6
Deferred taxes 830.3 – 539.3
Total – 2,987.7 – 2,814.9
The calculation of deferred tax is based on temporary
differences between the carrying amounts of assets or
liabilities in the published balance sheet and their tax base,
and on differences recognized as income or expense
arising from the application of uniform valuation policies
for consolidation purposes and from consolidation
procedures.
The tax rates used for the calculation of deferred tax are
the local rates applicable in the countries where the Group
enterprises are based. A deferred tax asset or liability is
recognized if the difference is expected to reverse within
the next few years. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are
measured by the basic liabilities method using future tax
rates for calculating the effect of taxation. Deferred taxes
including deferred taxes on losses carried forward are
recognized as an asset if at the time of recognition it is
probable that sufficient future taxable profits will be
available against which the unused tax losses can be
utilized.
The inclusion of losses carried forward from previous
years reduced the charge for taxes on income by DM 313.0
million.
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Other financial commitments
In December 1997 Allianz AG made an agreed takeover
offer for Assurances Générales de France (AGF). Allianz
AG was offered 79.6 percent of the capital. Allianz AG
acquired a 51.6 percent majority of the capital direct and
issued contingent value rights (CVRs) for 28.0 percent of
the capital of AGF. The CVRs can be exercised between
June 1 and June 15, 2000, and are structured as follows:
> if within a given period the average share price of
AGF should be FF 320 or less, the shareholders
have the option of selling their shares together 
with the CVRs to Allianz at FF 360 each.
> if during the given period the average share price
of AGF should be between FF 320 and FF 360, the
holders of the CVRs receive the difference between
the actual share price and FF 360 (subject to a 
maximum of FF 40).
The total commitment for this could be anything up to 
FF 18.6 billion.
At the same time employee shareholders of AGF were
offered the option of selling their shares at a price of 
FF 320 each at any time up to September 20, 2001. This
was because they were not able to accept Allianz AG’s
takeover offer owing to the restrictions placed on their
shares for certain periods of time. The total commitment
for this is a maximum of FF 1.6 billion. There are further
potential financial commitments in connection with the
promise of compensation to holders of rights under stock
option programs of AGF.
Events after the balance sheet date
No events have occurred after the balance sheet date
which would have a material effect, positive or negative,
on the net worth, financial position or results of the Group
as presented in the financial statements.
Net income
Foreign currency gains and losses for a net total of 
DM 52.5 million have been recognized from the financial
statements of consolidated subsidiaries.
Other information
General information about the parent company
The parent company of the Group is Allianz AG, Munich.
The company is an “Aktiengesellschaft” (public stock
corporation) incorporated in Germany. Allianz AG is
recorded in the Commercial Register under its registered
address at Königinstrasse 28, 80802 München. Besides
serving as holding company for the Group, Allianz AG also
acts as reinsurance carrier for the Group.
Number of employees
At the end of 1998 the Group employed a total of 105,676
people (1997: 76,951). 40,543 (1997: 40,070) of these
were employed in Germany and 65,133 (1997: 36,881)
abroad.
The number of employees in training increased by 459 to
3,867.
Personnel expenses:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Salaries and wages 6,756.0 5,687.0
Social security contributions
and employee assistance 2,029.2 1,226.4
Expenses for pensions and 
other post-retirement benefits 679.4 395.0
Total 9,464.6 7,308.4
Contingent liabilities
Guarantee obligations outstanding totaled DM 824.4
million (1997: DM 53.4 million) including DM 0 (1997: 0)
million towards unconsolidated affiliated enterprises; 
other contingent liabilities totaled DM 5,436.6 million
(1997: DM 368.0 million) including DM 35.5 million 
(1997: DM 0 million) towards unconsolidated affiliated
enterprises.
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Earnings per share
The earnings per share figure is calculated by dividing the
consolidated net income for the year by the number of
shares. The weighted average number of shares was
242,540,278 (1997: 233,820,803). The earnings per share
figure was accordingly DM 14.67 (1997: DM 11.57). The
number of shares would have been further increased by 
0 (1997: 2,037,401) after adjusting for the effects of
potential shares in connection with warrant options,
resulting in diluted earnings per share of DM 14.67 (1997:
DM 11.47). 
Adding back the amortization of goodwill would increase
earnings per share to DM 16.66 (1997: DM 12.87) and
diluted earnings per share to DM 16.66 (1997: DM 12.76).
Related enterprises
Business relationships with related enterprises, i.e.
unconsolidated affiliated enterprises, include service as
well as reinsurance activities.
The main transactions with unconsolidated affiliated
enterprises comprise the following:
1998 1997
DM mn DM mn
Consolidated balance sheet
Loans 17.8 11.2
Funds held by others under
reinsurance business assumed 0.4 1.1
Receivables 33.1 34.3
Funds held under reinsurance
business ceded 0.5 2.0
Liabilities 7.8 14.5
Compensation for the Board of Management and the
Supervisory Board
Provided that the Annual Meeting of shareholders appro-
ves payment of the dividend proposed, the compensation
paid by Allianz AG and its affiliated enterprises to the
Board of Management for the year under review was DM
11.9 million (1997: DM 10.1 million). Former members of
the Board and their beneficiaries were paid DM 6.3 million
(1997: DM 6.4 million).
DM 45.9 million (1997: DM 43.0 million) has been set
aside for current and future pension benefits of former
members of the Board of Management and their
beneficiaries.
The terms governing the remuneration of members of the
Supervisory Board were revised with effect from July 1998
with the result that, including fees becoming payable after
the 1999 Annual Meeting of shareholders, the total
remuneration of the Supervisory Board will be DM 2.2
million (1997: DM 1.3 million).
Munich, April 30, 1999
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft
The Board of Management
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1) including shares held by dependent subsidiaries
2) management control agreement
PR INCIPAL SUBS IDIAR IES AND OTHER LONG-TERM EQUIT Y INVESTMENTS
Subsidiaries Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
AGIS Allianz Gesellschaft für Informatik Service mbH, Munich DM 353.6 100.0
Alico-Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 363.0 100.0
Allianz Asset Advisory and Management GmbH, Munich DM 10.0 100.0
Allianz Asset Management Gesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 239.8 100.0
Allianz Bauspar AG, Munich DM 80.9 85.0
Allianz Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,469.7 89.2
Allianz Globus Marine Versicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg DM 32.4 100.0
Allianz Grundstücks-GmbH, Stuttgart DM 11.9 100.0
Allianz Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbH, Stuttgart DM 27.7 100.0
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG, Stuttgart DM 1,660.3 50.3
Allianz Unternehmensbeteiligungsgesellschaft AG, Munich DM 118.3 100.0
Allianz Versicherungs-AG, Munich DM 2,912.4 100.0
Allianz Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,933.9 100.0
Allianz Zentrum für Technik GmbH, Munich DM 0.3 100.0
Apollon-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 173.2 100.0
Aquila Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 54.5 100.0
Ares-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 802.6 100.0
Assecuranz-Compagnie Mercur AG, Bremen DM 2.0 50.02)
Augsburger Aktienbank AG, Augsburg DM 48.9 100.0
Bayerische Versicherungsbank AG, Munich DM 531.2 45.0 2)
Beta-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 71.2 100.0
Decima-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 9,249.7 100.0
Deutsche Lebensversicherungs-AG, Berlin DM 255.8 100.0
Eta-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 177.8 100.0
Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG, Frankfurt/Main DM 613.5 49.9 2)
Gamma-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Berlin DM 115.1 100.0
Grundstücksgesellschaft der Vereinten Versicherungen mbH & Co. 
Besitz- und Betriebs KG, Munich DM 234.9 100.0
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG, Hamburg DM 201.2 90.5
Jota-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 189.9 100.0
Komet Automobil-Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 246.2 100.0
Kraft Versicherungs-AG, Berlin/Munich DM 16.9 99.5
Lambda-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,516.3 58.9
Magdeburger Hagelversicherung AG, Hanover DM 4.2 100.0
Nona-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,831.4 100.0
Perseus-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,047.7 100.0
Prima-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 227.5 69.4
Quarta-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,398.7 57.2
Quinta-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 1,341.4 100.0
Septima-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 169.2 100.0
Sexta-Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Munich DM 190.0 100.0
Vereinte Holding AG, Munich DM 1,499.4 100.0
Vereinte Krankenversicherung AG, Munich DM 448.9 100.0
Vereinte Lebensversicherung AG, Munich DM 107.5 96.7
Vereinte Rechtsschutzversicherung AG, Munich DM 19.7 100.0
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Subsidiaries Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
Vereinte Spezial Krankenversicherung AG, Munich DM 15.2 100.0
Vereinte Spezial Versicherung AG, Munich DM 2.6 100.0
Vereinte Versicherung AG, Munich DM 491.5 99.1
Adriática de Seguros C.A., Caracas VEB 15,279.7 93.5
AGF Assubel, Brussels BEF 26,025.0 90.7
AGF Brasil Seguros, Sao Paulo BRL 112.4 54.9
AGF Insurance, Milton Keynes GBP 52.6 100.0
AGF Ireland, Dublin IEP 112.2 100.0
AGF Kosmos AG, Athens GRD 1,289.0 100.0
AGF L’Escaut, Brussels BEF 6,067.0 100.0
AGF Nafta, Alberta CAD 188.3 100.0
AGF Union Fenix, Madrid ESP 26,360.0 94.9
AGF-M.A.T., Paris FRF 854.6 77.9
Ajax Insurance Holdings Limited, London GBP 1.3 100.0
Alba Allgemeine Versicherungs-Gesellschaft, Basel CHF 24.5 100.0
Allianz Assurances, Charenton-le-Pont FRF 1,234.5 99.9
Allianz Bice Compañia de Seguros de Vida S.A., Santiago de Chile CLP 6,962.8 50.02)
Allianz Compañía de Seguros S.A., Santiago de Chile CLP 7,068.7 100.0
Allianz Cornhill Insurance (Far East) Ltd., Hong Kong HKD 50.7 100.0
Allianz Elementar Lebensversicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft, Vienna ATS 958.4 100.0
Allianz Elementar Versicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft, Vienna ATS 4,461.3 99.3
Allianz Europe Ltd., Amsterdam NLG 3,630.4 100.0
Allianz Finance B.V., Amsterdam NLG 209.3 100.0
Allianz Fire and Marine Insurance Japan Ltd., Tokyo JPY 1,494.3 100.0
Allianz General Insurance Company S.A., Athens GRD 2,688.4 95.0
Allianz Holding France, Charenton-le-Pont FRF 13,425.1 100.0
Allianz Insurance (Singapore) Pte. Ltd., Singapore SGD 41.1 100.0
Allianz Insurance Company, Los Angeles USD 4,508.2 100.0
Allianz Lebensversicherung (Schweiz) AG, Zurich CHF 57.1 100.0
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, Minneapolis USD 1,340.5 100.0
Allianz Life Insurance Company S.A., Athens GRD 3,494.5 78.6
Allianz Mexico S.A. Compañía de Seguros, Mexico City MXN 493.2 100.0
Allianz Nederland N.V., Rotterdam NLG 328.3 100.0
Allianz of America, Inc., Wilmington USD 5,029.1 84.4 3)
Allianz of Canada, Inc., Toronto CAD 145.2 100.0
Allianz of South Africa (Proprietary) Ltd., Johannesburg ZAR 82.8 100.0
Allianz poist’ovn˘a a.s., Bratislava SKK 764.6 100.0
Allianz poji s˘t’ovna a.s., Prague CZK 566.1 100.0
Allianz RAS Argentina S.A. de Seguros Generales, Buenos Aires ARS 10.2 100.0
Allianz Risk Transfer, Zurich CHF 544.9 100.0
Allianz Underwriters Insurance Company, Los Angeles USD 51.1 100.0
Allianz Versicherung (Schweiz) AG, Zurich CHF 90.6 100.0
Allianz Vie, Charenton-le-Pont FRF 658.4 100.0
1) including shares held by dependent subsidiaries
2) Management in insurance business
3) percentage of voting capital owned: 90.00 %
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Subsidiaries Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
Allianz-RAS Seguros y Reaseguros S.A., Madrid ESP 13,168.2 100.0
Allianz-RAS Tutela Giudiziaria S.p.A., Milan ITL 6,522.0 100.0
American Crédit Indemnity, Baltimore USD 115.8 100.0
Assubel Vie, Brussels BEF 9,528.0 100.0
Assurances Générales de France Iart, Paris FRF 6,696.4 100.0
Assurances Générales de France Vie, Paris FRF 7,758.5 100.0
Assurances Générales de France, Paris FRF 31,702.5 51.6
Berner Allgemeine Holdinggesellschaft AG, Bern CHF 77.9 51.2
Berner Allgemeine Versicherungs-Gesellschaft, Bern CHF 131.1 100.0
Berner Lebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft, Bern CHF 27.8 100.0
Colón Compañía de Seguros Generales S.A., Buenos Aires ARS 2.4 100.0
COMPAGNIE DE GESTION ET DE PREVOYANCE, Strasbourg FRF 9.6 99.5
Comptoir des Entrepreneurs, Guyancourt-St. Quentin en Yvelins FRF 780.8 72.9
Consorcio General, Santiago de Chile CLP 8,730.0 97.0
Cornhill Insurance PLC, London GBP 691.5 98.02)
ELVIA Assurances S.A., Brussels BEF 538.8 100.0
ELVIA Reiseversicherungs-Gesellschaft, Zurich CHF 103.2 100.0
ELVIA Schweizerische Lebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft, Zurich CHF 132.6 96.6
ELVIA Schweizerische Versicherungs-Gesellschaft, Zurich CHF 568.1 99.9
ELVIA Verzekeringen N.V., Amsterdam NLG 139.6 100.0
EULER, Paris FRF 3,843.8 68.2
EULER - SFAC, Paris FRF 1,681.5 100.0
EULER ‘TRADE INDEMNITY PLC, London GBP 97.4 100.0
Eurovida S.A. Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros, Madrid ESP 3,531.9 51.0
Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company, Novato USD 4,088.6 100.0
Hungária Biztosító Rt., Budapest HUF 20,439.7 100.0
International Reinsurance Company S.A., Luxemburg USD 18.3 100.0
LES ASSURANCES FEDERALES IARD, Paris FRF 232.6 92.6
Lloyd Adriatico S.p.A., Triest ITL 745,649 99.7
MMI Limited, Sydney AUD 294.1 100.0 3)
P.T. Asuransi Allianz Utama Indonesia, Jakarta IDR 30,483.0 74.4
Pet Plan Health Care Ltd., London GBP 6.0 100.0
PFA IARD, Puteaux FRF 2,342.8 100.0
PFA VIE, Puteaux FRF 994.7 100.0
Portugal Previdente Companhia de Seguros S.A., Lisbon PTE 15,100.8 60.0
RHIN ET MOSELLE ASSURANCES FRANCAISES Compagnie d’Assurances 
sur la vie, Strassbourg FRF 3,453.2 100.0
Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà S.p.A., Milan ITL 6,840,245.0 50.2 4)
Rodutch Holding, Rotterdam NLG 643.8 100.0
Royal Nederland Leven, Utrecht NLG 82.7 100.0
Royal Nederland Schade, Rotterdam NLG 456.0 100.0
Sophia, Paris FRF 2,343.0 41.95)
T.U. Allianz Polska S.A., Warsaw PLZ 57.5 100.0
T.U. Allianz Polska Zycie S.A., Warsaw PLZ 14.0 100.0
1) including shares held by dependent subsidiaries 
2) percentage of voting capital owned: 99.99 %
3) not consolidated 
4) percentage of voting capital owned: 51.44 %
5) controlled by AGF
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Joint ventures Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
Allianz Zagreb d.d., Zagreb HKR 27.9 50.0
BV Insurance Holding, Bern CHF 17.4 50.0
Associated enterprises2) Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
Beiersdorf AG, Hamburg DM 1,686.2 38.4
Dresdner Bank AG, Frankfurt/Main DM 18,516.0 21.7
Karlsruher Lebensversicherung AG, Karlsruhe DM 213.4 36.1
Monachia Grundstücks-Aktiengesellschaft, Munich DM 46.6 48.7
Münchener Hagelversicherung AG, Munich DM 12.3 47.1
Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft AG, Munich DM 5,287.5 25.0
TELA Versicherung AG, Berlin/Munich DM 312.8 25.0
Allianz-Bradesco Seguros S.A., Rio de Janeiro BRL 79.5 49.0
Koç Allianz Hayat Sigorta A.S., Istanbul TRL 1,784,463.3 38.0
Koç Allianz Sigorta T.A.S., Istanbul TRL 7,704,122.8 37.1
Other investments in insurance companies Currency Equity in millions % owned 1)
AMB Aachener und Münchener Beteiligungs-AG, Aachen DM 3,391.8 4.6
Ergo Versicherungsgruppe AG, Hamburg DM 2,748.9 7.8
The Navakij Insurance Public Company Ltd., Bangkok THB 1,042.1 18.5
1) including shares held by dependent subsidiaries
2) associated enterprises are all those enterprises, other than affiliated enterprises or joint ventures, in which the Group has an interest of between 20 percent and 50
percent, regardless of whether a significant influence is actually exercised or not.
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Disclosure of equity investments
Information is filed separately with the Commercial
Register in Munich.
Other long-term holdings in quoted companies Currency market value in millions % owned 1)
BASF AG, Ludwigshafen DM 4,130.8 10.4
Bayer AG, Leverkusen DM 2,554.4 5.0
Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG, Munich DM 9,576.1 17.4
BEWAG-AG, Berlin DM 437.6 4.4
Continental AG, Hanover DM 222.1 4.2
DaimlerChrysler AG, Stuttgart DM 1,761.4 1.1
Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt/Main DM 2,629.0 5.0
IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG, Düsseldorf/Berlin DM 361.1 12.0
Karstadt AG, Essen DM 1,043.6 14.2
Lahmeyer AG, Frankfurt/Main DM 1,117.8 15.2
Leifheit AG, Nassau (Lahn) DM 32.2 10.1
Linde AG, Wiesbaden DM 935.5 11.0
Mannesmann AG, Düsseldorf DM 573.9 0.8
Metallgesellschaft AG, Frankfurt/Main DM 147.8 4.0
RWE AG, Essen DM 5,155.5 10.1
Schering AG, Berlin DM 1,433.8 10.1
Schloßgartenbau-AG, Stuttgart DM 10.4 7.0
Siemens AG, Berlin/Munich DM 1,718.2 2.6
Süd-Chemie AG, Munich DM 179.5 19.0
VEBA AG, Düsseldorf DM 4,974.0 10.0
VIAG AG, Munich DM 1,547.4 5.9
Banco Popular Español S.A., Madrid ESP 61,846.0 5.2
Banco Portugues de Investimento, Lisbon PTE 40,350.3 8.9
Generale Industrie Metallurgiche S.p.A., Florence ITL 9,200.1 3.9
Mediobanca S.p.A., Milan ITL 264,350.2 2.0
Paribas, Paris FRF 3,523.9 4.5
Pirelli & Co. S.p.A., Milan ITL 103,503.1 5.4
Rolo Banca 1473 S.p.A., Bologna ITL 811,785.7 4.2
Scor, Paris la Défense FRF 55.9 0.4
Société Générale, Paris FRF 2,203.0 2.4
Total, Paris la Défense FRF 1,200.4 0.9
UniCredito Italiano S.p.A., Milan ITL 1,401,335.5 3.1
Vivendi, Paris FRF 1,603.8 0.7
Worms et Cie, Paris la Défense FRF 1,541.3 15.1
1) including shares held by dependent subsidiaries
Other interests
Equity positions held through trust companies listed as
associated enterprises included indirect shareholdings in
the following:
Market value
DM mn % owned
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
(Heidelberg) 1 040.6 12.0
MAN AG (Munich) 984.5 12.9
Thyssen AG (Duisburg) 566.9 5.3
INDEPENDENT AU DITORS’  REPORT
ALLIANZ GROUP
We have audited the Group accounts (Consolidated
Financial Statements and Group Management Report) of
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, for the year ending 31
December 1998. The Group accounts comprise the
documents required under the standards of the
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) 
and other information required under European law. 
The Board of Management of the company is responsible
for the preparation and content of the Consolidated
Financial Statements. It is our responsibility to form an
independent opinion, based on the audit carried out by
us, as to whether the Consolidated Financial Statements
are in accordance with the International Accounting
Standards (IAS).
We conducted our audit in accordance with the
International Standards on Auditing of the International
Federation of Accountants. We planned and performed our
audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations
necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence
to give reasonable assurance that the Group accounts are
free from material misstatement. The audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the
amounts and disclosures in the group accounts. It also
includes an assessment of the significant estimates and
judgements made by the Board of Management, and
whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the
Group’s circumstances. In forming our opinion we also
evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of
information in the Consolidated Financial Statements and
Group Management Report. In our opinion, the audit we
have conducted provides an adecuate basis for the
formation of our audit opinion.
We are satisfied that our audit has revealed no grounds for
objection. The conditions are met for releasing the
company from the obligation of preparing Consolidated
Financial Statements in accordance with German law. In
our opinion, the Group accounts of Allianz
Aktiengesellschaft present a true and fair view of the net
worth and financial position o f the Group at 31 December
1998, the results and cash flows for the year then ended
and have been properly prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC). In our opinion, the accounts give a true
and fair view of the state of affairs of the Group and of the
risks of future development.
Munich, May 12, 1999
KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft
Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Dr. Gerd Geib Dr. Frank Ellenbürger
Independent auditor Independent auditor
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INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
JOINT ADVISORY COUNCIL
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INTERNATIONALE R 
ADVISORY BOARD
Dr. Dr. h. c. Heinrich von Pierer
President and Chief Executive Officer
Siemens AG,
Germany,
Chairman
Dr. Umberto Agnelli
Chief Executive Officer and
Vice Chairman
IFI S. p. A.,
Italy
Jacques Calvet
Président du Directoire
Peugeot S. A.,
France
Roger Fauroux
Ancien Ministre et
Président d’Honneur de Saint Gobain,
France
George Fisher
Chairman and CEO
Eastman Kodak Company,
USA
Aarnout Loudon
Chairman Supervisory Board
Akzo Nobel NV,
Netherlands
Dr. Helmut Maucher
Chairman of the Board
Nestlé SA,
Switzerland
Shinroku Morohashi
Chairman
Mitsubishi Corporation,
Japan
Dr. Marco Tronchetti Provera
Chairman and Managing Director
Pirelli S. p. A.,
Italy
Peter Sutherland
Co-Chairman
BP Amoco PLC,
Great Britain
Sir Iain Vallance
Chairman
British Telecommunications PLC,
Great Britain
Javier Valls Taberner
Presidente del Consejo
Banco Popular Español,
Spain
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JO I NT  ADV I SORY  COU NC I L
OF THE ALLIANZ COMPANIES
Dr. Klaus Liesen
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Ruhrgas AG,
Chairman
Alfred Bayer
Former State Secretary,
Chairman of the Hanns-Seidel 
Foundation
Dr.-Ing. E. h. Heinz Dürr
Dr. Michael Frenzel
Chairman of the Board of Management
PREUSSAG AG
Gerhard Full
Chairman of the Board of Management
Linde AG
Dr. Reiner Maria Gohlke
Chairman of the Executive Board
Süddeutscher Verlag GmbH
Dr. Uwe Haasen
Former Chairman of 
the Board of Management
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Dr. h. c. Hans-Olaf Henkel
President, 
(German Federal Industry Association)
Dr. Jürgen Heraeus
Chairman of the Executive Board
Heraeus Holding GmbH
Professor Dr.-Ing.
Werner Hlubek
Member of the Board of Management
RWE Energie AG
Dr.-Ing. Dieter Hundt 
Managing Partner
Allgaier-Werke GmbH & Co. KG
Martin Kohlhaussen
Speaker of the Board of Management
Commerzbank AG
Dr. Dr.-Ing. E. h. 
Manfred Lennings
Industrial Consultant
Professor Dr. Hubert S. Markl
President
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
Franz Neubauer,
Former State Minister,
Former Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Bayerische Landesbank Girozentrale
Dr. Georg Obermeier
Managing Partner and
Chairman of the Board of Management
RHI AG
Professor Dr. Klaus Pohle
Deputy Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Schering AG
Dr.-Ing. E. h. Rudolf Rupprecht
Chairman of the Board of Management
MAN AG
Dr.-Ing. E. h. 
Günther Saßmannshausen
Member of the Supervisory Board
PREUSSAG AG
Dr. h. c. Walter Scheel
Former President of the 
Federal Republic of Germany
Peter Schuhmacher
Member of the Supervisory Board
Heidelberger Zement AG
Dr. Ekkehard Schulz
Chairman of the Board of Management
Thyssen Krupp AG
Professor Dr. Horst Siebert
President
(Institute for World Economics,
Kiel)
Dr. Ron Sommer
Chairman of the Board of Management
Deutsche Telekom AG
Hans Peter Stihl
President, Deutscher
Industrie- und Handelstages
Bernhard Walter
Speaker of the Board of Management
Dresdner Bank AG
Heinrich Weiss
Chairman of the Board of Management
SMS Aktiengesellschaft
Dr. Mark Wössner
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Bertelsmann AG
Bernd Wrede
Chairman of the Board of Management
Hapag-Lloyd AG
Dr. Klaus Zumwinkel
Chairman of the Board of Management
Deutsche Post AG
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Vereinte 
Krankenversicherung AG
Vereinte Versicherung AG
Vereinte 
Lebensversicherung AG
Vereinte 
Rechtsschutzversicherung AG
Fritz-Schäffer-Strasse 9
D-81737 München
Tel.: + 49 89.6 78 50
Fax: + 49 89.67 85 65 23
www.vereinte.de
Dr. Ulrich Rumm
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
ELVIA 
Reiseversicherungs-Gesellschaft
ELVIA Assistance
Ludmillastrasse 26
D-81543 München
Tel.: + 49 89.62 42 40 und 62 42 43 01
Fax: + 49 89.62 42 42 22 und 62 42 43 03
Dr. Alois Weber
Managing Director
Hermes 
Kreditversicherungs-AG
Friedensallee 254
D-22763 Hamburg
Tel.: + 49 40.8 83 40
Fax: + 49 40.88 34 77 44
www.hermes-kredit.com
Bodo Goschler
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Allianz Asset Management
GmbH
Nymphenburger Strasse 112
D-80636 München
Tel.: + 49 89.12 20 70
Fax: + 49 89.12 20 79 00
Udo Frank
Dr. Markus Rieß
Managing Director
Allianz 
Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbH
Reinsburgstrasse 19
D-70178 Stuttgart
Tel.: + 4 9711.66315 00
Fax: + 4 9711.6 63 38 63
www.allianz-kag.de
Dr. Klaus David
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Grundstücks GmbH
Charlottenstrasse 3
D-70182 Stuttgart
Tel.: + 4 9711.6 63 - 0
Fax: + 4 9711.6 63 37 43
www.allianz-immobilien.de
Wolfgang Fink
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Bauspar AG
Wotanstrasse 88
D-80639 München
Tel.: + 49 89.179 62 22
Fax: + 49 89.179 6319
www.allianz-bausparen.de
Dr. Armin Riedesser
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Allianz Capital Partners GmbH
Königinstrasse 28
D-80802 München
Tel.: + 49 89.38 00 75 82
Fax: + 49 89.38 00 75 86
Thomas Pütter
Chief Executive Officer
GERMANY
Allianz Aktiengesellschaft
Königinstrasse 28
D-80802 München
Tel.: + 49 89.3 80 00
Fax: + 49 89.34 99 41
www.allianz.com
Dr. Henning Schulte-Noelle
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Allianz 
Lebensversicherungs-AG
Reinsburgstrasse 19
D-70178 Stuttgart
Tel.: + 4 9711.66 30
Fax: + 4 9711.6 63 26 54
www.allianz-leben.de
Dr. Gerhard Rupprecht
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Königinstrasse 28
D-80802 München
Tel.: + 49 89.3 80 00
Fax: + 49 89.34 99 41
www.allianz.de
www.allianz-versicherung.de
Dr. Reiner Hagemann
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Deutsche 
Lebensversicherungs-AG
Breite Strasse 30/31
D-10178 Berlin
Tel.: + 49 30.9 39 40
Fax: + 49 30.93 94 73 02
Dr. Klaus Dauner
Dr. Eckhard Hütter
Members of the 
Board of Management
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Regional insurance centers 
and joint operations of Allianz 
Versicherungs-AG
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Zweigniederlassung 
für Baden-Württemberg
Uhlandstrasse 2
D-70182 Stuttgart
Tel.: + 4 9711.217 30
Fax: + 4 9711.217 3170
Thomas Pleines
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Zweigniederlassung Berlin
An den Treptowers 3
D-12435 Berlin
Tel.: + 49 30.5 38 30
Fax: + 49 30.53 83 40 00
Michael Beckord
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Zweigniederlassung Leipzig
Prager Strasse 118 – 136
D-04317 Leipzig
Tel.: + 4 93 41.97 60
Fax: + 4 93 41.97 63 24 37
Dr. Günter Ullrich
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Zweigniederlassung 
für Norddeutschland
Grosser Burstah 3
D-20457 Hamburg
Tel.: + 49 40.3 6170
Fax: + 49 40.36 57 72
Kai Berrer
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Versicherungs AG
Zweigniederlassung für 
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ring 31
D-50672 Köln
Tel.: + 4 92 21.5 7310
Fax: + 4 92 21.5 7315 61
Dr. Peter von Blomberg
Chief Executive Officer
Bayerische 
Versicherungsbank AG
Dieselstrasse 8
D-85774 Unterföhring
Tel.: + 49 89.99 00 00
Fax: + 49 89.99 00 2615
Dr. Michael Albert
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG
Taunusanlage 18
D-60325 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.: + 49 69.712 61
Fax: + 49 69.72 87 50
Dr. Karl Ludwig
Freiherr von Freyberg
Chairman of the 
Board of Management
AGIS Allianz Gesellschaft für 
Informatik Service mbH
Königinstrasse 28
D-80802 München
Tel.: + 49 89.3 80 00
Fax: + 49 89.34 99 41
www.allianz-agis.de
Hajo Fritz
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Zentrum 
für Technik GmbH
Krausstrasse 14
D-85737 Ismaning
Industrial Technology
Tel.: + 49 89.38 00 6212
Fax: + 49 89.38 00 63 44
Dr. Lutz Cleemann
Managing Director
Automotive Technology
Tel.: + 49 89.38 00 63 11
Fax: + 49 89.38 00 63 36
Dr. Dieter Anselm
Managing Director
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ELVIA Reiseversicherungen
ELVIA Assistance GmbH
Mariahilfer Strasse 20
A-1070 Wien
Tel.: + 4 31.52 50 30 und 52 50 3124
Fax: + 4 31.52 50 39 99 und 52 50 38 88
Dr. Christoph Heissenberger
Wolfgang Crepaz
Managing Directors
BELG IUM
AGF/Assubel Holding
Rue de Laeken, 35
B-1000 Bruxelles
Tel.: + 3 22.214 6111
Fax: + 3 22.214 60 05
Jean-Charles Freimüller
Président
Fa. Stanislas H. Haine S. A.
Amerikalei 106
B-2000 Antwerpen
Tel.: + 3 23.2 37 34 84 und 2 37 34 85
Fax: + 3 23.2 37 43 58
Olivier Spérat-Czar
Manager
Dr. André Roels
Allianz Representative
Allianz AG
EU Representative Office
Avenue des Arts 44
B-1040 Bruxelles
Tel.: + 3 22.513 00 83 und 51317 45
Fax: + 3 22.513 05 72
Dr. Jörg-Michael Luther
Repräsentant der Allianz
ELVIA Assurances S. A.
Avenue des Arts 23
B-1040 Bruxelles
Tel.: + 3 22.2 371511
Fax: + 3 22.2 3716 99
Michel Callens
Directeur
ELVIA Assurances Voyages
Rue Sergent De Bruyne 82
B-1070 Bruxelles
Tel.: + 3 22.5 29 4812
Fax: + 3 22.5 29 4819
Filip Goevers
Directeur
International Reinsurance 
Company S.A.
43, Av. John F. Kennedy
B.P. 845
L-2018 Luxemburg
Tel.: + 3 52.4 27 67 62 30
Fax: + 3 52.4 27 67 62 40
Rupert A. Schelle
Managing Director
BR AZIL
AGF Brasil Seguros S/A
AGF Vida e Previdéncia S/A
Rua Luís Coelho, 26-8° andar
BR-São Paulo-SP
Cep: 01309-900
Tel.: + 5511.2 8158 40
Fax: + 5511.2 8155 46
www.agf.com.br
Jean-Marie A. Monteil
Presidente
Allianz América Latina 
S. C. Ltda.
Alameda Santos, 1787-12° andar
BR-01419-002 Jardim Paulista-SP
Tel.: + 5511.2 53 98 51
Fax: + 5511.2 53 98 43 und 2 84 54 57
Carlo Carlin
Presidente
ARGENTINA
AGF Argentina Compañía 
de Seguros S. A.
Pte. Julio A. Roca 620 2°P
RA-1067 Buenos Aires
Tel.: + 5411.43 43 50 07
Fax: + 5411.43 3163 69
www.agf.com.ar
Jean-Marie A. Monteil
Presidente
Allianz RAS Argentina 
S. A. de Seguros Generales
San Martín 550
RA-1004 Buenos Aires
Tel.: + 5411.43 20 38 00 und 43 20 38 01
Fax: + 5411.43 20 38 02 und 43 20 38 03
Jean-Marie A. Monteil
Presidente
Patrick Schwarz
Gerente General
AUSTR ALIA
MMI Insurance Group
2 Market Street
AUS-Sydney, N.S.W 2000
Tel.: + 612.93 90 62 22
Fax: + 612.93 90 6410
www.mmicentre.com.au
Terry Towell
Managing Director
AUSTR IA
Allianz Elementar 
Versicherungs-AG
Allianz Elementar 
Lebensversicherungs-AG
Hietzinger Kai 101–105
Postfach 1500
A-1130 Wien
Tel.: + 4 31.87 80 70
Fax: + 4 31.8 78 07 53 90 und 
8 78 07 27 03
www.allianz-elementar.at
Dr. Alexander Hoyos
Generaldirektor
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CH ILE
Consorcio Allianz
Hendaya 60, piso 10
RCH-Santiago de Chile
Tel.: + 5 62.3 30 20 00
Fax: + 5 62.3 30 2619
www.allianz.cl
Manuel García de los Ríos
Gerente General
Allianz BICE 
Compañía de Seguros de Vida
S. A.
Nueva York 9
RCH-Santiago de Chile
Tel.: + 5 62.6 37 94 30
Fax: + 5 62.6 37 94 31
Sergio Ovalle
Gerente General
CH INA
Allianz Beijing Representative
Office
Office C 211 B
Beijing Lufthansa Center
50 Liangmaqiao Road
Beijing 100016, P. R. China
Tel.: + 8610.64 63 80 52/53/54
Fax: + 8610.64 63 80 56
Hans-Jörg Probst
Chief Representative
Allianz Dazhong Life Insurance
Co. Ltd.
16F China Merchants Tower
66 Lujiazui Road
PRC-Shanghai 200120
Tel.: + 86 21.58 79 88 28
Fax: + 86 21.58 79 88 30
Dr. Benno Freiherr von Canstein
Executive General Manager
Allianz Shanghai 
Representative Office
Hotel Equatorial Shanghai
707 Office Complex
65 Yanan Xi Lu
Shanghai 200040, P. R. China
Tel.: + 86 21.62 48 82 40
Fax: + 86 21.62 48 8148
Christine Nagel
Chief Representative
Allianz Guangzhou 
Representative Office
Room 738, Garden Tower
Garden Hotel
368 Huan Shi East Road
Guangzhou 510064, P. R. China
Tel.: + 86 20.83 86 4818
Fax: + 86 20.83 86 42 28
Raymond Wong
Representative
CROATIA
Allianz Zagreb d.d.
Vodnikova 13
HR-10000 Zagreb
Tel.: + 38 51.4 84 32 06 und 4 84 32 07
Fax: + 38 51.4 84 3210
Ivan Sovicek
President
CYPRUS
Cooperative Central Bank Ltd.
Insurance Department
Gregorios Afxentiou Street
P. O. Box 4537
CY-Nicosia 1389, Cyprus
Tel.: + 35 72.44 29 21
Fax: + 35 72.3613 96
Andreas Nicolaou
Insurance Manager
Allianz-Bradesco Seguros S. A.
Av. Paulista, 1415-8° andar
BR 01311-200 Sa˜o Paulo-SP
Tel.: + 5511.2 84 67 62 und 2 84 2104
Fax: + 5511.2 89 6156
Büro Rio de Janeiro
Praça Pio X, 79 – 10 andar
BR-20269-900 Rio de Janeiro
Tel.: + 55 21.2 63 77 63 und 2 96 4111
Fax: + 55 21.2 63 77 64
Eduardo Vianna
Director Presidente
Sergio Hilgert
Allianz Representative
BRUNE I
National Insurance 
Company Berhad
6th Floor, Jalan Sultan Complex
P 0. Box 1251
Bandar Seri Begawan BS 8672
Brunei Darussalam
Tel.: + 67 32.23 39 99 und 23 89 99
Fax: + 67 32.22 74 95
Bruce A. Bowers
General Manager
BULGAR IA
Allianz Bulgaria Holding AD
59, „Kniaz Jandukor“ Blvd.
1504 Sofia
Tel.: + 35 92.9 88 0106
Fax: + 35 92.9 80 52 01
Dimitar Zhelev
Chief Executive Director
CANADA
Allianz Insurance Company 
of Canada
Trafalgar Insurance Company 
of Canada
10 York Mills Road, Suite 700
CDN-Toronto, Ontario M2P 2G5
Tel.: + 1416.2 27 78 00
Fax: + 1416.2 27 98 37
Robert E. Maynard
President and Chief Executive Officer
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FR ANCE
Allianz Assurances
2-4, avenue du Général de Gaulle
F-94672 Charenton-le-Pont Cedex
Tel.: + 3 31.46 76 76 76
Fax: + 3 31.46 76 7613
Antoine Jeancourt-Galignani
Président
Dominique Bazy
Yves Mansion
Administrateur Directeur Général
Assurances Générales de France
Assurances Génerales de France
Vie
Assurances Générales de France
IART
87, rue de Richelieu
F-75113 Paris Cedex 02
Tel.: + 3 31.44 86 20 00
Fax: + 3 31.44 86 29 51
www.agf.fr
Antoine Jeancourt-Galignani
Président
AGF M.A.T.
23/27, rue Notre Dame des Victoires
F-75002 Paris
Tel.: + 3 31.53 0016 00
Fax: + 3 31.53 001710
Yves Mansion
Président
Allianz Vie
Compagnie d’Assurances 
sur la Vie
8 12, avenue du Général de Gaulle
F-94675 Charenton-le-Pont Cedex
Tel.: + 3 31.46 76 76 76
Fax: + 3 31.46 76 7613
Antoine Jeancourt-Galignani
Président Directeur Général
Euler
1, rue Euler
F-75008 Paris
Tel.: + 3 31.40 70 50 50
Fax: + 3 31.40 70 5017
Jean Lanier
Président
Compagnie Générale 
de Prévoyance
1, rue des Arquebusiers, B. P. 322
F-67008 Strasbourg Cedex
Tel.: + 3 33.881515 20
Fax: + 3 33.881515 21
Dr. Hans Peter Willert
Président Directeur Général
Cornhill France S. A.
Allée des Dauphins
F-38330 St. Ismier, Arr. de Grenoble
Tel.: + 3 34.76 52 60 00
Fax: + 3 34.76 52 60 30
Christian Cuny
Président Directeur Général
ELVIA Société d’Assurances
Voyages
153,rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré
F-75381 Paris Cedex 08
Tel.: + 3 31.42 99 02 03
Fax: + 3 31.40 76 05 62
Nicole Rodriguez
Directrice
Rhin et Moselle Assurances
Compagnie d’Assurances 
sur la Vie
RHIMO Holding
1, rue des Arquebusiers, B. P. 52
F-67000 Strasbourg Cedex
Tel.: + 3 33.8815 3131
Fax: + 3 33.881515 47
Dominique Bazy
Président Directeur Général
CZECH REPUBLIC
Allianz pojisˇ t’ovna, a. s.
Rˇímská 12
CˇR-12004 Praha 2
Tel.: + 42 02.24 40 5111
Fax: + 42 02.24 40 55 55
www.allianz.cz
Thomas Münkel
ELVIA (Ceská Republika) S.r.o.
U Uranie 18
CˇR-17000 Praha 7
Tel.: + 42 02.83 00 2711
Fax: + 42 02.83 00 27 01
DENMARK
Forsikringsaktieselskabet (RAS)
Allianz Nordeuropa
Banestrøget 21
P. 0. Box 3 55
DK-2630 Taastrup
Tel.: + 45 43.55 80 00
Fax: + 45 43.55 80 80
www.allianz.dk
Wolfgang Paiker
Direktør
EGYPT
Arab International Insurance 
Company
28 Talaat Harb Street
P. O. Box 27 04
ET-Cairo
Tel.: + 2 02.5 75 63 99
Fax: + 2 02.76 00 53
Hassan M. Hafez
Chairman and Managing Director
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Allianz Life Insurance Company
S. A.
Kifissias Ave. 124
GR-11526 Athen
Tel.: + 3 01.6 92 85 74 und 6 92 52 05
Fax: + 3 01.6 92 34 46 und 6 9139 41
www.allianz.gr
Jerome Delendas
Executive Chairman
Petros D. Papanikoleou
General Manager
HONG KONG
Allianz Asset Management
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
7/F Hutchison House
10 Hartcourt Road
HK-Hong Kong
Tel.: + 8 52.28 26 89 69
Fax: + 8 52.25 0143 53
Dr. Eugen Löffler
Managing Director
Allianz Cornhill Insurance
(Far East) Ltd.
Ruttonjee House, 20th Floor
11 Duddell Street
HK-Hong Kong
Tel.: + 8 52.25 2166 51
Fax: + 8 52.2810 6191
www.allianz.com/itint/asia/hk/cornhill
Graham W. Norris
Managing Director
HUNGARY
Hungária Biztosító Rt.
Vadas´ z u. 23– 25
H-1054 Budapest
Tel.: + 3 61.3 0165 65
Fax: + 3 61.3 0165 00
www.hbrt.hu
Dr. Mihály Patai
Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer
INDIA
Allianz Representative Office
125 Maker Chamber Vl, 12th floor
220, Nariman Point
IND-Mumbai (Bombay) 400021
Tel.: + 9122.2 85 59 71
Fax: + 9122.2 85 59 73
Sam Gosh
Representative
INDONES IA
P. T. Asuransi Allianz Life 
Indonesia
Summitmas II, 20th Floor
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 61– 62
Rl-Jakarta 12190
Tel.: + 62 21.2 52 66 90
Fax: + 62 21.2 52 65 80
Laurence Warburton
President Director
P. T. Asuransi Allianz Utama 
Indonesia
Summitmas II,.9th Floor
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 61– 62
Rl-Jakarta 12190
Tel.: + 62 21.2 52 24 70
Fax: + 62 21.2 52 32 46
www.allianz.com/itint/asia/ri/utama
Manfred Wittau
President Director
I RELAND
Allianz-Irish Life Holdings plc.
Burlington House
Burlington Road
IRL-Dublin 4
Tel.: + 35 31.7 02 30 00
Fax: + 35 31.6 60 92 20
John O’Hanlon
Group Chief Executive
Lilloise d’Assurances
1, avenue de la Marne
F-59290 Wasquehal
Tel.: + 3 33.20 66 77 88
Fax: + 3 33.20 66 77 99
Dominique Gras
Président
PFA TIARD
PFA Vie
1, cours Michelet
La Défense 10
F-928000 Puteaux
Tel.: + 3 31.42 911010
Fax: + 3 31.42 9112 20
Antoine Jeancourt-Galignani
Président
GREAT BR ITAIN
London Head Office
Cornhill Insurance PLC
32 Cornhill
GB-London EC3V 3LJ
Tel.: + 4 4171.6 26 5410
Fax: + 4 4171.9 29 35 62
www.cornhill.co.uk
William Raymond Treen
Director and Chief Executive Officer
Country Head Office:
57 Ladymead
GB-Guildford, Surrey GU1 1DB
Tel.: + 4414 83.56 8161
Fax: + 4414 83.30 09 52
GREECE
Allianz General Insurance 
Company S. A.
Kifissias Ave . 124
GR-11526 Athen
Tel.: + 3 01.6 92 85 74 und 6 92 52 05
Fax: + 3 01.6 911150 und 6 92 60 59
www.allianz.gr
Jerome Delandas
Executive Chairman
Gabriel Antoniades
General Manager
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Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà
S.p.A.
Corso Italia 23
I-20122 Milano
Tel.: + 39 02.7 2161
Fax: + 39 02.7216 5011
www.ras.it
Dr. Angelo Marchiò
Presidente e Amministratore Delegato
Dr. Giulio Baseggio
Dr. Attilio Lentati
Dr. Mario Greco
Amministratori Delegati
JAPAN
Allianz Fire and Marine
Insurance Japan Ltd.
MITA N. N: Bldg. 4th Floor
1-23, Shiba 4-chome
JP-Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0014
Tel.: + 813.54 42 65 00
Fax: + 813.54 42 65 09
www.allianz.com/itint/asia/jp/fire-and-
marine
Christian F. Lutz
President
L I ECHTENSTE IN
Allianz Versicherung (Schweiz) AG
Allianz Lebensversicherung
(Schweiz) AG
An der Landstrasse 5
FL-9490 Vaduz
Tel.: + 4175.2 32 6119
Fax: + 4175.2 32 6177
Ernst-Peter Gassner
Representative
MALAYS IA
Malaysia British Assurance 
Berhard
Level 40, Menara Lion
165, Jalan Ampang
MAL-50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel.: + 6 03.4 66 29 07
Fax: + 6 03.4 66 29 08
Horst Habbig
Allianz Representative
MEXICO
Allianz Mexico S. A. 
Compan˜ía de Seguros
Boulevard Manuel Avila Camacho 164
Col. Lomas de Barrilaco Vertientes
MEX-11010 Mexico, D.F.
Tel.: + 5 25.2 0130 00
Fax: + 5 25.5 40 32 04 und 5 40 46 81
Sergio Ghibellini
Director General
NAMIBIA
Allianz Insurance of Namibia
Ltd.
4th Floor, Sanlam Centre
Independence Avenue
P. O. Box 3244
NA-9000 Windhoek, Namibia
Tel.: + 2 64 61.22 68 97
Fax: + 2 64 61.2310 70
Garikai Dombo
Manager
NETHERLANDS
Royal Nederland 
Verzekeringsgroep N. V.
Coolsingel 139
P. O. Box 64
NL-3000 AB Rotterdam
Tel.: + 3110.4 5412 06
Fax: + 3110.4141413
Henri J. E. J. van Lent
Chief Executive Officer
ELVIA Verzekeringen N.V.
Weesperzijde 150
NL-1097 DS Amsterdam
Tel.: + 3120.5 618618
Fax: + 3120.5 6186 80
www.elvia.nl
Hein Aanstoot
Algemeen Directeur
ITALY
Allianz-RAS Tutela Giudiziaria
S.p.A.
Via Santa Sofia 27
I-20122 Milano
Tel.: + 39 02.58 40 01
Fax: + 39 02.58 30 87 45
Dr. Franz Mario Thimm
Direttore
Allianz Subalpina S.p. A.
Societa di Assicurazioni e Riassicurazioni
Via Alfieri 22
I-10121 Torino
Tel.: + 3 9011.5161111
Fax: + 3 9011.5 62 72 46
Dr. Giulio Baseggio
Presidente
ELVIA Assicurazioni Viaggi
Via Ampère 30
I-20131 Milano
Tel.: + 39 02.26 60 96 01
Fax: + 39 02.2 36 43 84
Giovanni Freda Piredda
Direttore Generale
ELVIA Assistance S.p.A.
Via Ampere 30
I-20131 Milano
Tel.: + 39 02.26 60 91
Fax: + 39 02.26 60 99 96
Alain Demissy
Presidente e Amministratore Delegato
Lloyd Adriatico S. p. A.
Largo Ugo Irneri 1
I-34123 Trieste
Tel.: + 3 90 40.7 7811
Fax: + 3 90 40.7 781311
www.lloydadriatico.it
Dr. Enrico Tomaso Cucchiani
Amministratore Delegato
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POLAND
T. U. Allianz Polska S. A.
T. U. Allianz Polska 
Zycie S. A.
uI. Jana Pawla II 15
PL-00-828 Warszawa
Tel.: + 48 22.6 97 69 00
Fax: + 48 22.6 97 69 70
www.allianz.pl
Pawel Dangel
Przewodnicza˛ cy Zarzadu
PORTUGAL
Portugal Previdente
Companhia de Seguros (RAS)
Rua Andrade Corvo 32
P-1069 Lisboa Codex
Tel.: + 3511.316 53 00
Fax: + 3511.3 57 62 24
www.pprev.pt
Dr. Pedro Rogério Seixas Vale
Adminstrador Delegado
ELVIASSIST LDA
Av. Duque de Loulé 106 y 10°
P-1050 Lisboa
Tel.: + 3511.312 92 40
Fax: + 3511.312 92 47
Alexandro de Sousa
Director
RUSS IAN FEDER ATION
Geschlossene Versicherungs-
aktiengesellschaft
Ost-West Allianz
3rd Samotechny
Pereulok, 3
CIS-103473 Moscow
Tel.: + 70 95.9 37 69 96
Fax: + 70 95.9 37 69 80
www.owaz.msk.ru
Postanschrift:
c/o DIHT Büro Berlin
An der Kolonnade 10
10117 Berlin
Dr. Siegmar Krüger
General Manager
Sankt Petersburg Office
uI. Divenskaja 3
CIS- 197061 Sankt Petersburg
Tel.: + 7812.3 2515 26
Fax: + 7812.3 2515 27
Dr. Anatoly Lytkin
S INGAPORE
Allianz Insurance Management
Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
# 20 -06/13 Shaw Towers
100 Beach Road,
SGP-Singapore 189702
Tel.: + 65.2 97 88 01
Fax: + 65.2 9715 27
Michael Diekmann
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Insurance (Singapore) 
Pte. Ltd.
# 20-06/13 Shaw Towers
100 Beach Road,
SGP-Singapore 189702
Tel.: + 65.2 97 88 01
Fax: + 65.2 97 89 01
www.allianz.com/inti/asia/sgp/azsgp
Udo Krüger
Managing Director
SLOVAKIA
Allianz poist’ovnˇa a. s.
Lazaretská 12
SR-81373 Bratislava 1
Tel.: + 4217.59 315111
Fax: + 4217.59 3155 55
Manuel Bauer
SOUTH AF R ICA
Allianz Insurance Ltd.
Allianz House, 33 Baker Street
SA-Rosebank 21 96
SA-Johannesburg 2001
Tel.: + 2711.2 80 43 00
Fax: + 2711.2 80 43 01
Dr. Ulrich Friedrich Delius
Managing Director
NEW ZEALAND
MMI Insurance (N. Z.) Ltd.
45 Queen Str.
NZ-Auckland
Tel.: + 6 49.3 02 40 86
Fax: + 6 49.3 02 4157
Jim D. Harris
Manager
ELVIA Reisverzekering 
Maatschappij
ELVIA Assistance B. V.
Weesperzijde 151
NL-1097 DS Amsterdam
Tel.: + 3120.5 618711
Fax: + 3120.6 63 25 36
www.reis.elvia.nl
Trevor de Vries
Directeur
NORWAY
Forsikringsaksjeselskapet
Allianz Nordeuropa
Arnstein Arnebergsvei 30
N-1324 Lysaker
Tel.: + 47.67 5812 66
Fax: + 47.67 58 27 55
Øjvind Larsen
General Manager
PH ILIPP INES
Pioneer Allianz Life Assurance
Corporation
4/F Pioneer House-Makati
108 Paseo de Roxas
Legaspi Village
Ph-Makati City
Tel.: + 6 32.8 4102 46 und 8 4102 53
Fax: + 6 32.815 33 83
Roger Dockett
President, Director and 
Chief Executive Officer
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Eurovida, S.A.
Europensiones S.A.
(Allianz-RAS/Banco Popular)
c/Jose Ortega y Gasset, 29
E-28006 Madrid
Tel.: + 34 91.4 36 03 00
Fax: + 34 91.4 36 03 25
Emilio San José
Director General
SWEDEN
Försäkringsaktiebolaget Allianz
Nordeuropa
Kungsgatan 36, P. O. Box 3306
S-10366 Stockholm
Tel.: + 4 68.4 06 99 00
Fax: + 4 68.4 06 9910
Lennart Kjellberg
General Manager
SWITZERLAND
Allianz Versicherung (Schweiz)
AG
Allianz Lebensversicherung
(Schweiz)
Seestrasse 356, Postfach 577
CH-8038 Zürich
Tel.: + 411.4 88 9191
Fax: + 411.4 88 9192
www.allianz.ch
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Chief Executive Officer
Allianz Risk Transfer (ART)
General-Wille-Strasse 10
CH-8027 Zürich
Tel.: + 411.2 851818
Fax: + 411.2 851819
Jay Ralph
Chief Executive Officer
Berner Allgemeine 
Versicherungs Gesellschaft
Berner Lebensversicherungs-
Gesellschaft
Laupenstrasse 27
CH-3001 Bern
Tel.: + 4131.3 84 5111
Fax: + 4131.3 84 53 00
www.berner.ch
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Chief Executive Officer
CAP Rechtsschutz
Poststrasse 30
Postfach 1248
CH-6301 Zug
Tel.: + 4141.7 26 84 84
Fax: + 4141.7 26 84 81
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Chief Executive Officer
ELVIA Versicherungen
Bleicherweg 19
CH-8022 Zürich
Tel.: + 411.2 09 5111
Fax: + 411.2 09 5145
www.elvia.ch
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Chief Executive Officer
ELVIA Leben
Avenue du Bouchet 2
CH-1211 Genève 28
Tel.: + 4122.91812 00
Fax: + 4122.7 33 74 96
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
Chief Executive Officer
ELVIA Reiseversicherungs-
Gesellschaft
Tödistrasse 65
CH-8039 Zürich
Tel.: + 411.2 83 3111
Fax: + 411.2 83 32 06
Dr. Gerd-Uwe Baden
President
SOUTH KOREA
France-Life Insurance Co. Ltd
1321-Seocho-Dong
Seocho-ku Seoul, Korea Republic
Tel.: + 8 22.34 88 7102
Fax: + 8 22.5 8160 90
Hyoung-Dong Cha
President
Allianz Representative Office
Seoul
Suite 4, 13th Floor
Kwanghwamun B/D 64-8
Taepyungro 1-Ka, Chung-Ku
Seoul 100-101, Korea, Republic
Tel.: + 8 22.3 99 28 80/1
Fax: + 8 22.3 99 28 84
Chung Soo Kim
Representative
SPAIN
Allianz-RAS Seguros y 
Reaseguros, S. A.
Geschäftssitz Madrid:
Paseo de la Castellana, 39
E-28046 Madrid
Tel.: + 34 91.5 57 87 00
Fax: + 34 91.5 57 87 02
Zentrale Barcelona:
Torre Allianz RAS
c/o Tarragona, 109
E-08014 Barcelona
Tel.: + 34 93.2 28 52 00
Fax: + 34 93.2 28 55 20
www.allianz.es
Vicente Tardío Barutel
Consejero Delegado
ELVIAseg. S.A.
Edificio Gorbea 3
Jose Bardasano Baos, 9-5to Izda.
E-28016 Madrid
Tel.: + 34 91.3 43 42 00
Fax: + 34 91.3 43 4217
Jürg Wittwer
Director
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Koç Allianz Hayat Sigorta A. ‚S
Bagˇlarpbas˛i, Kisikli Cad. No. 9
TR-81180 Altunizade-Istanbul
Tel.: + 9 0216.4 74 07 07
Fax: + 9 0216.4 74 07 00
www.kocallianzhayat.com.tr
Kemal Olgac
General Manager
Dr. Thomas Baron
Allianz Representative
UNITED AR AB EMIR ATES
Allianz Versicherungs-AG
Dubai Branch
P. O. Box 76 59
UAE-Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel.: + 9714.5155 00
Fax: + 9714.52 3011
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Affiliated enterprises
The parent company of the Group and all con-
solidated subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are enter-
prises where the parent company can exercise a
dominant influence over their corporate strategy
in accordance with the concept of control. 
That is possible, for example, where the Group
parent holds, directly or indirectly, a majority of
the voting rights, has the power to appoint or
remove a majority of the members of the board
of management or equivalent governing body, 
or where there are contractual rights of control.
Aggregate policy reserve
Policies in force – especially in life, health, 
and personal accident insurance – give rise to
potential liabilities for which funds have to 
be set aside. The amount required is calculated
actuarially.
Assets under management
The total of all investments, valued at current
market value, which the Group has under
management with responsibility for maintaining
and improving their performance. In addition 
to the Group’s own investments they include
investments held for variable annuity policy-
holders, bank loans and advances, and invest-
ments held under management for third parties.
Associated enterprises and joint ventures
All those enterprises, other than affiliated enter-
prises, in which the Group has an interest of
between 20 percent and 50 percent, regardless 
of whether a significant influence is actually exer-
cised or not.
At amortized cost
Under this accounting principle the difference
between the acquisition cost and redemption
value (of an investment) is added to or subtract-
ed from the original cost figure over the period
from acquisition to its maturity and credited or
charged to income over the same period.
Benefits (net) payable to policyholders
The expense of policyholder benefits (less
amounts ceded in reinsurance) comprises loss
and loss adjustment expenses, premium refunds,
and the net change in insurance reserves.
Capital relating to participating certificates
Amount payable on redemption of participating
certificates issued. The participating certificates of
Allianz AG carry distribution rights based on the
dividends paid, and subscription rights when the
capital stock is increased; but they carry no voting
rights, no rights to participate in any proceeds 
of liquidation, and no rights to be converted into
shares.
Cash flow statement
Statement showing movements of cash and cash
equivalents during an accounting period, classi-
fied by three types of activity:
- normal operating activities
- investing activities
- financing activities.
Contingent liabilities
Financial obligations not shown as liabilities in
the balance sheet because the probability of 
a liability actually being incurred is uncertain.
Example: guarantee obligations.
Corridor approach
Under this approach to pension plans, actuarial
gains and losses are not recognized immediately.
Only when the cumulative gains or losses fall
outside the corridor is a specified portion recog-
nized in the income statement from the following
year onwards. The corridor is 10 percent of the
present value of the pension obligations funded
or of the fund assets at market value, if greater.
The specialists accounting
terms explained on these
pages are intended to help
the reader understand this
Annual Report. Most of the
terms are from the balance
sheet or income statement.
Specialist terminology
relating to particular lines of
insurance business has not
been included.
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Acquisition cost
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid 
or the fair value of other consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition.
Credit risk
The risk that one party to a contract will fail to
discharge its obligations and thereby cause the
other party to incur financial loss.
Current service cost
Net expense in connection with a defined benefit
pension obligation, less any contributions made
by the beneficiary to the pension fund.
Current value
The current value of an investment is normally
the same as the market value. If the market value
cannot be calculated directly, fair value is used.
Deferred acquisition costs
Expenses of an insurance company which are
incurred in connection with the acquisition of
new insurance policies or the renewal of existing
policies. They include commissions paid and the
costs of processing proposals.
Deferred tax assets/liabilities
The calculation of deferred tax is based on tem-
porary differences between the carrying amounts
of assets or liabilities in the published balance
sheet and their tax base, and on differences
arising from applying uniform valuation policies
for consolidation purposes and from consolidation
procedures. The tax rates used for the calculation
are the local rates applicable in the countries 
of the enterprises included in the consolidation.
Defined benefit pension plans
Under these retirement plans the enterprise pro-
mises the beneficiary a particular level of benefit.
The contribution payable is based on the age 
of the beneficiary and depends on the level of
benefit promised.
Defined contribution pension plans
The central feature of these post-employment
benefit plans is the contribution which an enter-
prise pays into a pension fund. The enterprise 
has no further obligations beyond the amount
that it agrees to contribute to the fund and 
has no interest in the financial results of the fund.
Benefits have to be claimed from the pension
fund.
Derivative financial instruments
Financial contracts, the values of which move in
relationship to the price of an underlying asset.
Derivative financial instruments can be classified
in relation to their underlying assets (e.g. secu-
rities, currencies, interest rate products or indices).
Options, futures, forwards and swaps are impor-
tant examples of derivative financial instruments.
Earnings from ordinary activities
Pre-tax profit or loss from activities which an enter-
prise undertakes in the normal course of busi-
ness. This does not include extraordinary items,
i.e. income or expenses that arise from events or
transactions that are clearly distinct from the ordi-
nary activities of the enterprise and are therefore
not expected to recur frequently or regularly.
Earnings per share (basic/diluted)
Ratio calculated by dividing the consolidated profit
or loss for the year by the average number of
shares in issue. For calculating diluted earnings
per share the number of shares and the profit or
loss for the year are adjusted by the effects of any
rights to subscribe for shares which have been 
or can still be exercised. Subscription rights arise
in connection with issues of convertible bonds 
or share options.
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Equity consolidation
The relevant proportion of cost of the investment
in a subsidiary is set off against the relevant
proportion of the shareholders’ equity of the
subsidiary at the date of acquisition.
Equity method
Investments in unconsolidated affiliated enter-
prises, joint ventures and associated enterprises
are accounted for by this method. They are
valued at the Group’s proportionate share of the
net assets (= shareholders’ equity) of the enter-
prises concerned. In the case of investments in
enterprises which prepare consolidated financial
statements of their own, the valuation is based 
on the sub-group’s consolidated net assets. The
valuation is subsequently adjusted to reflect the
proportionate share of changes in the enterprise’s
net assets, a proportionate share of the enter-
prise’s net earnings for the year being added to
the Group’s consolidated income.
Expense ratio
Underwriting costs (including change in deferred
acquisition costs) as a percentage of premiums
earned.
Fair value
The amount for which an asset could be ex-
changed between knowledgeable, willing parties
in an arm’s length transaction.
FAS
American Financial Accounting Standards on which
the details of US GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles) are based.
Forwards
The parties to this type of transaction have to buy
or sell at a specified future date. The price of the
underlying assets is fixed when the deal is struck.
Funds held by/for others under reinsurance
contracts
Funds held by others are funds to which the
reinsurer is entitled but which the ceding insurer
retains as collateral for future obligations of the
reinsurer. The ceding insurer shows these amounts
as “funds held under reinsurance business ceded”.
Futures
Standardized contracts for delivery on a future
date, traded on an exchange. Normally, rather
than actually delivering the underlying asset on
that date, the difference between closing market
value and the exercise price is paid.
Goodwill
Difference between the purchase price of a sub-
sidiary and the relevant proportion of its net
assets after writing back hidden reserves attribut-
able to the purchaser at the time of acquisition.
Goodwill is amortized over its useful life.
Gross/Net
In insurance terminology the terms gross and net
mean before and after deduction of reinsurance
respectively. (Net is also referred to as “for own
account”.)
In the context of investments the term “net” is
used where the relevant expenses (e.g. for invest-
ment management or valuation write-downs)
have already been deducted from the income.
This means that investment income (net) signifies
the net result from investments.
Hedging
Using special financial contracts, especially de-
rivative financial instruments, to reduce losses
which may arise as a result of unfavorable move-
ments in rates or prices.
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IAS
International Accounting Standards.
IAS Framework
The framework for International Accounting
Standards (IAS) which sets out the concepts 
that underlie the preparation and presentation of
financial statements for external users.
Investments held on account and at risk of life
insurance policyholders
Mainly investments funding variable annuities
plus investments to cover obligations under 
policies where the benefits are index-linked.
Policyholders are entitled to the gains recorded
on these investments, but also have to carry any
losses.
Issued capital and capital reserve
This heading comprises the capital stock, the 
premium received on the issue of shares, and
amounts allocated when option rights are exer-
cised.
Joint venture
An enterprise which is managed jointly by an
enterprise in the Group and one or more enter-
prises not included in the consolidation. The
extent of joint management control is more than
the significant influence exercised over associated
enterprises and less than the control exercised
over affiliated enterprises.
Loss ratio
Loss and loss adjustment expenses as a percent-
age of premiums earned.
Market value
The amount obtainable from the sale of an in-
vestment in an active market.
Minority interests in earnings
That part of net earnings for the year which is not
attributable to the Group but to others outside the
Group who hold shares in affiliated enterprises.
Minority interests in shareholders’ equity
Those parts of the equity of affiliated enterprises
which are not owned by companies in the Group.
New cost basis
Historical cost adjusted by depreciation to reflect
permanent diminution in value.
Options
Derivative financial instruments where the holder
is entitled – but not obliged – to buy (a call
option) or sell (a put option) the underlying asset
at a predetermined price sometime in the future.
The grantor (writer) of the option, on the other
hand, is obliged to transfer or buy the asset and
receives a premium for granting the option to the
purchaser.
OTC derivatives
Derivative financial instruments which are not
standardized and not traded on an exchange but
are traded directly between two counterparties
via over-the-counter (OTC) transactions.
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Other securities
1. Held to maturity
2. Available for sale
3. Trading
1. Securities held to maturity comprise debt 
securities held with the intent and ability that 
they will be held to maturity. They are valued 
“at amortized cost”.
2. Securities available for sale are securities which
are neither held with the intent that they will be
held to maturity nor have been acquired for sale
in the near term; securities available for sale are
shown at their market value at the balance sheet
date.
3. Trading securities comprise all fixed and vari-
able income securities which have been acquired
solely for sale in the near term. They are shown
in the balance sheet at their market value at the
balance sheet date. Changes in market value are
credited or charged to income.
Pension and similar reserves
Current and future post-employment benefits
payable to current and former employees under
company pension schemes, accrued as a liability.
Post-ranking liabilities
Liabilities which, in the event of liquidation or
bankruptcy, are not settled until after all other
liabilities.
Premiums written/earned
Premiums written represent all premium reve-
nues in the year under review. Premiums earned
represent that part of the premiums written used
to provide insurance cover in that year. In the
case of life insurance products where the policy-
holder carries the investment risk (e.g. variable
annuities), only that part of the premiums used to
cover the risk insured and costs involved is treat-
ed as premium income.
Reinsurance
Where an insurer transfers part of the risk which
he has assumed to another insurer.
Reserve for loss and loss adjustment expenses
Reserves for the cost of insurance claims incurred
by the end of the year under review but not yet
settled.
Reserve for premium refunds
That part of the operating surplus which will be
distributed to policyholders in the future. This re-
fund of premiums is made on the basis of statu-
tory, contractual, or company by-law obligations,
or voluntary undertaking.
Revenue reserves
In addition to the reserve required by law in the
financial statements of the Group parent compa-
ny, this item consists mainly of the undistributed
profits of Group enterprises and amounts trans-
ferred from consolidated net income.
Segment reporting
Financial information based on the consolidated
financial statements, reported by business
segments (life/health, property/casualty, and
financial services) and by geographical segments
(regions).
Swaps
Agreements between two counterparties to ex-
change payment streams over a specified period
of time. Important examples include currency
swaps (in which payment streams and capital in
different currencies are exchanged) and interest
rate swaps (in which the parties agree to ex-
change normally fixed interest rate payments for
variable rate payments in the same currency).
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Underwriting costs
Commissions, salaries, general expenses and
other expenses relating to the acquisition and on-
going administration of insurance policies. The
net figure is after expenses recovered from rein-
surers have been deducted.
Unearned premiums
Premiums written attributable to income of future
years. The amount is calculated separately for
each policy and for every day that the premium
still has to cover.
Unrecognized gains/losses
Amount of actuarial gains or losses, in connection
with defined benefit pension plans, which are not
yet recognized as income or expenses (see also
“corridor approach”).
Unrecognized “past service cost”
Present value of increases in pension benefits 
relating to previous years’ service, not yet recog-
nized in the pension reserve.
US GAAP
American Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles.
Variable annuities
The benefits payable under this type of life in-
surance depend primarily on the performance of
the investments in a fund. The policyholder shares
equally in the profits or losses of the underlying
investments.
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